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Bosch Packaging Technology has a long-standing

With a history stretching back over 40 years, Bosch

reputation as manufacturers of the best filling systems on

has pioneered much of the equipment and processes

the market. Over the past several years, Bosch has been
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building our portfolio to offer complete lines from a single

in all aspects of development, design, manufacturing,

supplier. The result is better performance, lower costs,

implementation, and service of your equipment.

and less work during the design and build process.

Here for you today and tomorrow

Offerings from Bosch

Bosch Packaging Technology has experienced

▶ Isolators

unprecedented growth over the past ten years, gaining

▶ Clean utilities for water and steam

new technology and production capacity along the way.

▶ Sterilization equipment

As part of the larger Bosch corporation, we draw strength
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from this global organization to help us grow, develop new

▶ Tablet presses and coaters

technology, and to have the systems in place to operate
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as a class-leading company. This strength ensures that the
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products and support you have come to expect will be
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available today, tomorrow, and into the distant future.
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Pharma’s Renaissance
Continues
> BY Steve Kuehn , executive Content director

n observing the pharma industry

Ten years later, it’s clear that pharma

w w w . N i cei nsi g h t .co m

over the years it has yet to cease

is in its reformation, one that’s driving a

P u b l i s hi ng Manag i ng Di rector
Nigel Walker | nigel@thatsnice.com

to amaze me. As it should, and not

scientific, technical and operational re-

solely because the industry is a

naissance, re-energized by Bio Pharma’s

S t rat e g i c Co nt ent Di rector
Guy Tiene | guy@thatsnice.com

source of products that, for many, are mi-

game-changing potential to create cate-

raculous in their life-changing abilities.

gory-leading therapies. The FDA’s internal
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My amazement stems more from how the

reforms are bearing fruit as well, dramati-

Sc i en t i f i c Co nt ent Di rector
Cynthia Challener, Ph.D. | cynthia@thatsnice.com

industry accomplishes all that it does in

cally speeding and rationalizing the drug-

the face of intensive societal, regulatory,

approval process while instituting sustain-

scientific

able novel drug development pathways.

Sc i en t i f i c Co nt ent MAN AGER
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and

commercial

challenges.

Consistent premier
quality you have come
to expect for sterile and
non-sterile dosage forms

Imagine committing to a course of action

Pharma’s renaissance is being driven

that ultimately represents an investment

by more focused research & development

of $2.6 billion, what Tufts says it takes to

spending; smarter approaches to the pa-

bring an approved category-defining drug

tient, product and process; and more ef-

to market. Obviously, it takes incredible

fective operational and quality strategies

willpower to carry on, and motivation well

for proactive compliance. The “Pharma

beyond profit to assure the world’s safe, re-

3.0” business model’s patient-centric ten-

liable supply of effective, affordable drugs.

ants are key to sustaining the industry’s

Pharma’s never been for the faint-

revival over the long term. How is the in-

hearted. Beginning about 2005, the finan-

dustry pursuing Pharma 3.0’s consumer-

cial community and the consulting class

driven strategy? What follows in this issue

were clearly warning pharma’s leadership

of Pharma’s Almanac may offer insight on

that the gravy train from their product

how some of the industry’s keenest players

portfolios would soon be ending along

are implementing Pharma 3.0’s strategy.

with the expiry of their patents. Mean-

Recent Nice Insight studies, the 2016 CRO,
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while, a whole new class of competitors

CDMO Outsourcing and Pharmaceutical

matured as patients and payers turned

Equipment Surveys, confirm pharma’s ex-

to generics for economic relief from high

ecutive and operational leadership. This
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drug prices.

leadership is shaping strategic relation-
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But where were the next generation of

ships with contract service providers to

blockbusters to take their place? Analysts

manage development risk and planning

attributed the gap to a number of factors

to spend increased capital on modern,

• Transfer and manufacture
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but pointed to the diminishing ability of

flexible, efficient capacity to reach the

of complex formulations

the R&D dollar to identify and develop

patient-centric goals of their post-patent-

class-leading, standard of care drug candi-

cliff business plans.
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• Capacity for large scale manufacturing
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• Clinical to commercial scale

• Controlled substances

bent on finding new ways to strangle drug

• Potent products (up to SafeBridge 5)

• Hormones

development — as the chief culprit. Even

• Milling and totally enclosed vessels

dates — abetted by regulators that seemed

the FDA admitted that its slow, underfunded and undermanned bureaucracy

P

was holding the industry back, with inter-
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Nigel Walker, founder of That’s Nice LLC

> INTRODUCTION Pharma’s Almanac

and Nice Insight, considers how evolving
markets are prompting drug owners and
developers to pursue new business models.

Collaboration
Is the Name of
the Game

In a look at Pharma 3.0, Nice Insight
editors explore how contract service providers
are redefining their mission and reframing
their strategic roles with customers.
Industry experts provide insights on the
impact of FDA’s recent approval of a switch
from batch to continuous manufacturing;
analytical and processing equipment that will

The winners are service
providers and pharma
customers that form true
partnerships based on
trust and understanding.

have the most impact on pharma processing in
the next 10 years; and supplier-partner models.
John Moscariello, Vice President of Process

Pere Vilanova, Innovation Technology

Development for CMC Biologics, outlines his

Manager, Grifols, reveals how the ability to

Biopharmaceutical Technology and Keith

company’s application of quality-by-design

accurately track and trace pharma products

Webber, Investigator, Biopharmaceutical

principles for biologics process development.

and manage the disposition of stock after

Helmut Schneider, Manager,

sale can add business value beyond efficiently

Technology, both in the Analytical group at
GlaxoSmithKline Biopharmaceuticals,

Richard Snyder, CSO and Mark Bamforth,

demonstrating regulatory compliance.

outline how collaborative interactions with

CEO, Brammer Bio discuss the unique

an advanced analytical method development

challenges associated with the scale-up of cell

team can facilitate both process optimization

and gene therapy manufacturing for late-stage

Hicks, COO of Federal Equipment Company,

and technology transfer.

clinical and commercial supply and existing

discusses the unique strategies required to

technologies that can be applied to the problem.

manage and recapture the value of equipment.

In the second of a two-part article, Matt

Syed T. Husain, Chief Commercial Officer
of Alcami, outlines why reformulation efforts

The joint venture contract services model is

Key findings from the 2016 Nice Insight

supported by reliable CDMOs can significantly

presented by Stephen Ball, Director of Sales and

Pharmaceutical Equipment Survey are

reduce the impact of the loss of patent

Marketing with BioVectra.

highlighted by Nice Insight researchers.

protection.
Kimo Sanderson, Vice President of

In an additional special feature, Nice Insight

Marketing and Client Services at Asahi Kasei

editors focus on novel equipment solutions

Pharmaceutical Services, explains why CDMOs

Bioprocess America, discusses the company’s

that are leading to increased manufacturing

must be able to facilitate clinical trials and

innovative inline buffer dilution (IBD) technology.

efficiency and productivity.

Tim Tyson, Chairman and CEO of Avara

P

offer scalable processes to meet the needs
of different patient populations and achieve

BY Cynthia A. Challener, Ph.D., That’s Nice

regional supply and sustainable partnerships.

Filipe Gaspar, Vice President, R&D, and
Márcio Temtem, Associate Director Particle
Design and Formulation Development with

Building a premier supplier of contract

he rapid changes occurring in the pharmaceutical
industry are placing mounting pressures on (bio)
pharmaceutical companies to accomplish more
with less. Outsourcing to access unique technologies,
lower costs and accelerate timelines is now the
norm. The winners are service providers and pharma
customers that form true partnerships based on
trust and understanding. In this fourth edition of the Pharma’s Almanac,
we explore different collaboration models and how both innovator firms
and CDMOs are applying them while they navigate changing pharma
industry dynamics and build strong foundations for future success.
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Philippe Mougin, President of Cenexi,

research, development and manufacturing

details how partnering with CDMOs allows

design approach for reducing the cost and time

services requires an understanding of the

pharma companies to take advantage of

for scale-up of spray drying processes.

marketplace, a long-term strategy for both

manufacturing expertise and state-of-the-art

inorganic and organic growth and the ability

facilities for the fill-finish and inspection of

to effectively integrate acquisitions, as

sterile pharmaceuticals.

described by Dawn Von Rohr, Senior Vice

The importance of real collaboration
between service providers and their (bio)pharma
partners is highlighted by Christian Sauveur,

President, API Operations, and Steven Hagen,

The application of advanced protein

Senior Vice President, Technical Operations,

engineering technologies to the development

Albany Molecular Research, Inc.

of novel biopharmaceuticals is outlined by Gjalt

Ash Stevens’ Vice President of Operations,

> About the author

Hovione, explain the company’s development by

Industrial General Director with Servier Group.
The increasing need for dose form

Cynthia A. Challener, Ph.D.

Huisman, Vice President of Pharmaceutical

and delivery systems to support therapeutic

Scientific Content Director

Technology & Innovation with Codexis.

compliance and value is reviewed by
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pharmaceuticals. She writes for various corporations and
associations, as well as marketing agencies and research
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Kevin Haehl, General Manager, Unither

Vince Ammoscato, and Principal Scientist –

Pharmaceuticals.

Regulatory Affairs, Charles Stankovic, discuss

The growing importance of secondary

how CDMOs that implement effective process

packaging for achieving unique solutions that

qualification strategies help their pharma

improve patient adherence is the focus of Jason

Nice Consulting highlights possible

partners meet aggressive deadlines and

Lasicki, Vice President, Sales and Marketing for

strategies that CDMOs can adopt in order to

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/cynthiachallener

regulatory requirements.

CWS Packaging Services.

achieve sustained growth.
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PROCESS DESIGN,

measurement
and control for enabling continuous processing adoption in the biotech and pharmaceutical industries – the
shift from batch to continuous production methods is
transforming the future of pharmaceutical manufacturing. The potential economic gains from increasing
capacity utilization and reducing the length of process
development, product release times and capital costs
are driving the paradigm shift. Spurred by potential
improvements to quality, patient safety and the time
required for breakthrough medicines to reach patients,
even the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has

advocated a move to continuous manufacturing (CM).
However, with new methods come new challenges —
particularly for process design, measurement, material
traceability and control. Manufacturers, suppliers and
research institutions are collaborating to solve these
challenges at projects across the globe.
The status of continuous processing in the pharmaceutical industry and considerations is based in part
on research on how manufacturers can overcome the
challenges related to quality, compliance, material
traceability and process design and control.

Robert Dream
Technology & Regulatory
Consultant, Comecer Group

ROU N DTAB L E

Q:

The FDA recently validated a continuous manufacturing
pharma process line for the first time.

WHAT DO YOU THINK THIS MEANS
FOR THE FUTURE OF PRODUCT
PROCESSING IN PHARMA?

The fact that FDA approved two products utilizing continuous manufacturing tells me that they are onboard with this new concept. It should allay the
fears of the industry that FDA will not be willing to make this leap. From

The key for the future of
continuous processing is
going to be the capability
and flexibility of the
systems utilized.

what I’ve heard, the review process went quickly and smoothly for both
products. Of course, all solid dosage products cannot be processed utilizing
continuous systems. Business risk and market demands will dictate some
of this. The key for the future of continuous processing is going
to be the capability and flexibility of the systems utilized.

The fact that there are now two pharmaceutical products approved
for continuous manufacturing, including one mainstream product, is
very significant for continuous manufacturing as it goes from an idea towards
widespread implementation in the pharmaceutical industry. One of the main
reasons why continuous manufacturing has been so much slower to enter
the pharmaceutical industry than other industries, which have used
continuous manufacturing for decades, has been concern over the regulatory
impact of such a transition. Now we have a pipeline of products that are
either planned to be transitioned to continuous manufacturing, or are being
developed directly for continuous manufacturing. The recent approvals help
in establishing the regulatory framework needed and, together
with continued progress on the processing side, support
the path towards continuous manufacturing becoming the
preferred concept for pharmaceutical manufacturing over
time. This is a major step towards lower cost and better
quality control in pharmaceutical manufacturing.

Having regulatory precedence is only a
minimum requirement. Having the process
understanding and a robust risk management
program to have the confidence to assume the
risks associated with continuous manufacturing
is the key to successful implementation. The
benefits are immense and competitors with
mature process capabilities will differentiate
themselves significantly in the market; initially,
however, this will most likely be an iterative,
case-by-case approach to migrate from batch to
continuous processing. From a business driver
perspective, it may not even be cost-effective to
transition a product in its life cycle from a batch
process to continuous manufacturing due to
market saturation or achieving returns on capital
investment. Instead, moving forward, the industry
will have to look at continuous manufacturing as
a platform for process development for product
types that have chemistries receptive to or
enhanced by continuous processes. And having
a renewed attention to automated process
controls, on-line instrumentation and successful
applications of PAT will become enablers.

Pär Almhem President, Modwave

B

Bosch Packaging Technology sees an enormous potential in continuous manufacturing,
especially for the processing and production
of solid dosage forms. The main reasons are a
growing demand for faster time-to-market of
new drugs, even higher safety, a higher degree
of automation, as well as significant cost
savings. This is why we are currently working
on research and development in the area of
continuous manufacturing, and have initiated
cooperation with an experienced partner,
the RCPE (Research Center Pharmaceutical
Engineering) in Graz, Austria. We want to thoroughly evaluate and understand the mecha-

The system should be able to handle different forms of

nisms of continuous manufacturing before

granulation, as well as direct compression. Another key

introducing technologies to the market, as our

aspect will be the ability for full integration of the unit

goal is always to offer our customers proven

operations within the system and the ability to control

Christian Treitel

added value. To get continuous manufacturing

them to adequately produce quality product with

Pharma Business

processes approved is a very complex proce-

John Wass

Development Head,

dure. Our goal is to facilitate this procedure

CPIP, Consultant,

Bosch Packaging

by developing technical solutions that are

Commissioning Agents, Inc.

Technology

more easily approved.

little waste.
Ed Godek
Manager, Process Technology, Glatt Air Techniques Inc.
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Having the process
understanding and a
robust risk management
program to have the
confidence to assume
the risks associated
with continuous
manufacturing is the
key to successful
implementation.
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ROU NDTABL E

Q:

In terms of analytical technology, the old standby,
NIR, will have its place in content uniformity, and
its use on the tablet press will be critical.

WHEN IT COMES TO PROCESSING AND/
OR ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT, WHAT
TECHNOLOGIES WILL HAVE THE MOST
IMPACT ON PHARMA PROCESSING
OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS?
Ed Godek

In the coming years, all technological developments will
focus strongly on reducing the amount of operator
intervention in pharmaceutical processes and ensuring
even higher final product quality. Continuous manufacturing
and so-called connected industry (or industry 4.0) solutions will
have a great impact on pharma processing. Industry requires technologies that
minimize interfaces and streamline processes against the background of cost
pressure and the need for faster time-to-market of new drugs. Process Analytic
Technology (PAT) and Quality by Design (QbD) will play a more and more
important role within this process to ensure that all parameters are closely
monitored and final product quality is secured during development and
production. Moreover, containment solutions are needed to protect operators
from highly active ingredients and drugs from contact with operators.
Christian Treitel
Pharma Business Development Head, Bosch Packaging Technology

I THINK

Pär Almhem
President, Modwave
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the main impact will come from integration,
automation and modularization of the different process steps.
We will, of course, see improvements in dosing, feeding and other
unit operations, as well as analytical technologies. This is all very
important and of significant value, but the main impact will come
from how these systems and technologies are used as a whole,
rather than from the individual components. By modularizing
hardware as well as software, it will be possible to standardize
and be flexible at the same time, allowing for optimization of
individual components and systems, as well as adopting complete
manufacturing lines to best fit the products and processes they
are supporting. Proper modularization will allow for flexible,
customizable systems that can be modified by switching ‘plugand-play’ modules as needed, paving the way for reduced waste
and better utilization and optimization.

GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN TRENDS

Q3 2016

From a biologics perspective, with
increased upstream titers having
diminishing returns, downstream
processing debottlenecking is getting
a significant amount of attention.
Chromatography is cumbersome and the
technology is dated. The industry needs to
see significant investment in downstream
platform development. The role of filter
vendors as a strategic partner in the process
development stages will most likely result in
a single-use disposable depth or membrane
filter solution that has a media catered to a
particular matrix profile. This will result in
immediate significant conversion cost
savings, but the real competitive advantage
comes from being able to characterize and
model the interactions of the product matrix
with the filter media, and having the ability
to predict future needs of each subsequent
product in the pipeline. With an intense focus
on the “speed to IND” and disproportionate
number of biosimilars preparing to fill a
limited number of innovator products, being
able to get a product to market in 8 months
instead of 10 or 12 months will become the
deciding factor in growing and sustaining
a competitor’s position in their respective
market segment.

John Wass

Manager, Process Technology,
Glatt Air Techniques Inc.

The technologies that will have the most impact will be those that can reproducibly
generate tablets for poorly flowing, low dosage APIs. Powder conditioning techniques
for direct compression and good granulation technology, such as twin screw extrusion and
continuous fluid bed granulation, will be required. Full characterization of these technologies
will need to be done to ensure quality product. In terms of analytical technology, the old standby,
NIR, will have its place in content uniformity, and its use on the tablet press will be critical.
As we know, blending and mixing does not stop until the tablet is made, so we need to make
sure uniformity is acceptable all the way to the feed frame of the press. We also need to
develop simple methods to look at particle size and moisture. Microwave technology can
be utilized for moisture content and there are several vision systems that can determine
particle-size distributions of granulated materials.

C

Continuous manufacturing and integrated

FDA reported 251 drugs in short supply in

continuous manufacturing (ICM) have been

2011 for medicines that are injected, as most

successfully implemented at certain drug

biotech products are. About 20 percent of

product manufacturers with the assistance

the time, the problem was that companies’

of educational institutions and equipment

manufacturing capacity fell short.

manufacturers/suppliers. This cooperation
was reached because of having the same

The pharmaceutical industry has typically

goal and common interest in better and

paid little attention to innovations in

streamlined manufacturing. These processes,

manufacturing, but because certain firms

under R&D for the last several years, have

have kept manufacturing capacity near to

been under study, and discovery is now a

their labs in Massachusetts and California,

reality. There are some elements which are

they’re now well-positioned to implement

pretty obviously going to be incredibly

new ideas. They have the right scientists,

important to the biotech industry, and

the right engineers and the right suppliers

some, in parts, are company secret.

in the U.S. We are hopeful that the U.S.

What we are
doing brings
technology and
innovation to
the heart of the
manufacturing
forefront.

will continue to be a leader in this new
With such compact manufacturing units,

technology. What we are doing brings

biotech companies could make more types

technology and innovation to the heart of

of drugs, or they could quickly scale up

the manufacturing forefront. It’s not clear

production of blockbusters by adding units

how long it will take until patients receive

as needed. These new technologies would let

drugs made through the new processes.

firms be much more diverse and adaptive,

At least we think that the main technical

moving in and out of different products more

barriers have been overcome, so it’s now

quickly. More flexible manufacturing could

a business decision — this is being pushed

help prevent damaging drug shortages. The

very hard by a few manufacturers.

Robert Dream

CPIP, Consultant,

Technology & Regulatory Consultant,

Commissioning Agents, Inc.

Comecer Group
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Industry Le ad e r i n s i g ht

uilding a premier contract research, development
and manufacturing services organization requires
an understanding of the marketplace, a long-term
strategy for both inorganic and organic growth and
the ability to effectively integrate acquisitions.
If done successfully, customers benefit from increased
technical capabilities, improved processes, expanded global
resources and greater efficiencies. AMRI’s path to becoming
a leading CRDM organization is outlined below.
I nte grati on & Ac q ui s t i o n

Creating a Global
C‘R’DMO for the Future
of (Bio)pharma:
Effective Strategies and Tactics
> BY Dawn Von Rohr and Steven Hagen, Ph.D., Albany Molecular Research, Inc.

Meeting Customer Needs

Although demand for API development

Reliance on contract service providers

and manufacturing services is currently

is increasing in the pharmaceutical in-

much greater than that for discovery,

dustry as drug makers seek to increase

final-product formulation and produc-

efficiency and productivity and gain ac-

tion support, drug companies are seeking

cess to advanced technologies and ex-

more strategic partnerships with service

pertise that are not practical to develop

providers that offer a broad portfolio of

internally. As a result, the global contract

innovative and specialized capabilities.

pharmaceutical manufacturing market is

Back in 2008, Albany Molecular Research,

growing at an average annual rate of 7.5%.1

Inc. (AMRI) recognized the growing mar-

Participants in Nice Insight’s 2016 annual

ket need for outsourcing partners that

survey of professionals in the pharmaceu-

could offer a comprehensive range of

tical and biopharmaceutical industries

services to support the full pharmaceu-

indicated that their companies have dra-

tical drug development spectrum. Since

matically increased year-over-year spend-

then, the company has been strategically

ing on outsourcing for the last four years.2

expanding the breadth and depth of its

In fact, nearly 95% of respondents to the

contract research, development and man-

2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing

ufacturing capabilities to create a global

Survey expect their companies to main-

“CRDMO” specifically to meet customer

tain (18%) or increase (75%) spending on

expectations today and in the future.

contract development and manufacturing
services over the next five years.
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Following the most recent acquisition
of Euticals, AMRI now offers a full suite

Outsourcing is occurring across all

of capabilities for exploration, a broad

phases of development from discovery

range of API development and manufac-

through

turing services from small to large volume

final-product

manufacturing.

niceinsight.com 13

— including the most complex and chal-

placement of projects such that plants

For AMRI, that has meant focusing

lenging chemistries and processes — and

on

technologies.

and equipment are used efficiently and

final-product formulation and manufac-

Organic growth also requires continual

productively) toward customer needs and

turing, including injectables. The acqui-

enhancement of the R&D pipeline and

delivery expectations.

sition also positions AMRI as one of the

capabilities necessary for ensuring ef-

Integration efforts at AMRI are driven

largest independent developers and sup-

ficient and smooth movement of projects

by the chief operating officer (COO) and

pliers of APIs to the global pharmaceuti-

from R&D to commercial scale production.

business development management. The

cal industry and takes it a significant step

Enhancement of processing capabilities

executive team, with representatives from

closer to achieving the company’s vision

allows our customers to have a smoother

AMRI and a newly acquired company,

of becoming a $1 billion, fully integrated,

development timeline and a more efficient

has the support of consulting groups and

premier supplier by 2018. The challenge

regulatory path. To achieve these goals,

works in a highly disciplined manner. Cen-

is to create a united company that pro-

AMRI has established centers of excel-

ters of functional areas and work streams

vides added value to the marketplace for

lence in R&D for new chemical entities

are identified based on the current prac-

both large and small customers through

(NCEs), chemical development and com-

tices within each organization. The team

access to a wider global network, more

mercialized API compounds.

considers what needs to be done to help

advanced,

complex

Following the integration of the Euti-

AMRI become a premier API supplier;

cals business, AMRI will be a much larger

thinking through the vision for the com-

company ($700+ million USD enterprise).

pany and looking for structures and work

Organic Growth

Maintaining a customer-centric approach

processes that will provide predictability,

To meet its aggressive growth targets,

will be crucial to achieving further growth.

enable the efficient performance of com-

AMRI must grow both organically and

Currently, the company is in a transforma-

plex chemistry and assure high quality —

inorganically. Organic growth at a rate

tional mode, with a focus on increasing the

all while focusing on meeting current and

in the upper single digits year-on-year

discipline around operational excellence,

future customer expectations.

can only be accomplished through stra-

enhancing and applying talent, and taking

tegic partnerships with AMRI customers.

quality programs to another level so that

Developing such long-term, collabora-

they are appropriate for managing a com-

An additional aspect of successful inte-

tive relationships requires provision of

plex, multisite supply chain.

gration involves aligning the business

extensive resources and a broader set of
technical and operational capabilities.

Aligning Operating Models

models of the organizations that are being

unique, creative services that facilitate
Inorganic Growth Requires True

customer success.

combined. Careful selection of acquisi-

Integration

The link between
R&D and
manufacturing
is also crucial
to facilitate
smooth and
seamless
transfer from
development
to commercial
production,
regardless of
the business
model.

14 pharma’s almanac

tion targets can facilitate this process; it

A true CRDMO cannot focus solely on

at both small and large volumes. Crystal

closure integrity testing (CCIT) and are cur-

concerted effort to not only identify the

is best to avoid conflicting business mod-

API manufacturing. It is also important to

Pharma extended AMRI’s global reach and

rently working with the U.S. Food and Drug

talent within the newly acquired business

els and choose targets that have similar

have capabilities that support customer

capability to support regulatory filings on

Administration to improve the knowledge

and match individuals with appropriate

or complementary operating approaches.

discovery and final-product development

a global basis, plus added further unique

and effectiveness of CCIT guidelines.

roles in the united company, but to create

In the API space, AMRI’s recent acqui-

and manufacturing efforts. With such a

chemical capabilities, particularly those

With all of these acquisitions, and suc-

a welcoming atmosphere. With respect

sitions have had complementary business

broad portfolio, a CRDMO has greater

necessary for the production of hormones

cessful customer-focused integration, it

to work processes, the key to success is

models that have strengthened the com-

resources and thus an enhanced abil-

(steroids). Euticals further expands AMRI’s

is now possible for AMRI to support (bio)

to identify the best practices within each

pany’s ability to support its customers,

ity to solve customer problems regard-

global capabilities and brings expertise

pharmaceutical customers from the dis-

business and adopt them in the newly

both from a new business perspective

less of the stage of drug development.

in the production of highly potent APIs

covery phase through API manufacturing

formed entity.

and through greatly enhanced problem-

To achieve its aggressive growth targets

(HPAPIs). This additional diversification

to final drug formulation and packaging,

For instance, Euticals effectively man-

and expand its capabilities across the full

imparts additional flexibility to meet cus-

including sterile injectables. It is impor-

ages the transfer of projects from one

development spectrum, AMRI has accel-

tomer needs and increases AMRI’s ability

tant to note, however, that realization of

business unit to another within the com-

[1] Euticals brings expertise in late-stage

erated its acquisition strategy in the last

to withstand unexpected changes in the

the benefits of these acquisitions has only

pany so that projects move forward seam-

technology transfer, which primarily 		

30 months.

marketplace, providing a stable partner to

occurred following true integration of each

lessly. The methods used at Euticals are

sponsors – customers for outsourcing.

business within AMRI to form a new and

considered best practices as they relate to

[2] Crystal Pharma, meanwhile, brought

better-functioning

Key acquisitions in the API area have
included

Cedarburg

Pharmaceuticals,

solving capabilities.

involves process optimization.

Achieving

project transfer and will be implemented

capabilities in identifying attractive 		

Gadea Pharmaceutical Group, including

have

provides

this level of integration can be challenging

in the integrated company. Ultimately, the

existing products approaching patent

its Crystal Pharma division, and most

advanced characterization services for

and requires consideration of the people,

customer benefits from the massed best

expiry for their development as generics.

recently Euticals. Cedarburg expanded

discovery and early-phase projects, and

work processes and physical assets (plant/

practices and guided integration of ser-

[3] AMRI initially focused on the development

AMRI’s service offering in the controlled

Whitehouse Laboratories, which provides

equipment/capital) of all entities.

vice offerings and operational excellence.

substance space and its capability for

analytical support at the final product de-

the development and production of com-

velopment stage, including compatibility

Positive Integration – Win-Win

of facilities, including 15 API produc-

plex, more-difficult-to-make controlled

and extractables/leachables testing. Ad-

It is essential to utilize the talent of all or-

tion sites. Successful integration is re-

substances. AMRI also gained more flex-

ditionally, Whitehouse Labs scientists are

ganizations within the expanded company.

sulting in the effective utilization of all

All three of these complementary busi-

ibility to provide manufacturing support

recognized thought leaders in container

Following an acquisition, AMRI makes a

of these resources, (i.e., the appropriate

ness models are now aligned within AMRI.

Global pharmaceutical supply chain trends
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Acquisitions outside of the API space
included

SSCI,

which

company.

The new AMRI has a global network

and commercialization of new chemical
entities (NCEs), which involves both
development and optimization skills.
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Expen di tur e li kely to
in crease or decr eas e in
the n ext five year s

3 4
18%

The chemists, engineers and other tech-

is essential that the long-term needs of

Building Unique Technical

capabilities. In the drug product space,

nical experts performing the work for

the customer be considered when mak-

Capabilities

AMRI can formulate and manufacture

each have different mindsets because the

ing the selection. Whether or not a site

Strategic acquisitions are designed to

numerous dosage types, including inject-

projects must be approached very differ-

has GMP production capabilities, HPAPI

enhance the capabilities of the acquiring

ables, which are highly complex and chal-

ently. For instance, NCE projects general-

containment systems, a controlled sub-

company, such as to reach new markets

lenging from the perspectives of quality

ly have a fairly long timeline, and the work

stance license, an appropriate geograph-

or geographic locations or expand tech-

and patient safety. In addition, our discov-

is completed in a linear fashion, whereas

ic location and/or the relevant equipment

nical expertise. AMRI from its initial in-

ery services go beyond high-throughput

generics must be developed as quickly as

volumes, as well as future project stages,

ception focused on offering value-added,

capabilities to include the use of advanced

possible, with much of the work conduct-

factors into the decision.

advanced technologies, working closely

disease models.

The Technical Operations group is also

with both small and large pharmaceuti-

Integration of the numerous acquisi-

Having all three business models with-

responsible for managing the movement

cal companies and helping define new

tions and successful integrations that

in one company provides significantly in-

of client materials from business unit to

medicines for commercialization. Con-

AMRI has pursued since 2008 have re-

creased capabilities for problem solving;

business unit and site-to-site to ensure

sequently, its acquisition strategy has

sulted in an outsourcing partner for (bio)

AMRI now has the expertise to address

that all transfers occur seamlessly. R&D

focused on the addition of high-value,

pharmaceutical partners that can provide

any type of chemistry problem that aris-

programs are reviewed regularly by the

state-of-the-art capabilities that allow the

value-added services from the earliest to

es at any stage of the drug development

team to confirm when they are ready to

company to attract projects with higher

the latest drug development stages — drug

spectrum. In addition, with multiple ways

be transferred (a complete package has

technical requirements and thus higher

discovery and analytical support to pre-

of looking at projects, the ability to identi-

been prepared). The receiving site is also

barriers to entry for other contract ser-

clinical studies and clinical and commer-

fy potential problems very early on before

evaluated to ensure that it is ready to re-

vice providers.

cial manufacturing — significantly facilitat-

product formulation and manufacturing

they become major issues is also greatly

ceive the project. During tech transfer

In the API space, differentiating capa-

ing the outsourcing process for customers.

activities. These customers are strategic

enhanced.

and scale-up, the Technical Operations

bilities include steroid manufacturing, the

team also has the skills to troubleshoot

production of highly potent compounds

End Result = FOCUS ON THE CUSTOMER

relationships and collaborates closely

Technical Operations – Connecting

problems that arise. Regardless of wheth-

and controlled substances, and the devel-

Indeed, most current customers of AMRI

with to ensure their success.

R&D and Manufacturing

er a project is an NCE, generic compound

opment and manufacture of APIs that re-

do not solely outsource API manufactur-

Underlying all of these integration activi-

or late-stage tech transfer, it must be

quire the use of highly complex chemistry.

ing. Many also benefit from AMRI’s ca-

[1] One of AMRI’s strengths lies in its abil-

ties is the need to maintain an ongoing

completed according to the customer’s

AMRI also has sterile API manufacturing

pabilities to support discovery and final

ity to walk customers through the entire

connection between the R&D and manu-

timeline despite any unexpected issues.

drug development spectrum

facturing groups post-acquisition. The

The Technical Operations team enables

[2] Another is the unique combination of

strength of a newly formed business is,

rapid problem resolution.

ed in parallel.

75%

■ Decrease 4% ■ Remain the Same 18%
■ Increase 75% ■ Unsure 3%
SOURCE: 2016 Nice Insight CDMO
Outsourcing Survey

In the API space,
differentiating
capabilities
include steroid
manufacturing,
the production
of highly potent
compounds
and controlled
substances, and
the development
and manufacture
of APIs that
require the use of
highly complex
chemistry.
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The new AMRI
has over 400
customers
and is a global
operation with
more than 50%
of API revenues
generated
outside of
the US.

in fact, predicated on implementation

Careful consideration of the place-

of a cross-matrix approach that is team-

ment and transfer of projects also af-

based and uses strong processes to en-

fords the Technical Operations team the

sure that R&D and manufacturing, along

opportunity to eliminate bottlenecks and

with sales and marketing, are all working

increase operational efficiencies. Addi-

together to reach the same objectives.

tionally, where possible, unused capac-

The link between R&D and manufactur-

ity is filled by bringing back in-house the

ing is crucial to facilitate smooth and

production of building blocks/interme-

seamless transfers from development

diates that were previously outsourced.

to commercial production, regardless

Doing so may not only reduce costs, but

of the business model. It also requires

it also provides AMRI’s customers with

extensive knowledge of the company’s

greater supply chain security assurance.

resources, including all of the R&D and

Replacement of outsourced work with in-

manufacturing sites and the capabilities

ternal projects also makes it possible to

of each.

guarantee the quality, purity and delivery

At AMRI, the Technical Operations

of the materials. The Technical Opera-

group plays a major role in bridging

tions team is currently working to trans-

R&D and manufacturing. This small vir-

fer compounds from outsourcing provid-

tual team comprising highly experienced

ers to AMRI facilities.

partners with whom AMRI has long-term

> About the authors
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highly advanced technical capabilities

[3] A third is the ability to provide custom
synthesis and manufacturing services as
well as generic APIs
The new AMRI has over 400 customers
and is a global operation with more than
50% of API revenues generated outside
of the U.S. The successful integration of
numerous acquisitions over the past eight
years has made it possible for AMRI to
serve the global marketplace with discov-

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/dawn-von-rohr-42556714
Email dawn.vonrohr@amriglobal.com

ery, process development, scale up and
analytical support, as well as a portfolio
of generic products. The company’s integration approach has resulted in its abil-
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Senior Vice President, Technical Operations, AMRI
Dr. Hagen is responsible for technical operations. Prior to this, he was responsible
for API and drug product manufacturing operations globally, including chemical
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was an Analytical Biochemist with Ribi ImmunoChem Research, Inc.

ity to achieve rapid, cost-effective development and commercialization of highly
complex and challenging APIs.

P

personnel with knowledge about the ca-

Overall, the Technical Operations team

pabilities of different business units

helps ensure that as AMRI continues to

and global sites determines which group

grow, the focus on customers is main-

should handle new projects and where the

tained. Projects are placed where they will

work should be done. Because AMRI now

best meet customer needs and expec-

has significant flexibility with respect to

tations and move smoothly through the

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/steven-hagen-49aa841

2. The 2016 Nice Insight Contract Development &

where products can be manufactured, it

development stages to commercialization.

Email steven.hagen@amriglobal.com

Manufacturing Survey.
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> Design logic Process and Reasoning Behind Brand Identity

AMRI – SOLIDIFYING
AND MODERNIZING
ITS BRAND IDENTITY
The objective in updating the identity for AMRI was to recognize
a series of developments that had taken place in the organization,
to emphasize the continuity of the company’s services and
recognize the strong bonds that hold the AMRI network together.

>  reviewed

N e w b ra n d
i d e n tit y
f o r AMRI

AMRI is a supplier of discovery, development

end-to-end services business. In its newly

and manufacturing services to the global

updated form, the logo reflects the previous

pharmaceutical and biotechnology markets.

molecular symbol for more continuity, but the

Leading up to 2016, it had made a number of

shape was modernized and liberated from the

acquisitions and also launched its Integrated

constraining circle of the graphic rendering

Drug Discovery Center — a world-class

that preceded it.

centralized hub offering newly expanded
services, leading-edge technology platforms

With AMRI celebrating its 25-year anniversary,

and scientific expertise.

an associated type element was also added
that will subsequently drop away.

AMRI’s new identity moved to lowercase,

A Full Service crO / cDMO

modernized typography — and away from also
spelling out Albany Molecular Research, Inc.,

TargeTed, diverse soluTions To supporT The end-To-end
discovery and developmenT of TherapeuTics

from which the name is derived. As the
business is known this way, it makes sense to
> AMRI Acquisitions

evolve the brand accordingly. Green was added
to the familiar blue to refresh the color palette.

2016 Euticals
2015 Gadea Group / Crystal Pharma
2015 Aptuit Glasgow / SSCI
2015 Whitehouse Laboratories
2014 Cedarburg Pharmaceuticals
2014 Oso Biopharmaceuticals

Logos carry such equity that
they should not be changed
often, but periodic updates are
necessary to stay current as
a company evolves.

> Before

•

•
> AFTER

Premier provider of global discovery,
development and manufacturing services
for the pharmaceutical industry
World-class, integrated drug discovery
centers with leading-edge technology
platforms and scientific expertise

•

Innovative services across the entire
drug pathway continuum

•

Seamless project transition – from
early discovery through commercial
supply, providing a competitive advantage
for customers

However, a brand identity is not solely about
typography and color palettes. The AMRI
emblem depicts a graphic of a molecule —
a group of atoms held together by chemical

Corporate Headquarters: 26 Corporate Circle, Albany, NY 12203 USA
Contact: +1 518 512 2345 Website: www.amriglobal.com

bonds. This emblem’s modernized look and
feel represents the fluid nature of AMRI’s
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discovery r&d services | chemical developmenT
api manufacTuring | drug producT manufacTuring
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nice insight
overview

to the President on Propelling Innovation in Drug
Discovery, Development, and Evaluation, not only acknowledged, but urged that new therapies for those
with unmet medical needs be doubled within the next
10-15 years. Part of this demand called for the joining

the KEY TO
Pharma’s Next
Generation
Success
Evolving markets are prompting drug owners and developers
to pursue new business models in the post-blockbuster era.

of all parties, from industry, academia and the government to work to decrease hurdles such as clinical
failure, clinical trial costs, time to market and regulatory uncertainty.2
US Congress taking action
After speaking with everyone from medical providers, patients, drug manufacturers and regulators,
members of the Energy and Commerce Committee
of the U.S. House of Representatives concluded that
“Congress must take bold action to accelerate the
discovery, development and delivery of promising
new treatments and cures for patients.”3 In January
2015, the committee issued the “21st Century Cures
Discussion Document,” which was followed in July of
that year with the passage of the 21st Century Cures
Act (H.R. 6) by the House.4 The nonpartisan legislation aims to streamline the approval process for
new drugs, including the addition of $110 million in
yearly funding for FDA and nearly $8.75 billion over
five years for the National Institute of Health to support basic and translational research. Movement on
the Senate version of the bill has been much slower.
There were predictions in early April 2016 that the
remaining bills would reach the Senate floor, but that
did not happen. The main unresolved issue is the dollar amount for mandatory NIH funding.
FDA already on the fast track
The actions proposed in the 21st Century Cures Act
to accelerate the drug approval process will extend
several programs already in place at FDA that were

> BY Nigel Walker, That’s Nice LLC / Nice Insight

implemented following passage of the Food and
Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) in 2012. Currently, FDA has four programs that
are designed to speed the approval of drugs that
meet certain criteria — Fast Track and Breakthrough Therapy Designations and Accelerated
There is tremendous pressure on the pharmaceuti-

Real need for faster, more efficient

cal industry to accelerate the development of novel

drug development

drugs that meet pressing unmet medical needs, from

According to a 2014 study by the Tufts Center for the

treatments for widespread chronic illnesses to those

Study of Drug Development (CSDD), it costs more

for rare diseases. At the same time, there is a clamor

than $2.5 billion and takes 10 years to bring a pre-

for lower drug prices. The U.S. Congress has entered

scription drug to the market — a 145% increase com-

the fray with the 21st Century Cures Act, while FDA

pared to 2003.1 Numerous factors are contributing

has implemented multiple accelerated approval path-

to this rise in cost, including the growing complex-

ways. Sponsor drug companies are increasingly turn-

ity of drug molecules, targeted diseases and clinical

ing to contract service providers for assistance and

trials, expanding regulatory requirements and the

many are seeking more collaborative relationships —

continued use of batch manufacturing approaches.

either preferred or strategic partnerships — to ensure
success in a highly competitive marketplace.
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“Many
companies are also developing
small-volume drugs that are designed
to treat rare diseases, particularly
those with the potential to treat
multiple indications.
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“

costs, increasing efficiencies, expanding
product pipelines and boosting market

Strategic
partnerships are not
just about capacity,
but investing in
quality and leveraging
expertise, knowledge
and brainpower,
which require closer
relationships, more
trust and long-term
commitments.

competitiveness. Another has been a reduction in the number of contract organiza-

For the surveys, strategic partnerships are

growing importance of
preferred partnerships

defined as “long-term, win-win commitments between two organizations for the
purpose of achieving specific business

tions dominating the market; just 30 CMOs

objectives by maximizing the effective-

account for more than 50% of outsourcing

2015

revenues.8 These larger companies are better positioned to form the preferred and
strategic partnerships that pharmaceuti-

CDMO

cal manufacturers are looking for.
Collaboration is key

CRO

2016

35% 43%
35% 45%

Tactical suppliers should not lose hope,
however. There is a good chance that they
can become preferred providers: respectively 81% and 75% of respondents to the
2016 Nice Insight CDMO and Nice Insight CRO Outsourcing Surveys indicated

Accelerated drug development projects

such a transformation is likely or very

often require the use of effective cross-

likely. Preferred providers have a slightly
stronger chance of becoming strategic

functional teams and careful project planning for development and scale-up activi-

quality and leveraging expertise, knowl-

partners (83% and 77% for CDMOs and

ties. The generation of safety and efficacy

edge and brainpower, which require closer

CROs, respectively).

data, and the development and validation

relationships, more trust and long-term

of manufacturing routes and analytical

commitments.12

methods, must be accomplished in much

with CROs / CDMOs also typically involve

less time (often half or less) than is allot-

more specialized arrangements, such

ted for non-accelerated programs. Com-

as multiphase integrated development,

Strategic

munication within the pharmaceutical

dedicated capacity agreements and as-

The FDA NDA 505b2 pathway also

tions account for approximately 33% of

company and the CRO / CDMO, between

set transfers.13 CROs and CDMOs are

— while maintaining the safety and effec-

provides a way to facilitate the approv-

the bio /  pharmaceutical industry’s cost

the sponsor firm and its contract ser-

also forming more in-depth partnerships

tiveness of these treatments.5

al of new indications for existing APIs

of goods for drug products, according to

vice providers, and between the sponsor/

with other contract service providers with

Fast track status is awarded to drugs

through references to existing safety

PharmSource.8

service organizations and relevant regu-

complementary capabilities to be able to

that treat serious or life-threatening con-

data and studies, which decreases overall

latory agencies is also crucial.

provide their customers with a compre-

ditions and also fill an unmet medical

development times.

confirms the CDMO evolution across

Interactions with FDA and manage-

P

partnerships

Approval and Priority Review processes

Market research firm Roots Analysis

ness of each participant’s resource.”

> About the author

hensive network of services.13

need, while breakthrough therapies pro-

Many companies are also developing

the entire pharmaceutical industry, with

ment of rapid process scale-up and op-

vide substantial improvement over avail-

small-volume drugs that are designed to

contract service organizations offering

timization activities, which are often

Tactical players should reconsider

able drugs on the market. Priority review

treat rare diseases, particularly those

services from design and discovery to

conducted in parallel with production of

The growing importance of preferred

Nigel Walker Managing Director

status is granted to drugs that have both

with the potential to treat multiple indica-

final packaging.9 Such integrated services

clinical trial quantities, requires close

and strategic partnerships is clearly re-

That’s Nice LLC / Nice Insight

improved safety and effectiveness com-

tions. According to market research firm

eliminate tech transfer issues and thus

collaboration between the CDMO and the

vealed in the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO

pared to existing therapies and are evalu-

EvaluatePharma, phase III development

can reduce costs, complexity and time to

innovator company. Ideally, the contract

and 2016 Nice Insight CRO Outsourcing

ated by FDA within a shorter period of

costs for orphan drugs are typically half

market.10

service provider acts as an extension of

Surveys. The demand for a preferred

time (generally six months).

those for non-orphan drugs.7 In 2014 and

One consequence has been the move

its customer rather than only as a vendor.

partnership rose from 35% in 2015

In 2015, FDA accepted 45 novel drugs,

2015, approximately 41% and 47% of the

from a typical vendor-customer relation-

“Smartsourcing,” or the formation of

to 43% and 45% among CDMOs and

new molecular entities (NMEs) under New

novel new drugs approved each year were

ship to strategic partnerships between

strategic relationships with outsourcing

CROs, respectively, in 2016. Big phar-

Drug Applications (NDAs) as well as new

destined to treat rare or orphan diseases.

contract service providers and their cus-

partners, involves a more flexible, “value

ma is especially interested in form-

tomers, largely with the goals of reducing

by innovating” philosophy, according to

ing strategic partnerships, with 36% of

therapeutic

biologics

under

Biologics
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harnesses the strategic capabilities of Nice Insight,
the research arm of That’s Nice, to help companies
communicate science-based visions to grow their
businesses. Mr. Walker earned a bachelor’s degree in
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License Applications (BLAs), slightly up

Role of contRact service providers

Biostorage.11 Strategic partnerships are

pharma companies seeking this type of

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/walkernigel

from the 41 approved in 2015 and a much

As drug molecules and manufacturing

not just about capacity, but investing in

arrangement when selecting a CDMO.14,15,16

Email nigel@thatsnice.com

higher number than the average of 28 ap-

processes have increased in complex-

proved annually over the past decade. Of

ity and pressures to reduce costs and

the 45 new drugs approved in 2015, 14

achieve greater productivity and effi-

(31%) were designated as Fast Track, 10

ciency have intensified, pharmaceutical

(22%) as Breakthrough Therapies, 24 (53%)

companies have turned with growing fre-

for Priority Review and 6 (13%) for Acceler-

quency to contract research and contract

ated Approval.5 Of the 41 drugs approved

development and manufacturing organi-
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> TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Members of the BPT-A group and process
development teams work directly with one
another and constantly exchange data re-

ANALYTICAL METHOD
DEVELOPMENT: KEY TO
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

garding the process and analytical results.
Having both teams at the same location allows for significantly reduced turnaround
times and facilitates process optimization.
The BPT-A group also serves as the primary
analytical interface for all GSK customers.
Because the BPT-A group also works with
the Quality Control (QC) department, the
team has an extensive understanding of
the testing required for both process development activities and commercial manufacturing, which provides a significant
advantage when transitioning processes.
NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY
Supporting process development activi-

> BY HELMUT SCHNEIDER, Ph.D. AND KEITH WEBBER,

ties requires a higher level of flexibility

GLAXOSMITHKLINE BIOPHARMACEUTICALS

and freedom to explore new and unconventional analytical methods than typically observed in a traditional quality
control laboratory.
While the BPT-A lab at GSK Biopharmaceuticals conducts assay development,
qualification, and validation work, and
supports routine development testing,
the team also develops a wide variety of
assays / methods designed specifically to
support process development activities,

Increasing cost pressures and the move toward
value- or evidence-based medicine is placing pressure
on pharmaceutical companies to be first to market
with novel drugs manufactured via highly efficient and
low-cost production methods. Accelerating process
development efforts is a notable consequence.
Collaborative interactions with an advanced analytical
method development team, with the freedom to explore
novel solutions, can facilitate both process optimization
activities and technology transfer, from the development
lab to the GMP lab and manufacturing floor.
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IMPORTANCE OF ANALYTICAL

and ultimately optimize the conditions for

fit-for-purpose methods that can acceler-

including optimization of processes and

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

production of the drug substance at com-

ate process development efforts.

characterization of both products and

Throughout the entire drug development

mercial scale according to quality speci-

As a CDMO that operates as an indepen-

impurities / byproducts. Method develop-

lifecycle, efficient and cost-effective

fications. The data can also be used to

dent group within a large pharmaceutical

ment can involve optimization of existing,

routes to candidate drug substances with

develop predictive models of processes

company,

Biopharma-

but insufficient, assays or the establish-

high potential for regulatory approval

to facilitate scale-up and technology

ceuticals offers many advantages to manu-

ment of an entirely new method when

are established. This work involves in-

transfer. Consequently, both the timeli-

facturers looking for a strong, stable part-

new processes are brought into the pro-

vestigation of the impact of numerous

ness and appropriateness of the data can

ner with extensive experience in biologics

cess development lab. Methods may also

parameters

have a direct impact on the efficiency of

development and commercialization and

be modified or alternatives developed to

the drug development process.

access to expansive resources, including

allow the identification and characteriza-

a wide range of analytical capabilities and

tion of new species that are generated in
a process that is undergoing evaluation.

on

process

performance

(yield, selectivity, etc.) and product quality. Timely access to accurate analytical

GlaxoSmithKline

information is fundamental to complet-

COLLABORATION IS CRUCIAL

in-depth regulatory expertise. The Bio-

ing process development projects effec-

To be most effective, analytical method

pharmaceutical Technology — Analytical

In the latter case, method develop-

tively and efficiently. As a result, methods

development must not occur in isolation.

(BPT-A) group within GSK Biopharmaceu-

ment can be quite challenging, because

are continually evaluated and optimized

Extensive interactions between analyti-

ticals is a separate, additional analytical

oftentimes there are only very subtle dif-

as needed through all stages of the drug

cal scientists and process development

unit focused on method development and

ferences in the impurities produced as a

development lifecycle for the purposes

scientists and engineers are necessary to

supporting process development efforts.

result of minor changes in process condi-

of product characterization, or to be qual-

ensure that analytical methods address

The BPT-A group, which works in con-

tions. Typically, separations of biologic

ified and validated as release assays.

the specific needs of the process de-

junction with the process development

compounds are achieved based on size

Analytical data on product quality and

velopment group. In addition, constant,

team, was formed to allow collaboration

or charge heterogeneity, and often the

impurity identities and properties are

two-way exchange of data and ongoing

between analytical scientists and process

species that need to be identified are ag-

needed to gain the detailed process

communication on the information needs

development scientists at all stages as a

gregates or proteins in a denatured state.

knowledge necessary for determining ad-

of the process development group is es-

means for accelerating process develop-

Detection and identification of such

ditional parameters needed to investigate

sential for the effective development of

ment efforts.

species are crucial because they can have
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an impact on the efficacy and safety of

protein

formulated biopharmaceuticals.

because the presence of the silicone in-

concentration

was

developed

terfered with the existing spectrometric
MANY DIFFERENT PROCESS

assay. The alternative method used a

DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS

reversed-phase method in combination

For instance, in one process development

with a calibration curve of known protein

project, a new species was formed during

concentrations.

TO BE MOST EFFECTIVE,
ANALYTICAL METHOD
DEVELOPMENT MUST NOT
OCCUR IN ISOLATION.

attempts to optimize the process condi-

When analytical methods for manufac-

tions. The species could not be separated

turing processes need to be improved, the

using the existing method because it was

BPT-A team often works in conjunction

very similar to another previously identi-

with the manufacturing team or the QC

fied impurity. The lab determined that

department. There was a need to replace

species. As in the case with process op-

the new species was an aggregate with

the cuvette-based traditional A280 mea-

timization of processes brought into GSK

the same molecular weight as the known

surement with the SoloVPE method. The

Biologics, in some cases, the existing

impurity but with a slightly different size

SoloVPE system utilizes a variable path

method can be modified, and in others an

radius. A new method was developed that

length and sample absorbance at 280 nm

entirely new method must be developed.

separated the two dimers so that addi-

to

tional optimization studies could be con-

based on the Slope Spectroscopy® tech-

CONCLUSION

ducted and process conditions identified

nique, which eliminates the need for a di-

Accelerating process development activi-

that would avoid / minimize the generation

lution step thereby avoiding the potential

ties is crucial for remaining competitive

of the new dimer.

for human error and variation. The BPT-A

in the pharmaceutical marketplace today

In another example, the BPT-A team re-

team helped perform the method valida-

and requires strong collaboration with

placed an existing validated ion-exchange

tion to introduce the method to the plant.

analytical method development efforts.

release method. Although inconsistency

Finally, the BPT-A group is involved in

As a contract development and manufac-

in column performance was the original

method development work that must be

turing organization (CDMO) dedicated to

reason for method redevelopment, the

completed in response to new regulatory

providing advanced process development

method was further optimized for im-

requirements. When regulatory agencies

capabilities, GSK Biopharmaceuticals has

proved detection of lysine variants on the

identify minor chemical modifications

established a highly experienced analyti-

terminus of the antibody. The improved

that have the potential to appear in a

cal team focused on supporting process

method allowed better collaboration with

specific type of biologic drug, the agency

development with the specific goal of en-

the process development group to perform

often requires the implementation of

abling the rapid scale-up and tech transfer

a full characterization of the species in

analytical methods that can detect these

of biopharma partner processes.

determine

protein

concentrations

P

order to conduct a comprehensive investigation of the process. The process development

team

ultimately

used

this

method to investigate the impact of raw
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material choices on the levels of lysine
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variants generated in the process.
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BEYOND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
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The flexibility of the BPT-A team at GSK
Biopharmaceuticals, and its interaction
with the production plant and traditional
quality control group, has helped position these analytical scientists to address
method development issues for more
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In one case, silicone was detected in a
product after its container was changed.
The original release size exclusion method

Keith Webber

was inadequate because the silicone peak

Investigator, Biopharmaceutical Technology - Analytical,
GlaxoSmithKline Biopharmaceuticals

interfered with the detection of proteinrelated impurities. To overcome the prob-

Keith Webber has 14 years of experience in formulation and analytical method development
in biopharmaceuticals. He currently works in Biopharmaceutical Technology - Analytical at
GlaxoSmithKline, and provides analytical support for process development. Keith has a
bachelor of science in chemistry from the University of Mary Washington.

lem, a method was developed that bound
the silicone to the chromatography column while the protein was allowed to pass
through and be analyzed. Additionally,
a new method for determination of the
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> qua lity by design

he QbD concept has been

pharmaceutical companies’ initial embrace

widely adopted as a standard

of QbD and gain regulatory compliance

of practice for manufactur-

experience. These programs include an

ers, including those in the

Office of New Drug Quality Assessment

automotive,

semiconductor,

(ONDQA) CMC pilot program in 2005, an

electronics and chemical pro-

Office of Biotechnology Products (OBP) pi-

cessing industries. Regula-

lot program in 2008 and an EMA-FDA joint

tors have also embraced QbD as a means

pilot program of the QbD parallel assess-

to modernize the regulation of pharma-

ment in 2011,4 aimed at supporting biophar-

ceutical manufacturing and product qual-

maceutical manufacturers in integrating

ity through manufacturing science, based

QbD principles into product development.

on methodologies proven across count-

Regardless of the methodology’s poten-

less applications. From their standpoint,

tial, the industry’s response to QbD has

QbD-based processes hold great potential

been mixed. Many biopharma companies

in creating the efficient, agile and flexible

fully embrace the concept incorporating

manufacturing systems required by bio-

QbD approach in their development pro-

pharma to reliably deliver safe, effective

grams, while many others remain hesitant

high-quality drug products to patients in a

to adopt QbD and integrate its principles

secure supply chain.

into their operations thoroughly. With the
FDA strongly encouraging QbD elements

Quality by Design:
Transforming 21st Century
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
> by John Moscariello, Ph.D., CMC Biologics

The quality of pharmaceutical products is the top priority
for both drug makers and regulators. To ensure consistent
high product quality and improve the efficiency of manufacturing
and regulation, the FDA introduced quality by design (QbD) to
the pharmaceutical industry in its 2002 Pharmaceutical
cGMP initiative, “Pharmaceutical cGMPs for the 21st Century:
A Risk-Based Approach.”1
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In a QbD paradigm,
there are two key
deliverables to
accomplish: a product
designed to meet
patient needs and a
process designed to
consistently deliver
a product that meets
critical quality
attributes (CQAs)
necessary for its
clinical performance.

Regulators Driving QbD

in Abbreviated New Drug Applications

Implementation Globally

(ANDA) for generic drugs since January

Since the introduction of QbD, the FDA

2013, it has become crystal clear that

has taken multiple measures to promote

drug developers will have to demonstrate

industry-wide implementation. One step

QbD-compliant practices in all license

intended use, route of administration and

is to develop guidance and harmonize

applications from small molecule to bio-

dosage form and strength. QTPP serves

global regulation on QbD. Working with

logics.5 Conventional wisdom says it is

as a foundation for product design (i.e.,

regulators in other regions (e.g., Europe-

better to act now and gain practical experi-

formulation) and development (i.e., ana-

an Union) and the International Council

ence with QbD before regulators mandate

lytical assay development).6 The next step

for Harmonisation of Technical Require-

their wholesale adoption.

is to identify pCQAs (preliminary CQAs),

ments for Pharmaceuticals for Human

through risk assessment, which ranks the

Use (ICH), the FDA has led the effort to de-

QbD Framework

importance of each product attribute

velop international guidelines for modern

In a QbD paradigm, there are two key

based

pharmaceutical quality systems based on

deliverables: a product designed to meet

efficacy. Prior product knowledge and/or

science and risk management. Four major

patient needs and a process designed to

experience and relevant information from

guidelines — ICH Q8(R2) Pharmaceutical

consistently deliver a product that meets

a variety of resources (similar products,

Development, ICH Q9 Quality Risk Man-

the

(CQAs)

literature) also contribute to this exercise.

agement, ICH Q10 Pharmaceutical Qual-

necessary for its clinical performance.4

Input from clinical experts is critical for

ity System, and ICH Q11 Development and

Achieving these goals requires deep un-

successful definition of pCQAs.7

Manufacture of Drug Substances — pro-

derstanding of the product (including raw

After identifying pCQAs, all process

vide the main regulatory guidelines for

materials, excipients and intermediates)

parameters (inputs and outputs) in each

the industry to implement QbD in their op-

and the process (including process param-

unit operation are evaluated through risk

erations. ICH Q12 Lifecycle Management

eters and process performance attributes)

assessment as well as preliminary criti-

is currently under development and will

and their impact on quality. A well-con-

cal process parameters (pCPPs), which

focus on post-approval chemistry, manu-

trolled and monitored process capable of

are identified based on their correlation

facturing and controls (CMC) changes.2

continuous improvement is also a must,

to pCQAs. The risk assessment mitigation

Additionally, the FDA finalized its guid-

ultimately with potential for commercial

matrix (RAMM) is specially designed to

ance on process validation (an important

scale-up.

identify final CPPs.7

critical

quality

attributes

on

its

impact

on

safety

and

Following a well-structured QbD frame-

Once pCQAs, pCPPs and risk assess-

The FDA has also actively participated

work, drug developers can gain a thorough

ments are in place, the impact of process

in various working groups focused on QbD

understanding of the product and process.

parameters and their interactions on

training and implementation. Further, sev-

It starts with defining the quality tar-

pCQAs can be further studied using a de-

eral pilot programs were initiated by the

get product profile QTPP, a summary of

sign of experiments (DOEs), a structured

FDA to encourage communications be-

characteristics related to quality, safety

experimental plan designed for statisti-

tween the industry and agency, facilitate

and efficacy of a drug product including

cal analysis. The information generated

component in QbD paradigm) in 2011.3
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from DOEs can then be used to define a

(e.g., CMAs and CPPs) and controlling un-

and relevant experience implementing

multidimensional design space (inputs)

certainties and risks.

QbD-based drug development. Those at

where each pCQA serves as a dimen-

A well-controlled, well-thought-out pro-

the top of the list — who have embraced

sion (outputs). An appealing feature is

cess will not only consistently deliver a

QbD approaches and practices — are bet-

that working within the approved design

drug product with predefined quality, but

ter equipped to leverage manufacturing

space is not considered a change and,

also allow easier and faster identification

process knowledge and insights based on

therefore, will not require post-approval

of root cause for an Out-of-Specification

broad experience developing diverse prod-

regulatory review or approval.8 When DOE

(OOS) event compared to a traditional

ucts. In this way, valuable assessment of a

process characterization and more ana-

approach. Unlike traditional development

drug candidate’s potential and its manu-

lytical data are complete, we finalize CQA

approaches, which simply focus on at-scale

facture can be initiated early, thus closing

and CPPs.

production, the QbD approach builds in

the knowledge gap as quickly as possible.

A complete QbD platform also includes

the process capacity of scale-up manufac-

By customizing the QbD approach for each

a process control strategy to assure pro-

turing. In turn, a seamless scale-up trans-

product—working closely with the clients

cess performance and product quality

lates to a reduced timeline for technical

to define CQAs, assess risks and make

as well as a strategy for process verifica-

transfer and commercial production.

data- and objective-based decisions—a

tion, life-cycle management and continual

Indeed the upside potential of imple-

cost-efficient, robust and QbD-compliant

improvement.4 In QbD framework, every

menting QbD is attractive. It does, howev-

manufacturing process can be delivered

component is interrelated; understand-

er, require significant upfront investment

within the targeted timeline.

ing the linkage of all of these elements to

at the earliest stages of drug discovery

Experienced CDMO/CMOs, including

product quality (CQAs and QTPP) is funda-

and development. It also necessitates sus-

CMC Biologics, can take on a QbD project

mental to achieve QbD objectives.

tained commitment and tight collabora-

at any stage, but the greatest opportunity

With respect to regulatory filing, the fol-

tion from cross-disciplinary teams of R&D,

lies in engaging contract service providers

lowing QbD components are currently ex-

formulation, process engineering, and reg-

at the earliest stages of a drug candidate’s

pected: the QTPP; lists of CQAs, CPPs and

ulatory affairs. Most understand that at the

development. Similarly, organizations that

critical material attributes of the drug and

beginning of product development, knowl-

can align themselves more closely and

excipients (CMAs); and a control strategy

edge regarding product and process is lim-

more strategically with knowledgeable,

that ensures the product reliably meets

ited, particularly for first-in-class drugs.

experienced partners will have better pro-

predefined objectives.5

For companies with a tight budget and op-

spective outcomes throughout a product’s

erational resources, these hurdles can be

potential commercial life.

Experienced CDMO/CMOs Offer

extremely challenging to clear while racing

Confident QbD Implementation

to market with a promising compound.

The benefits brought to the industry by

In many cases, forming a closer profes-

implementing QbD are clearly evident.

sional relationship with a knowledgeable

First, QbD provides a holistic, structured

and experienced contract development

development plan at the start of product

and manufacturing organization (CDMO)

development. It compels drug developers

can help drug owners overcome QbD’s

to rationalize product attributes to clini-

compliance and implementation chal-

cal performance and to investigate criti-

lenges while exploring the methodology’s

cal issues (such as formulation, analytics

potential to accelerate drug development

and process parameters) associated with

and successful commercialization.

product quality early on. Second, QbD

There is a growing list of CDMO/CMOs

emphasizes understanding the variables

offering well-structured QbD programs

Our commitment to deliver
on your project is prioritized
across our entire organization.

P
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>  Drug Development

what are termed a drug’s real-world

Drug developers are increasingly aware
that products that fail to address
distasteful or harmful side effects,
mitigate dose/form/formulation issues,
dosage or delivery complexity and other
barriers like portability and price will be
challenged in the marketplace.

“pharmionic” traits.1 Waiting until postapproval is risky; therefore, drug developers must begin to study pharmionics
during development to better understand
actual patient use and caregiver dynam-

Patient-Centric Drug
Development: Designing
Medicines to Succeed

ics so that the real-world experience
matches the results from the controlled
clinical studies. To get there, pharma’s
supply chain is collaborating in new ways
to address the issues and risk associated
with dose adherence in support of safer,
more effective drugs that economically
deliver better health care to society.
Introducing “Pharmionics” to

> by Kevin Haehl, Unither Pharmaceuticals

Achieving success with a new drug therapy
is increasingly dependent on dose form and
delivery systems that support therapeutic
compliance and value, especially for patient
groups like the elderly or children. The
expectation of better health outcomes in realworld use is leading Pharma to focus on key
formulation, form and packaging tactics
to deliver safer and more effective
drugs to patients around the world.

harma’s next blockbuster is increasingly hard to find and that’s shifting

maceutical sector will soon be prompted

Researchers and leading companies in

the different terms used to describe medi-

to enter into risk-sharing arrangements

the supply chain are doing their part to ad-

cation-taking behavior and outline the evo-

with payers predicated on the therapeutic

vance the science of drug adherence. Ac-

lution of the lexicon associated with the

performance of their products.

cording to the 2012 Ascertaining Barriers

field. As a result, ABC proposed the term

It’s clear the patients, payers and regula-

to Compliance (ABC) paper “A new taxono-

pharmionics, which labels and describes

tors are less willing to tolerate medications

my for describing and defining adherence

the study of dose adherence behavior. An

and therapies with poor PK and PD actions.

to medications,” there was little agreement

understanding of pharmionics is expected

Conversely, drug developers are exploring

on a common vocabulary — necessary to

to help the industry more accurately pre-

these factors internally, as well as collabo-

accurately study the issue.2 Searching

dict and mitigate the consequences of cor-

rating with their supply chain partners to

rect versus incorrect dosing and the harm-

engineer better pharmionic performance

ful effects of specific adherence errors in

into their products. With product strategies

patient populations.

now more often tied to strategic contract

Cost of Spend on
Drug — Conception
to Post-Approval

Measuring the elements of adherence

manufacturing and development partners

(initiation, implementation and discontinu-

over the long-term, a pharmionics-focused

ation) and understanding the consequenc-

development path will help manage risk

es of correct versus incorrect dosing fol-

both pre- and post-approval.

lowed by quantitative analysis helps drug
developers to design a product that will

Blockbusters and Blockblunders

deliver health outcomes closer to those

As cited by Drug Development & Delivery’s

cording to Tufts Center for the Study

predicted from the clinical trials. Failure to

2015 Global Formulation Report, and ref-

of Drug Development, industry leaders

do this can be commercially disastrous. In

erenced in the Q2 issue of Pharma’s Alma-

the US, more than 50% of prescribed medi-

nac in the article, “Dose and Form Matter:

cines are taken incorrectly or not at all,

Future of Care Demands Optimal Drug

which can reduce the efficacy of the treat-

Delivery,” while the Humira formulation

ment, cause severe negative health effects

has remained for the most part unchanged

top companies, R&D spend is already shifting away

and ultimately, the failure of the drug in the

since its launch, AbbVie has consistently

from high-risk blockbuster gambles to more patient-

marketplace.3

developed pharmionic improvements to

will spend $2.5 billion to get a drug from
conception to approval.1 That’s an expensive proposition, especially if the new drug disappoints in the marketplace. For many of pharma’s

$2.5B

Conception to Approval

the drug/device configuration to better

centric product strategies focused on improving the
Payer Models Changing

match outpatient needs.5,6 Launched with

Because patients don’t consistently take

a vial presentation, the study notes a mid-

medicine as prescribed, society isn’t

year switch in 2004 to prefilled syringes.

gaining all it can from the time and effort

In 2006, the company launched a single-

Post-Approval

it puts into creating better pharmaceuti-

use disposable pen presentation. It’s clear

frequency, dose form, and simplifying administra-

> New Indications

cals. According to the US Congressional

that post-approval study revealed opportu-

tion and delivery to remove barriers to achieving the

> New Forms

Budget Office, a 1% increase in prescrip-

nities to improve the drug’s pharmionics

desired results.

> New Dosage Strengths

tion fills by beneficiaries would also

and the company acted, adopting new ap-

cause Medicare spending on services to

proaches and technology to consistently

~$300 million in post-approval studies to test new

fall by a statistically significant amount.4

improve the patient experience. In spite

indications, new formulations, new dosage strengths

The support for value-based outcomes

of a twice-monthly maintenance dosing,

and regimens, the latter associated with studying

and other models of healthcare financing

patient self-injection has not affected

pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD)
characteristics of drugs in their portfolios. To extend

developers are optimizing drug formulation, dose

Tufts finds that companies spend an additional

Q3 2016

are mounting and it is expected the phar-

studied 40 years of literature to identify all

traditional direction of innovation. Ac-

as well as generate better patient outcomes, drug

Global pharmaceutical supply chain trends

popular life-science databases, the group

Development

the emphasis of R&D spending and the

patent protection and market lives of their products,
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enhance Patient-Centric Drug
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& Regimens
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Moving forward,
patients and
healthcare systems
will not accept
medicines that
fail to conform to
consumer preferences
or deliver expected
results in real
world use.

by Wyeth researchers, but perhaps the

parenteral sterile and oral dose products,

drug’s potential negative outcomes would

Unither offers a comprehensive range of

have been different if, in clinical trial, the

single-use dosage forms and delivery sys-

study showed that the drug was most ef-

tems that help mitigate pharmionic issues

fective and safer dispensed only in 10-day

and support an effective patient-centric

quantities with individual doses clearly

therapy. Unither has experience with

marked to stress dose adherence and

many primary packaging forms includ-

contraindications.

ing single-dose stick-packs and sterile

Drug

developers

are

increasingly

blow-fill-seal containers. These forms are

aware that products that fail to address

proven to be a convenient and affordable

distasteful or harmful side effects, or to

way to consume single doses of liquid and

mitigate dose /form  / formulation issues,

semi-liquid medicines, as well as patient

dosage or delivery complexity and other

friendly respiratory and orally-digestible

barriers like portability and price, will

dose (OGD) formulations. These and other

be challenged in the marketplace. Dr.

innovations allow Unither to support its

Thomas Hein, Senior Vice President of

customers’ patient-centric drug develop-

Commercial and Regulatory Affairs at

ment plans and simplify the lives of pa-

Hermes Pharma, cited a 2014 Spiegel In-

tients in real-world use.

stitute survey that revealed that roughly

Moving forward, patients and health

half of the population has difficulty in

care systems will not accept medicines

swallowing tablets and capsules.8 This is-

that fail to conform to consumer prefer-

the sales of Humira or its ascent as a top

sue is prevalent across all demographics,

ences or deliver expected results in real-

selling biologic.

and taste and texture also cause adher-

world use. Pharmaceutical companies

On the other side, poor pharmionic data

ence issues and consumer complaints.

unwilling to consider these imperatives

may have contributed to the failure asso-

Hein cited the study to set the stage for

earlier in development are likely to face

ciated with Duract (Bromfenac), a drug

his discussion of dose form issues and

mounting uncertainty and risk; less return

which caused four deaths and prompted

innovation:

“Companies are respond-

on R&D investment; and products less

eight liver transplants and twelve cases of

ing by tackling these difficulties from

able to meet the demands of regulators,

severe liver damage. Developed by Wyeth-

new angles in the pursuit of innovative

government agencies, healthcare systems

Ayerst Laboratories in the 1990s, Duract

solutions.” For all of these solutions,

and patients. Above all, the industry must

was labeled for a maximum use of 10 days,

he said, a core strategy points to put-

innovate, working collaboratively to apply

but patients often received / took more

ting consumers directly at the center of

the best pharmacokinetic, pharmacody-

than 10 days’ worth of pills. According to

the business.

namic and pharmionic science to create
the high-value, high-performing therapies

a 1996 Wall Street Journal report, the first
liver transplant occurred on a patient who

Patient-centric Dose-adherent

and better health outcomes the world

was misusing Duract.7 The 36-year-old

Innovation on Demand

is demanding.

patient had been taking the drug for os-

Technologies that support easy-to-use

teoarthritis, a condition the label said the

dosage and packaging forms are read-

drug wasn’t meant to treat — and for two

ily available and CDMOs like Unither

months, much longer than the label sug-

Pharmaceuticals have been innovating

gested. Duract, introduced in July 1997,

solutions successfully for their custom-

was withdrawn June 26, 1998. The adverse

ers for years. Specializing in the develop-

reaction

ment and contract manufacturing of non-

was

deemed

“undetectable”

P
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> REFORMULATION

manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) as

form. The most popular dosing change

a way of harnessing existing expertise and

involves the development of modified

simplifying the process.

release — including controlled or extended

Alcami, the alliance created by the join-

release (XR) and fixed-dose combination

ing of AAIPharma Services and Cambridge

(FDC) — versions of the patented drug.3

Major Laboratories, is one such CDMO.

In fact, XR formulations have proven so

EMBRACING FORMULATION
EXPERTISE TO EXTEND EXCLUSIVITY &
IMPROVE THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE

Following the 2013 alliance, Alcami be-

valuable that some manufacturers begin

came a leading provider of integrated

development even before the original for-

chemistry, manufacturing and controls

mulation of the drug has been approved.2

> BY SYED T. HUSAIN, ALCAMI

(CMC) services across both drug substance

In addition to meeting many technical

and drug product. Many manufacturers

and commercial objectives, XR medica-

aim to reformulate the active ingredients

tions are often ideal for patients because

in a given drug, enough to be able to offer

the new dosage form can provide improved

new benefits, while still being able to use

pharmacokinetic profiles.4 By regulating

previous clinical trials when submitting a

the release of the active pharmaceutical

new drug application (NDA), but this is of-

ingredient (API), XR medications extend

ten a complex task.3 With the current trend

the duration of the therapeutic effect, while

towards outsourcing in this space, leading

potentially minimizing the occurrence of

companies like Alcami are able to further

adverse effects, by maintaining the con-

bolster formulation expertise while provid-

centration of the drug and avoiding expos-

ing expert development and prototype ser-

ing the patient to potentially toxic drug

vices. The benefits of engaging a CDMO

levels.4 Additionally, controlled release

partner with a reliable life cycle manage-

medications can help increase drug com-

ment (LCM) strategy during reformulation

pliance and patient convenience by reduc-

development are invaluable.

ing the dosing requirements that might be
associated with the standard release ver-

NEW DELIVERY OPTIONS TO DELAY
THE CLIFF AND CAPTURE THE MARKET

Offering potential exclusivity and access to
larger markets, reformulation efforts can prove
extremely valuable to both pharmaceutical
and biopharmaceutical manufacturers. With
reliable CDMO support, this value can be
developed in a cost-effective manner and with
minimal inconvenience, while reducing the
impact of patent loss.
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Similarly, FDCs may be a viable option,

ith considerable room for growth in

Many reformulation strategies have objec-

as they can combine already approved

emerging markets, the surge in bio-

tives that are both commercial and techni-

actives into one drug or allow for the pre-

pharmaceutical

development

cal.4 The technical objectives, including

cise release of a given active ingredient

and approvals, as well as merger and

improving/removing the taste, decreasing

(e.g., combining an immediate release

acquisition activities that are helping

the physical size of a solid dose or simply

and a controlled release in a single dose).

to further existing expertise, has left

making the medication more convenient

With all of these potential considerations,

the pharmaceuticals market poised

by offering it in a different form, often

it’s easy to understand why, according

for growth. At an expected com-

highlight the commercial objectives (tar-

to the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourc-

pounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4% to 7%, the

geting a previously unavailable section of

ing Survey, 57% of respondents reported

market is predicted to reach $1.3 trillion in 2018, but

the market, improving brand perception,

outsourcing

challenges still exist as traditional pharmaceuticals

etc.).4 However, all of these objectives must

services to CDMO partners and 63%

are rapidly approaching or have already reached the

be met while using existing clinical trial

reported outsourcing the development of

patent cliff and biopharmaceuticals are beginning to

data for the new approval.

controlled release formulations.5 CDMO

drug

pre-formulation/formulation

experience competition from biosimilars. Faced with

Reformulating a pharmaceutical drug to

expertise can help create the formulation

these challenges, manufacturers must look for new,

extend data exclusivity can involve altera-

necessary for modified-release drugs that

innovative ways to maintain and / or grow their market

tions to its molecular entity (a method that

use various drug-delivery technologies in

share and remain relevant.

has been used successfully for metabolites,

addition to the now common oral delivery,

1
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sion of the drug.

One of the primary strategies for surviving the pat-

enantiomers and polymorphs), creating

including products such as implants, sup-

ent cliff is to stretch existing product lines by refor-

new delivery options or developing a new

positories, injectables, inhalants, or those

mulating already approved and patented medications.

indication (which can quickly become cost

involving ocular or transdermal delivery

While reformulation can prove to be a cost-effective

prohibitive), each of which has the poten-

systems.2

method of extending patent protection, the process

tial to improve an existing drug and create

As a leading CDMO, Alcami has exten-

itself can also be complex and expensive and isn’t al-

broader patient interest.3 However, new

sive capabilities and capacity to provide

ways successful. To apply for an extension of market

delivery options — dosage forms or routes

analytical testing, development, prototyp-

exclusivity, the reformulated drug must not only meet

of administration — are especially appeal-

ing and reformulation services for APIs

all criteria aimed at protecting patients, but the new

ing because they can allow a drug manufac-

with both oral solid and parenteral dose

substance must also improve upon the original pur-

turer to expand its offerings in a given mar-

finished products. Providing an integrated

pose of the drug.2 Due to the inherent complexities

ket while targeting a new, potentially larger

offering for both drug substance and drug

and the FDA regulations involved, many companies

demographic that may not have been able

product at every development stage, be-

are strategically engaging contract development and

to use the medication in its original dosage

ginning with solid state chemistry and

FIGURE 1

KEY BENEFITS OF
PROFORM SELECT™ PROGRAM
INTEGRATION
A single solution provider for AP and Drug
Product development, with seamless quality
and technical alignment.
ATTENTION
Cross-functional project management,
providing one point of contact for you and
supporting technical alignment and crossfunctional coordination.
SPEED
RFP to program commencement in less than
a month. A single contract and project team
for the entire program contributes to timeline
compression by eliminating handoff time, and
parallel activities create further efficiencies.
EASE OF USE
ProForm Select™ aligns our solid-state and
formulation development groups to design
an efficient, robust and competitive approach
to take your API to its finished dosage form.
An early selection profile is established to
mitigate risk in form variation and development, resulting in a scalable, targeted-todosage form.
API SOLUTIONS
• Appropriate salt selection
» Crystal consistency
» Polymorph selectivity
» Reproducible API
• Robust process chemistry
» CLINICAL: Specify and define critical
		 quality attributes
» COMMERCIAL: Specify and measure
		 critical quality attributes
• Commercial consistency with raw material
an manufacturing equipment changes
• Second Supplier Qualification
DRUG PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
• Dissolution profile
• Bioavailability
• Stability and impurity profile consistency
• Consistent solubility
• Robust formulation process
• Robust manufacturing process
» CLINICAL: Specify and define critical
		 quality attributes
» COMMERCIAL: Specify and measure
		 critical quality attributes
• Commercial consistency with raw material
and manufacturing equipment changes
• Second Supplier Qualification
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formulation

has

years. Orphan drug exclusivity is also avail-

worked to create a robust new outsourc-

development,

Alcami

able and can extend all market exclusivity

ing offering to assist with developments

by seven years, while pediatric exclusivity

in this space, allowing the patent holder

can only extend the term of regulatory ex-

to benefit from additional, potentially sig-

clusivity of all Orange Book listed patents

nificant, protection.

for an additional six months.3

The introduction of the ProForm Select
offering built on their centers of excel-

UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS FOR

lence in Solid State Chemistry, Process

BIOPHARMACEUTICAL REFORMULATIONS

Chemistry, and Formulation Development

As biosimilars begin to enter the mar-

also sets Alcami apart in the space. Ideal

ket, reformulation can seem appealing.

program candidates are small molecule

However, the regulations surrounding the

solid oral dosage crystalline and amor-

development of biopharmaceuticals and bi-

phous drug products, with an Occupa-

osimilars, as well as the restrictions placed

tional Exposure Limit (OEL) as low as 1mg/

on data exclusivity for these products, are

m3. Throughout all phases, from concept

different from those regulating small mol-

to clinical, commercial level control and

ecule development.3 An exclusivity period

post commercial/secondary supply, Pro-

of 12 years is granted to new biologic prod-

Form Select aids in timeline reduction and

ucts, but the FDA will not extend exclusivity

parallel focus on drug substance and drug

for new dosage forms, routes of adminis-

product. The ProForm Select program inte-

tration, or dosing schedules. When seeking

grates API and Drug Product solutions from

an extension of exclusivity for a biophar-

characterization, supply chain support to

maceutical drug, formulation and delivery

technical and risk assessment (see Fig 1.)

device changes are allowed provided they

BY SUBMITTING A
SMALL-MOLECULE DRUG
APPLICATION THROUGH
THE 505(B)(2)
APPROVAL PATHWAY,
PHARMACEUTICAL
MANUFACTURERS CAN
INTRODUCE MODEST
CHANGES OR
REFORMULATIONS TO AN
EXISTING DRUG AS A WAY
OF RECEIVING ADDITIONAL
MARKET EXCLUSIVITY FOR
UP TO SEVEN YEARS.

By submitting a small-molecule drug

don’t create a clinically significant differ-

tional capabilities for parenteral fill-finish,

application through the 505(b)(2) approval

ence, but structural changes that alter the

including additional sterile lines and lyoph-

pathway, pharmaceutical manufacturers

safety, purity, or potency are the only path

ilization capacity, Alcami is highly special-

can introduce modest changes or refor-

for manufacturers; however, under 42

ized for handling biopharmaceuticals and

mulations to an existing drug as a way of

U.S.C. § 262(m), pediatric exclusivity can

can prove beneficial when exclusivity

receiving additional market exclusivity

extend the original exclusivity period by

extensions are part of the life cycle man-

for up to seven years.2 When the new drug

six months.3

agement (LCM) strategy for these products.

formulation is approved, the manufac-

According to the 2016 Nice Insight

By offering additional exclusivity and

turer can also discontinue marketing the

CDMO Outsourcing Survey, the appeal of

the potential of a larger market, reformu-

old formulation and have the listing re-

outsourcing in the area of biopharmaceuti-

lation efforts can prove exceptionally valu-

moved from the Orange Book — prevent-

cals is also significant, with 53% of respon-

able to both pharmaceutical and biophar-

ing an abbreviated new drug application

dents outsourcing to CDMOs who can pro-

maceutical manufacturers. With a reliable

(ANDA) from referencing the old drug in

vide bioavailability enhancing excipients.5

CDMO partner, this value can often be

the future — but discontinuation is not re-

With aseptic processing and services to

recognized with minimal cost and inconve-

quired.3 For most new drug approvals, data

improve safety, purity and potency, full ser-

nience while reducing the cliff to more of a

exclusivity, including dosage form and use

vice CDMOs such as Alcami can ease the

gradual slope that can help a manufacturer

exclusivity, can be obtained, preventing

process of navigating this space. After an-

improve its brand and the lives of the pa-

the FDA from approving ANDAs for three

nouncing significant investments in addi-

tients it serves.

P

LABORATORY
SERVICES

DRUG
PRODUCT

APIs

Connected
At Every Level
Alcami is the new CDMO you already know. We are breathing
new life into the CDMO marketplace and maximizing our
expertise to ensure the best possible outcome for your
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service providers are
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redefining their mission and reframing
their strategic roles with customers.
Contract manufacturers, CDMOs and
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to support the next-generation drug
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of regulatory decisions and improve the translation of
basic discoveries to viable medical products.”
According to a 2014 Ernst & Young white paper,
“Commercial Excellence in Pharma 3.0,” the tradi-

and R&D collaborators. That key partnerships with

Future Drug
Pipeline

versified “Pharma 2.0” model, describing it as “the

Outsourcing Survey; 95% of respondents to the sur-

quest to bring broader, more diversified product of-

vey are either interested, or very interested, in a

past decade, pharma’s leaders have been following a
strategy of diversifying into the Pharma 2.0 model,
exploring product lines that are less exposed to R&D
and market vagaries, including generics, vaccines,
over-the-counter medicines and medical technolo-

way. It’s here, it’s arrived thanks (to a significant degree) to the contract
services industry. But what is (or was) pharma’s future in the first place?

gies. “While this approach is helpful in the mid-term,
long-term sustainability will require shifting to a new
business model, one that will address the real needs
of the industry’s customers — the patients, payers
and physicians — and contribute significantly to the
ultimate goal: improving patient health.”
How to get there? Ernst & Young said this requires
shifting away from pharma’s traditional arm’s-length
approach, one centered on just delivering drugs to
the healthcare system. According to the FDA, companies are evolving past Pharma 2.0, and moving forward to the next phase of development, “Pharma 3.0.”
At the center of this model are service components
that enable companies to deliver health outcomes —

t one point the future was more about

For the industry, speed-to-market is a critical

defined as (clinical and economic) health benefits

the drug — finding the compounds and

measure of most compounds’ commercial success,

per dollar spent. This shift represents a prime op-

molecules that stopped the pain, killed

regardless of category. In a recent white paper on

portunity for the pharmaceutical industry to explore

the infection or immunized humans

“Accelerating the Development of New Pharmaceutical

a variety of new business models focused on health

from history’s great diseases. For

Therapies,” the FDA said it has drastically reduced its

outcomes, ranging from improving the performance

most of the 20th Century the industry

review time and worked with the industry to reduce

of their current products on the market to tapping

followed the “Pharma 1.0” business model of massive

overall drug development time by engaging earlier to

into new revenue streams associated with healthcare

R&D efforts designed to deliver the exalted “block-

discuss flexible approaches to developing data need-

delivery. The pace at which this change has occurred

buster” to ready markets of millions of patients, while

ed for approval.2 “Rapid developments in technology

presents a pathway for CDMOs looking to explore

earning billions in the process. The industry pursued

and scientific discovery are creating increasingly

new venues.

this strategy to great success, but over time, the iner-

complex products,” said FDA authors. “To keep pace

tia of Pharma 1.0 slowed, weighed down by (among

with these developments, over the past several years

Innovation Generation

other things) the methodology’s waning ability to

the FDA has been striving to further develop regula-

In a North Carolina State University case study,

find primary care drugs with a large enough patient

tory science: the knowledge, methods, standards and

“Bringing the Customers Back Into the plant: The

base to justify and deliver an adequate return on the

tools needed to increase the certainty and consistency

Strategic Transformation of Patheon,” school alumni

nearly $2.6 billion, according to Tufts Center for the

and Patheon affiliated authors noted “Outsourcing

Study of Drug Development, it currently takes to cre-

has for many years been an essential component of

ate a category-defining drug.1
During the Pharma 1.0 era, regulators were also
experiencing change and adaptation. The international cadre of pharmaceutical regulators, FDA chief
among them, began to question whether or not their
methodologies and directives were actually contributing to “drug safety,” as opposed to drug efficacy,
and its Hippocratic ethic of “first, do no harm.” Regulators, instituting cGMP guidance (now 40+ years in
the making), began to focus on quality issues associated with drug manufacture as a root-cause source for
many drug quality and safety issues post approval; this
meant increased scrutiny of drug-making operations.
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At the center of this model
are service components
that enable companies
to deliver health
outcomes — defined as
(clinical and economic)
health benefits per
dollar spent.

This reliance on outsourcing, and thus partner
models, is reflected in the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO

Ernst & Young’s analysts explain that during the

A funny thing happened on the way to pharma’s future: it’s no longer on its

ing, research and development is apparent.

tional Pharma 1.0 model has made way for a more di-

ferings to a more global market.”3

REGULATION 3.0

CDMOs have become an integral part of manufactur-

strategic partnership with a CDMO. These numbers

Big Pharma/Biotech

reflect the interest of those seeking a strong col-

71%

laboration within the next 12-18 month timeframe.
The type of partnership these firms are looking for

Small Molecule – New
Chemical Entities (NCE)

is largely dependent on the drug product pipeline of

33%

overwhelmingly geared towards New Biological En-

Over the Counter
Medications (OTC)

Mid-Size Pharma/
Biotech

56%

each company type. Big pharma’s future pipeline is
tities (NBEs) at 67%, compared to just 33% for Over
the Counter Medications (OTC). Both mid and small
pharma/biotech are still strongly focused on generics
(56% each), while mid-size pharma hovers around that
rate for biosimilars (54%). Small pharma is only planning for the “new generics” (biosimilars) at 47%, most
likely due to lack of capital. Emerging pharma, which

Small Molecule –
Generics

is experimental across the board, has a pipeline 71%

54%

divergent range of molecules for future pipelines will

Large Molecule –
Biosimilars

Small Pharma/
Biotech

56%

concentrated on New Chemical Entities (NCEs). This
lead to a heightened need for, and an increased role
of, contracting organizations.
The industry’s trajectory and its swift transition
to the Pharma 3.0 business model can be attributed
to the contract service industry’s business and technological leadership. Every player has a role in this
narrative. Pharma is delivering, or rather collaborat-

Small Molecule –
Generics

ing, with the healthcare industry in new and effective

47%

New supplier / partner models are supporting this

Large Molecule –
Biosimilars

Emerging Pharma/
Biotech

71%

Small Molecule – New
Chemical Entities (NCE)

ways to produce better patient and social outcomes.
effort. Advancements in effective drug delivery, API
formulation and manufacture, unique delivery and
next-gen therapies are key Pharma 3.0 development
themes where contract service companies are having
great impact. Nice Insight took an in-depth look at
these segments and what follows reveals how contract
service providers and drug owners are integrating
their operations to achieve the patient-centric goals
of the Pharma 3.0 business model.

P

the pharmaceutical industry as companies confront
R&D productivity challenges, increased regulatory
hurdles, global pricing pressures and the need to
compete in rapidly growing, emerging markets.”4 In
other words, to attain the innovation and operational
excellence required to operate in the Pharma 3.0 universe, drug owners and sponsors will continue to turn
to the contract services sector to sustain financial
success and patient-centric development strategies.
The Patheon case study posits that as pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies seek to invest and focus
on their core strengths, these companies are turning
to outsourcing manufacturing and other supply chain
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2016 CDMO Outsourcing Survey, 63% of the respondents expressed interest in acquiring or planning to
acquire controlled release formulations.2 Controlled
release delivery system allows therapeutic agents to
be released at a constant rate over an extended period. In comparison to traditional immediate release
formulations, they are more effective and safer with

offerings company acquires / plans
to acquire on a commercial scale
for product development and
manufacturing

lower dosing, less plasma variations and reduced side
effects.5 Due to their simplified treatment regimen, a
high level of patient adherence, can be expected.

Solid dosage (tableting, capsules,
micro-tablets, over-encapsulation,
pellets, granules)

The cost of not taking your medicine
In the U.S., medication nonadherence is a growing

Effective
Drug
Delivery

Pharmaceutical companies are actively seeking

public health concern. Every year, 125,000 deaths

drug delivery technology to enhance bioavailability.

and about 10% of hospitalizations are due to medi-

According to the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourc-

cation nonadherence, which costs healthcare $289

ing Survey, 53% of the buyer respondents acquire/plan

billion.6 In order to address this issue, new drug

to acquire bioavailability enhancing excipients from

delivery systems that provide or enhance patient-

CDMOs/CMOs for BCS II–IV compounds, including

friendly features are needed. Improving the ease of

peptides.2 A variety of excipients can be used to

administration is one way to improve patient adher-

improve solubility including surfactants, solvents,

ence. Smart drug delivery systems (SDDSs) or stimuli-

lipids (i.e., liposome), and polymers. Several tech-

sensitive drug delivery systems are likely to play a

nologies have been developed to improve oral bio-

more prominent role in patient treatment. Instead of

Semi-solids and liquid dosage (liquids,
syrups, suspensions)

Specialty dosage (ointments, creams,
inhaled, foams, etc.)

Pre-filled syringe / injectable

65%
60%
41%
26%

availability, such as solid amorphous dispersions,
self-emulsification and self-microemulsification and
hot-melt extrusion.3 Prodrugs also have shown to be
an effective strategy to circumvent poor solubility and
improve pharmacokinetics. In addition, novel drug

Drug delivery plays a vital role in bringing a

delivery systems utilizing nanotechnologies, such as

drug’s therapeutic value to patients. Facing

nanosizing techniques and nanocarriers, have been

intensive competition, drug makers are not

proven to be effective in enhancing bioavailability.4
One successful example is from NanoCrystal technol-

only racing for new therapeutic entities, but

ogy (Alkermes). Since 2000, NanoCrystal has been

also for novel drug delivery systems to fully

used in five FDA-approved products earning annual

realize the value of a known or new drug.

sales over $2 billion.3 The main technology used to
boost bioavailability of biologics is pegylation — attaching polyethylene glycol chains to protein or peptide drugs can significantly improve the efficacy of
biologics by increasing their stability in the serum.
Another drug delivery technology in high demand

he primary function of drug delivery is

With biologics being the
fastest-growing segment
in the pharmaceutical market,
drug delivery technologies
supporting biological
administrations are gaining
ground, including parenteral,
transdermal, intranasal
and pulmonary delivery.

Cost of medication
nonadherence

is controlled release formulation. In the Nice Insight

to facilitate active pharmaceutical ingredients reaching the target site and
exerting a desired efficacy and safety
profile. Drug makers have been rely-

releasing drugs on a fixed rate, SDDS releases drugs

ground, including parenteral, transdermal, intranasal

ing heavily on drug delivery systems

in response to a physical, chemical or biological sig-

and pulmonary delivery. As demonstrated in the 2016

nal in a programmable and predictable manner.5 The

Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing Survey, oral solid

development of an artificial pancreas, in which insu-

dose, namely in tablet or capsule form, represents

lin is automatically released in response to the blood

two of the most popular dosage forms manufactured

glucose level has fully incorporated the concept of

at the commercial scale (65%). Meanwhile, 41% of the

SDDS. The first artificial pancreas (Medtronic) for

respondents focus on specialty dosage forms manu-

ery and development suffer from low solubility and/

type I diabetes patients is expected to hit the market

facturing — transdermal and inhaler.2

or low permeability.1 Based on their water solubility

in spring 2017.7

(including excipients and formulations) to improve
solubility of drug compounds and achieve better bioavailability. Poor solubility presents a major challenge
for the pharmaceutical industry. Approximately 40%
of marketed drugs and 80% of compounds in discov-

Hospitalization due to
medication nonadherence

10%

Transdermal and pulmonary delivery are two hot

and intestinal permeability, these compounds are

Among the various drug delivery routes, oral dosage

areas in developing novel drug delivery technologies.

categorized as Biopharmaceutical Classification Sys-

forms constitute the largest drug delivery category.

These delivery systems provide fast onset of action,

tem (BCS) II, III and IV compounds. In general, poor

With biologics being the fastest-growing segment in

needle-free administration and versatility in deliver-

solubility leads to poor bioavailability, an indicator for

the pharmaceutical market, drug delivery technologies

ing both small-molecule and macromolecule drugs.

therapeutic efficacy.

supporting biological administrations are gaining

The transdermal/intradermal delivery is driven by
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The drug delivery market is driven primarily by
technology innovations and development of novel
therapeutics. It is also driven by drug makers’ desire
to extend patent lives and develop differentiated products. Innovative drug delivery has played an increasingly prominent role in helping drug developers gain a
competitive edge. Big pharmaceutical companies are
at the forefront to embrace novel drug delivery technologies. For example, GlaxoSmithKline is aimed to
leverage innovative drug delivery technologies in 80%

125,000

of its portfolio by 2020.11
Novel drug delivery technologies can be acquired

Deaths due
to medication
nonadhereerence

through in-house development, codevelopment, outsourcing and licensing. More often than not, though,
companies are looking externally for drug delivery
expertise. As a result, drug delivery has become the
most active area within the pharmaceutical industry
for partnerships.12 Drug delivery systems for biologics

Outsourced Drug Delivery
Enhancement Services

(e.g., injectable, transdermal, pulmonary delivery) are
popular areas for collaborations. There is an increasing
demand for targeted drug delivery, especially in oncol-

Develop controlled-release formulations

ogy and the central nervous system (i.e., cross blood-

63%

brain barrier).13 The goal of targeted drug delivery is

Outsourcing
Trends in API
Development &
Manufacturing

to transport drugs to the targeted site (i.e., intracellular structure) in a controlled manner, a step towards

Provide bioavailability-enhancing excipients

Solvent capable rotor processors

Rotor fluidized bed processors

Wurster column bead drying, layering
and coating

personalized medications.

53%

P

Considering the healthy growth of the pharmaceutical market

48%

and the escalation of outsourcing, the concurrent growth of the
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) market comes as no

47%
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is particularly profitable.11 That API development is
at the forefront of outsourcing is reflected in the
2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing Survey. Most
companies (72%) acquire or plan to acquire smallmolecule API R&D services (84% of those in Asia, 55%

Chemistry matters
The overwhelming majority of drugs currently on the
market are small-molecule compounds.1 In addition,
while interest in biopharmaceuticals continues to
grow, R&D efforts focused on chemical APIs continue
unabated. Highly potent APIs (HPAPIs) in particular —
although acutely toxic and challenging to produce —
are attracting significant interest, notably those that
serve as cytotoxic payloads in antibody-drug conjugates.3 In fact, an estimated 25% of drugs manufac-

Major CDMOs are
acquiring less active,
but attractive, firms,
with certain players
making numerous
transactions.

of those in the EU and 70% of those in North America).
More than half (56%) of companies outsource smallmolecule API clinical-scale manufacturing, and about
one-third outsource small-molecule API commercialscale manufacturing.12 These results mirror the trend
of increased spending, which has persisted and is
likely to continue. The majority of companies currently have a $51 million to $100 million and above budget

33

56

commercial
scale

clinical
scale

for contract manufacturing, at 71%,12 whereas in 2015
the majority (62%) spent $10 million to $50 million.13

tured worldwide contain HPAPIs.4

While outsourcing is on the rise, sponsor firms are

Interest in Early-Stage Development

becoming more selective about which service providers they are willing to partner with. Quality perfor-

Leads to Growth and Partnership

mance, reliability and regulatory compliance are all

Overall, early-phase clinical trial materials are a

the greatest success growing their development ser-

ranked within the “Top 5” selection factors for par-

“booming” segment, according to industry expert

vices have reported revenue gains of 20% or greater.

ticipants in the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing

Jim Miller.5 Miller cites demand for early develop-

Catalent, Patheon and Metrics Contract Services

Survey.12 On the other hand, with increased regional

ment processes as a key component in acquisition

have all achieved such growth.5 Another example is

and supplier options, the numbers of FDA and Europe-

activities. Specifically, growing demand for API and

illustrated through Lonza; the CDMO has carved out

early-phase clinical trial materials (CTM) services,

a niche in the development services space by adding

including manufacturing, formulation and develop-

capacity in formulation development and drug prod-

ment, have boosted CDMO expansion into innovative

uct analytical development. This added capacity will

areas and provided opportunities for the introduc-

be viable in the fourth quarter of 2016; drug product

tion of new chemistry platforms.5 CDMOs achieving

manufacturing capabilities for preclinical and clini-

an Union warning letters have increased.11 CDMOs that

Outsourced Drug Substance Services —
SMALL-MOLECULE API (%)

consistently meet various global regulatory standards,
customer quality and reliability expectations clearly
have a competitive advantage.

P

cal use (cGMP) are to follow. This added capacity will

Annual Outsourcing Expenditures
$51M-$100 M

43%

$100M+

28%

Annual API Products Production

Europe

Japan

put the company on track to function as a “One-Stop-

Outsourcing API Production on a Global Scale

Shop” service solution for customers.6

The global nature of this strategy is not without

Another option to expand capacity is through ac-

recognition. At DCAT Week 2016, fine-chemicals-

quisition. Major CDMOs are acquiring less active,

industry veteran Dr. Enrico Polastro stated that 3rd

but attractive firms, with certain players making

party API outsourcing is at 55%, from 45% in 1995. In

numerous transactions. This strategy of partnership,

addition to this, 30 companies account for two-thirds

in which collaborators are acquired, is employed

of the industry. 10 For European API manufacturers,

throughout the CDMO space. For instance, AMRI and

200 suppliers produce approximately $12 billion

Capsugel have adopted this method, with special at-

in product, with the focus on custom synthesis and

tention on preliminary drug development. With the

complex APIs. Custom synthesis remains the primary

2. Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API) Market to Soar at 6.5% CAGR till

acquisition of Xcelience, Capsugel has bolstered its

space internationally, including Japan, where nearly

2020 Thanks to Rise in Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDAs). Rep.

abilities in early-stage manufacturing. The compa-

50 producers generate an estimated $3 billion of

ny’s Dosage Form Solutions (DFS) arm includes Xce-

APIs. China and India have a market share of 60%,

lience, Powdersize, Bend Research and Encap Drug

with API production valued at $27 billion. In North

4. “Increase In HPAPI Manufacturing Highlights Need For Containment

Delivery. With these acquisitions, the firm’s technical

America, the demand for APIs has reached approxi-

And Isolation Systems.” Pharmaceutical Online. 21 July 2015. Web.

capabilities have extended to include clinical trial

mately $13 billion, with $2.5 billion produced by

manufacturing for solid dosage forms, among a host

40 suppliers (primarily large-volume analgesic and

6. Lonza to Build Capabilities for Drug Product Development Services, Enabling

of other capabilities.7

niche-type APIs). Although China and India are the

One-Stop-Shop Solutions for Customers. Lonza. 2 Feb. 2016. Web.

This approach to partnership is also a successful
way to acquire fully developed capabilities without

China & India
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leading manufacturers of APIs, nearly two-thirds ($17
billion) of the generated value is exported.

11
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to enforce certain measures to ensure safety of the
market on a global level (for example, policing of

Current Pipeline Products –
Antibody Drug Conjugates (ADCs)

counterfeit drugs). According to the FDA’s website,
this act also “accelerates patient access to new medical treatments and breakthrough therapies.” 5

Count of Most Advanced Phase

13
Discovery						79
Filing For Approval 				1
Phase I	 					55
Phase II	 					18
Phase III	 					9
Pre-Clinical					70
Program Development Halted 			32
Approved 					

Unique
Delivery
and
Design

Nanotechnology’s pharmaceutical potential
In a recent article appearing on Phys.org, Sam Gambhir, MD, Ph.D., professor and chair of radiology at
Stanford School of Medicine said, “Nanotechnology
offers an exquisite sensitivity and precision that is
difficult to match with any other technology.”2 The
U.S. government has recognized these medical advantages and deemed it necessary to help fund research in nanotechnology. The president’s budget for
the National Nanotechnology Initiative was $1.5 billion. That money inevitably trickles into greater opportunities and resources for research and develop-

CLO’S to smooth the supply chain
When the public and private sectors are working in
tandem to deliver drugs safely and efficaciously to
market, the supply chain is most effective. But the
drug supply chain can sometimes be a chaotic and
arduous road for a company to navigate alone. Clinical logistics organizations (CLOs) are equipped to
partner with drug owners in order to facilitate trials
and help lessen the obstacles of getting a drug from
discovery to market. CLOs, such as Marken, use interactive response technology (IRT) to deliver drugs
to depots in the EU, and often navigate import regulations to get some of those drugs into certain countries such as Russia and Ukraine.6
The future of uniquely delivered drugs
It’s likely that due to the nature of these drugs, given
their complicated design, there will be more hurdles
for companies to bring them to market in the future.

Source: Antibody Drug Conjugate.
2016. Raw data. BioPharm Insight.

FDA’s 2013 Nanotechnology Regulatory Science

ment for medical companies such as drug owners and

Research Plan promises more oversight into the use

CDMOs, nationally as well as internationally.2

of nanoparticles, with the agency overseeing how

Uniquely delivered drugs have great potential,

Cancer’s role in design of unique delivery

like the National Cancer Moonshot Initiative may

including playing a role in curing cancer. However,

It is in the area of cancer research where the most

pump some needed speed and efficiency into FDA’s

development of these technologies is challenging —

interesting unique drug delivery breakthroughs seem

pipeline. The Cancer Moonshot Task Force looks to

fortunately, contract service providers are delivering

to be happening. Many patients already receive

safe drugs of unique delivery will be.7 Yet, measures

break barriers and silos (silo mentality being the lack

treatments with liposomes that carry drugs in lipid-

The FDA and nanotechnology

of sharing and transferring of information from one

nanoparticles. Other forms of treatment await their

However, more efficient drugs, uniquely delivered

agency to another) and to facilitate partnerships, in

fate in the clinical trials pipeline. There are many

and microscopically refined, mean nothing if they

different ways that particles are being tested to spe-

cannot reach the right people and places on a macro

cifically target and treat the cancer, from binding

level. It is often through assistance or by coordinated

gold onto certain drug molecules to using specifi-

effort and/or partnership with the public sector that

cally sized nanoparticles and reading their sound fre-

private companies have the ability to get drugs into

quency, or “tune,” in order to locate cancer cells.2 The

the hands of the right patients. Regulatory agencies

marriage between biologics and small molecules in

like the FDA are facilitators in the process. But they

some-

the form of antibody drug conjugates (ADCs) has also

are also the main barriers for a drug’s entry into the

times it’s about getting the right amount

been a growing source of unique deliveries within

marketplace, and thus to doctors, hospitals and pa-

of a drug to the right place at the right

the cancer realm. According to the 2016 Nice Insight

tients. Yet, despite its enforcement mission, FDA

time. Whether a drug is delivered orally,

CDMO Outsourcing Survey, 57% of North American

continues to evolve in a way that advances along with

parenterally or through some other

CDMOs currently list an ADC in their pipelines.3

technology in order to take advantage of it. For in-

these capabilities, as well as the emerging delivery
technologies and breakthrough therapies needed
to be effective.

or

optimal

pharmacokinetics,

method like inhalation, bioavailability

stance, Dr. Leonard Sacks, the former acting-director

might be greatly enhanced when a drug is combined

for the FDA’s office of Critical Path Programs, noted

with certain types of nanoparticles in development
today. These nanoparticles, when attached to smallmolecule drugs, often act as vehicles to get the drug
where it needs to go, sometimes by getting it to where
it might not ordinarily be allowed to go. Thus, medications that could help alleviate central nervous system (CNS) disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease and
Parkinson’s disease are given the opportunity to work
more efficiently.1
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Nanotechnology offers
an exquisite sensitivity
and precision that is difficult
to match with any other
technology.

that the use of “novel scientific tools in the service

order to hasten the cure for cancer.7 Were it to hap-

% of ADC
in Biologics
CDMO Pipeline

nanoparticles.

pen, that cure may very well come about with the
help of drugs in their own kind of partnership with
P
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multiple sites, which would make the production of
patient-specific treatments at more than a couple of

EMERGING PHARMA ACQUISITION

locations very difficult.5 The picture is further complicated for autologous cell therapies where appro-

Emerging pharma companies who have
acquired / plan to acquire CDMO services
for drug product research, development
& manufacturing

priate manufacturing and distribution approaches
may be dictated by the characteristics of the disease
that is being treated and other factors, such as the
capabilities of the clinics that will be administering
the treatments.5 In addition, regulatory requirements

84%

for cell-based therapies differ in the EU and the U.S.,
adding additional costs for compliance; it is widely
considered that existing regulations do not take into
account the unique properties of personalized medicines and thus place impractical requirements on

In the latter case, high-throughput systems run in
parallel and processing multiple separate products at
one time will be necessary.2 Highly automated, func-

Next-Generation
Therapies

tionally closed systems are of particular interest for
autologous therapies in order to minimize operator

Importance of
regulatory
compliance
for CDMOs (%)

pharmaceutical companies, many of whom are small
and lack the resources to meet them, particularly
given the lack of harmonization between regulatory
bodies.5 Managing the outsourcing of manufacturing
to CDMOs adds yet another layer of complexity.

intervention and prevent contamination.2 Many also
Considering commercial-scale needs

believe that cell therapy manufacturing will not be
economically sustainable without the extensive use
of automation to reduce costs, but the development

89

of needed technologies will require cooperation

One of the crucial factors creating challenges for
movement from process development to commer-

among equipment vendors and with cell therapy
manufacturers.3 Such systems will need to be de-

from the start

cial-scale production of next-generation therapies

for CROs (%)

is the intense focus that most companies and aca-

Next-generation treatments have shown immense success

signed to enable multiple manufacturing functions in

demic laboratories take regarding the immediate

in early clinical studies. The challenge today is getting these

an integrated manner.

process involved. Lack of consideration of the needs

novel medicines into the hands of patients in need. In many
cases, the development of new manufacturing, delivery and

Given that many next-generation therapies will
require new manufacturing capabilities, significant

84

for large-scale production at the earliest stages of
product development can hamper the translation and

investment in infrastructure will be required to sup-

commercialization of such processes.5 Recognition

logistics technologies must occur first. Partnerships between

port current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP)-

of this need to consider commercial-scale engineer-

all members of the pharmaceutical value chain are therefore

compliant manufacturing processes and testing

ing and manufacturing issues is increasing some-

crucial to realizing the true potential of these promising

capabilities. The largest bio / pharma companies in-

what, however, as greater numbers of novel biologics

volved in the development of novel treatments are

proceed from early-phase trials to late-stage evalua-

electing to keep those investments in-house (through

tion and require the production of larger quantities

construction of new facilities or acquisition of ex-

of drug product.6

next-gen therapies.

isting capabilities). However, many next-generation

There is a careful balance that must be main-

therapies are being developed by smaller, emerging

tained, however; addressing manufacturing issues

companies backed by venture capital. Most of these

at early development phases adds additional cost to

firms lack the capabilities required to manufacture

a project (i.e., for equipment, controls and cGMP fa-

cell and gene therapy products on a large scale and

cilities) that many pharmaceutical companies cannot

do not have the resources to establish their own inany of the most promising next-

analyze and handle such small quantities are gener-

house facilities. As a result, there will be significant

generation

ally not economically viable or practical at the com-

need for the support of specialized contract develop-

mercial scale.

ment and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) fo-

drug

products

are

based on biologic active pharma-

cused on the production of novel medicines.4

ceutical ingredients that require

For cell therapies, for instance, live cells are har-

new technologies that enable their

vested as the active agent, rather than being sepa-

manufacture,

characterization

rated from the desired protein or antibody. Tech-

Regulatory questions

(identity, viability, purity, potency, viral safety) and

nologies related to tissue processing, cell selection,

Uncertainties regarding the regulatory requirements

other testing (sterility, release, etc.) and distribution

expansion, activation and genetic modification and

for novel medicines such as cell and gene therapies

at the large scales required for commercial drugs. To

cryopreservation are all needed. While allogeneic

and the lack of standardization of regulations from

date, these new treatments have only been produced

cell therapies, which are based on cells from healthy

agencies in different geographic regions represent

for the most part on very small scales for early (phase

donors and are intended to be produced in large

additional challenges to the commercialization of

I and II) clinical trials, either in in-house bio/pharma

quantities as “off-the-shelf” treatments, can theoreti-

next-generation therapies. Most notably, both in the

company process development labs or academic

cally be produced in large quantities using conven-

U.S. and Europe, existing regulations require that

laboratories that provide small-scale contract manu-

tional bioreactors,1 autologous — or patient-specific

pharmaceutical manufacturers establish and main-

facturing services. The methods used to produce,

— cell therapies cannot.

tain comparability of drug products produced at
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the complexity of these
advanced technologies is
driving the need to bring together
many different groups and
technical experts with
wide-ranging skills and expertise.
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technologies is driving the need to bring together
many different groups and technical experts with
wide-ranging skills and expertise. Many large pharmaceutical companies are, for instance, establishing centers of excellence or innovation focused on
the development of next-generation technologies.
Patients and clinicians must also be part of the de-

outsourcing PArtnership

velopment process for many of the latest cell and
gene-based therapies.8

Expected increase of outsourcing
partners over the next 3 years

Importance of contract service providers
To ensure that the initial successful research results

Increase — 69%

obtained for many next-generation therapies are

Decrease — 29%

translated into affordable medicines that can be produced reliably at commercial scale, many bio / phar-

Remain the Same/Unsure — 2%

ma companies are turning to equipment suppliers,
contract research organizations and CDMOs to help
them develop optimized processes and analytical
methods.9 The challenge is to find service providers

Type of Relationship sought
when Selecting a CDMO/CMO

with the knowledge and capabilities needed to take
such advanced therapies from the lab to the com-

Tactical Service Provider — 31%

mercial scale. CDMOs must not only have lab and

Preferred Provider — 43%

production capabilities, but also scientists with spe-

Strategic Partner — 26%

cialized development, manufacturing, and analytical

i’m a comPlEx charactEr,
but PEoPlE arE starting to
undErstand mE.

expertise and robust quality systems to ensure compliance and product safety.1 To have an impact, however, CDMOs must be able to apply existing process
knowledge and large-scale manufacturing expertise
to the emerging technology platforms underlying

afford. On the other hand, significant regulatory and
other hurdles must be overcome if a process must be
changed at later development stages.6 At a minimum,
though, raw materials should be selected that will be

bioprocess
equipment
& systems

next-generation therapies and work closely with
scientists that have the experience in developing
novel therapies at the process development and early
clinical trial scales.2

P

appropriate for cGMP manufacture. The development
effort should focus on identification of a robust, reliable manufacturing process that is suitable for largescale production, and characterization data should
be developed that supports release testing.7
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pharmaceutical and biotech executives,
management, operations and technical

creasingly relied on outsourcing partners

staff conducted by Nice Insight, quality

for activities from discovery to lifecycle

compliance and on-time delivery are the

management, and that trend is expected

top two performance attributes that spon-

to continue throughout 2016. The use of

sor companies evaluate post-engagement

service providers, however, is becoming

and when making decisions on whether

more selective. Rather than interact with

to continue doing business with a CDMO.

many suppliers with one particular area

The greatest source of dissatisfaction for

of expertise, most sponsor companies are

these respondents was also poor product

identifying a limited number of preferred

and service quality, and desire for better

partners with broader, integrated capa-

quality was the number one driver prompt-

bilities that have a history of meeting or

ing sponsors to switch CDMOs.

exceeding

> BY Tim Tyson, Avara Pharmaceutical Services

It has been made clear in the past couple of years
that contract development and manufacturing
organizations (CDMOs), in addition to providing
superior quality and on-time delivery of products
and services, must demonstrate expertise,
continuous innovation, flexible deal structuring
and collaborative processes to meet sponsor
and payer demands for safe and effective
medications that are readily available with a
secure supply chain. To do so requires facilitation
of clinical trials and scalable manufacturing for
all patient populations; regional supply; and
sustainable partnerships.

Despite these investments, pharmaceutical companies of all sizes have in-

performance

TOP 5 sou rces
Dissatisfaction When
Working With CDMOs
Product / Service quality
Security / Confidentiality
Inflexibility
Cost Overruns

expectations

and/or establishing long-term strategic

Demonstrated expertise and

partnerships with top CDMOs that involve

continuous innovation

highly collaborative interactions.

Continued investment in innovation and

CDMOs that wish to be included in those

the development of proprietary solutions

groups of preferred and strategic suppli-

that address the needs of current and

ers need to provide clients with much more

next-generation therapies is fundamental

than superior quality and reliable, on-time

to success. Specialized technologies, par-

delivery of products and services. A dem-

ticularly those that support the process-

onstrated understanding of the industry

ing, formulation and packaging of highly

and deep technical expertise, particularly

potent compounds, controlled substances

for addressing the specialized formulation

and poorly soluble drug substances, will

and handling needs of current and next-

be central to CDMO profitability in 2016

generation drug substances, combined

and beyond.

Product / Service Availability

SOURCE: Nice Insight 2016 CDMO
Outsourcing Survey

with a commitment to continuous innova-

CDMOs with a breadth of advanced

tion are essential. CDMOs must also have

technologies will be at a further advantage

structures — from fee-for service to profit-

the ability to tailor contractual agreements

due to their ability to explore more poten-

sharing — and that are willing to enter

to meet individual customer needs, flex-

tial solutions and identify truly optimal for-

into non-traditional contractual agree-

ibility to rapidly respond and adapt to

mulations tailored for each specific proj-

ments, such as those that include cost

changing project conditions and a culture

ect. Those that can leverage technology to

and risk-sharing parameters and/or novel

and processes that encourage and enable

enhance formulation development, clinical

licensing arrangements. The upfront work

collaboration. Excellent global supply

trial supply, process scale-up and tech-

to establish clear responsibilities for each

he landscape for contract manufacturing

chain management capabilities are also

nology transfer will attract the attention

member in the partnership is greater than

organizations (CMOs) serving the phar-

necessary to ensure the security of supply

of sponsors seeking integrated partners.

that observed with the adoption of more

maceutical industry is changing rapidly.

for customers and patients, regardless of

Finally, CDMOs that also invest in technol-

traditional contracts, but the rewards

Most notably in 2015, the concept of con-

location. Processes designed for scalabil-

ogies designed to improve the efficiency,

can be significantly higher. The highest

tract development and manufacturing

ity and experience in technology transfer

productivity, safety and quality of their op-

likelihood of success will be achieved if

organizations (CDMOs) was fully realized.

are also imperative.

erations will draw the greatest attention.

the terms of engagement are carefully

pursued acquisitions and internal invest-

Superior quality and on-time delivery

Flexible deal structuring and

sponsor company have systems in place

ments, some funded through initial public offerings, in

Because outsourcing of pharmaceutical

collaborative processes

to ensure full transparency and open

order to become CDMOs with the capability to support

development and manufacturing services

Flexibility with respect to both contractual

lines of communication. Indeed, CDMOs

the needs of pharmaceutical customers across the

carries significant risk for sponsors, the

agreements and ongoing interactions with

that can minimize the risks associated

entire development and commercialization cycle in an

selection of preferred and strategic out-

clients is also an essential characteristic

with outsourcing across all aspects of

increasingly integrated manner.

sourcing partners is a long and involved

of CDMOs that are looking to become pre-

sponsor/supplier

Clients themselves are busy revising their business

process, and only the most likely candi-

ferred suppliers. In fact, respondents of the

distinct advantage.

strategies in order to address demands from various

dates are subjected to the full vetting pro-

2016 Nice Insight CDMO survey look close-

Preferred /strategic suppliers also have

stakeholders for lower-cost medicines with proven

cess. To even be considered as a potential

ly at the contractual approach adopted

the ability to anticipate future customer

added value, while also facing increasing competi-

candidate, CDMOs must at a minimum

by potential CDMOs, second only to their

needs combined with a willingness to make

tion from generics and biosimilars. At the same time,

have a strong track record of performance

regulatory compliance track record. Inflex-

necessary investments in order to pro-

pipelines are fuller than ever and drug approvals have

with respect to quality and on-time delivery.

ibility is also noted by many survey par-

vide highly differentiated and adaptable,

once again reached peak levels. Strong cash flows are

In addition, to retain the label of “pre-

ticipants as a key source of dissatisfaction

tailored support. They operate as exten-

enabling internal investment in capacities and capa-

ferred supplier,” ongoing performance in

with CDMOs they have previously engaged.

sions of their sponsors’ businesses, rather

bilities, as well as acquisitions of both other pharma-

these two areas is crucial. According to

Sponsor companies also tend to prefer

than as external suppliers of specific prod-

biotech manufacturers and outsourcing providers.

the 2016 CDMO Outsourcing Survey of

CDMOs that offer a variety of deal

Many conventional CMOs have actively

considered and both the CDMO and

interactions

have

a

ucts or services.
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Collaborative
relationships, whether
with preferred or
strategic suppliers,
also play a role in
addressing the
concerns around
supply chain
security when
outsourcing
pharmaceutical
development and
manufacturing
activities.

munication between the CDMO and phar-

Importantly, the requirements for clini-

maceutical company are at the heart of

cal trial materials often differ significant-

successful supply chain management. Col-

ly from those for commercial products.

laborative development of sourcing plans

CDMOs must be familiar with the clinical

and production schedules and two-way

trial schedule, required dosage strengths,

communication about process information

number of patients, dosage regimens and

can ensure that the CDMO and client have

many other factors related to the produc-

the same expectations, while a culture of

tion, packaging and labeling of products

data sharing can lead to the identification

intended for clinical trial use. Collabora-

of any potential problems before they have

tion is crucial, not only between the CDMO

a significant impact on the development

and the sponsor company, but also with

and commercialization timeline.

the contract research organization (CRO)

Furthermore, with increasing globaliza-

conducting the trial and the investigator

tion of the pharmaceutical industry and

heading up the study, to ensure compliant

heightened restrictions on the import of

shipment of the appropriate materials to

pharmaceutical raw materials, intermedi-

the right trial sites at the right times.

ates, active ingredients and formulated
products, sponsors can only be confident

New CDMO designed to meet current

that their supply chain is secure when

and future demand

working with CDMOs that have a history

We understand that providing excellent

of successful supply chain management on

quality and on-time delivery is no lon-

the international level under both normal

ger sufficient to earn repeat business.

and adverse conditions. They are also look-

At Avara, we recognize the importance

ing to CDMOs that have been proactive in

of real collaboration and are committed

Supply chain security

implementing serialization solutions and

to working closely with our customers

Collaborative relationships, whether with

can provide evidence of the effectiveness

to provide API manufacturing (including

preferred or strategic suppliers, also play

of their systems.

highly energetic chemistry), bulk drug
formulation, finished dose and primary /

a role in addressing the concerns around
supply chain security when outsourcing

Facilitation of clinical trials and

secondary packaging solutions (including

pharmaceutical development and manu-

scalable manufacturing capabilities

for products that require high contain-

facturing activities. Sponsor companies

On-time and reliable supply of clinical

ment) tailored to their specific needs for

are dependent upon contract manufactur-

trial materials is another important at-

solid dosage drugs. We are totally focused

ers to deliver a high-quality product on

tribute of successful CDMOs. Clinical

on providing an unsurpassed level of cus-

time, every time, in order to meet produc-

trials are the biggest bottlenecks — and

tomer service dedicated to the need of

tion schedules and deliver critical medi-

cost drivers — in drug development. They

our customers. We believe and are com-

cines to patients in need. CDMOs that

are also increasingly complex, involving

mitted to an on-time, in-full delivery of

form collaborative partnerships with their

multiple sites on multiple continents, and

the products we manufacture. It is the

customers can provide clients with confi-

can last for extended periods. Not sur-

hallmark of our customer service

dence that supply chain management sys-

prisingly, CDMOs that can facilitate the

Although our company is relatively new,

tems are in place to address any potential

smooth implementation of these clinical

our people have extensive experience in

threat to product delivery.

trials can provide significant added value

the pharmaceutical industry — on both

to sponsor companies.

the CDMO and sponsor sides. Avara has

Yet again, transparency and open com-

EXPERIENCE
at youR sIdE

extensive experience supplying the US
and international markets, a first-class
safety, health and environmental record,

> Abo ut the author

fast-to-transfer and rapid changeover

Tim Tyson
Chairman and CEO, Avara Pharmaceutical Services
Tim Tyson, Chairman and CEO of Avara Pharmaceutical Services, is Chairman
and previously CEO of Aptuit. Prior to that he was President and CEO of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals and served as President of GlaxoSmithKline Global Manufacturing
& Supply, where he had responsibility for over 100 manufacturing sites and
outsourced manufacturing worldwide. Mr. Tyson holds a bachelors degree in
engineering from the United States Military Academy at West Point and
MBA and MPA degrees from Jacksonville State University (USA).

capabilities, and has implemented an
Operational Excellence and Compliance
Oriented Program developed using Lean
Six Sigma methodologies. As a result,
Avara brings to bear on customer projects a wealth of process and industry

COMMITMENT TO YOUR PROJECT
Avara is a CDMO with a long record of reliability, fostered through the
leadership of a team of industry veterans. Put all our knowledge and
commitment at your side and you’ll see how it results in world-class service
and your desired outsourcing experience. Our seasoned understanding
of market needs for flexibility alongside delivery supports project
optimization and trusted relationships.

knowledge and expertise in supply chain
management, process and formulation
development, commercialization, product
launch and technical transfer, facilitating

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/tim-tyson-89543a39

the rapid, cost-effective development of

Email tctyson@avara.com

advanced medicines.
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> STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

BY THE N UM BERS

S E RVIER

EVOLVING STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP
MODELS

21,200
PEOPLE EMPLOYED
WORLDWIDE

€3.9B
TURNOVER IN 2015

25%

> BY CHRISTIAN SAUVEUR, SERVIER GROUP

OF TURNOVER REINVESTED
IN R&D IN 2013

Pharmaceutical development is growing as the
industry gains momentum in response to a broad
range of market, regulatory and social trends
globally. Advancing science, emerging markets and
healthcare models are driving recent innovation
and therapeutic success in the pharmaceutical
sector, which has become increasingly dependent on
partnerships across the supply chain. Collaboration
is key to successfully responding to market demand
– collaboration between both (bio)pharmaceutical
companies and their service providers.

therapeutic

contract development and manufactur-

they are unable to produce within their ex-

not following this approach, the capacity

achievements of the industry

ing organizations (CDMOs) as an effective

isting infrastructure.2 Biotech companies

available becomes a global asset in identi-

are reaching new heights not

partnership strategy. These collaborative

are also moving to more virtual models

fying supply chain partners and solutions.

seen since the passing of the

models have provided a fresh opportunity

that rely heavily on outsourcing through

blockbuster or “Pharma 1.0”

for buyers to explore a variety of next-

clinical proof-of-concept and licensing

GLOBAL STRATEGY

business model. Ernst & Young

generation business model options — all

or acquisition to larger companies for

In many ways, the business models re-

(EY) analysts explain that to

with the goal of finding and achieving new

late stage clinical development and com-

quired to meet these challenges reflect the

help face mounting share-

drugs, as well as reformulations and im-

mercialization. As such, this sector’s

strategy Servier has been refining since

holder, competitive, regulatory and social

proved dosage forms for existing drugs

outsourcing rate is high, at about 75%.

its inception. Servier has leveraged an ef-

headwinds, the industry has, over the past

for new and sustainable revenue streams.

Midsize and specialty pharmaceutical

fective partner model to establish itself

decade, followed a strategy of diversifying

Evolving pharma business models are

companies, focused on sales and mar-

as France’s second-largest pharmaceuti-

into a “Pharma 2.0” model around product

also prompting pharmaceutical and bio-

keting and/or late-stage clinical develop-

cal company, committed to developing

lines that are less exposed to R&D and

technology companies to more deliberately

ment, are outsourcing significant parts of

patient-centric medicines globally (92%

market risks.1 This approach has been

play to their core strengths, engaging out-

the value chain (often due to lack of capac-

of Servier’s medicines are prescribed

relatively successful mid-term, but the

sourced development, manufacturing and

ity). At rates between 40% and 50%, small

outside France). Indeed, 25% of Servier’s

industry calls for long-term sustainabil-

R&D collaborators to help span gaps in

to midsize firms are more inclined to turn

princeps

ity, which requires a more dynamic and

their capabilities and offerings. The quest

manufacturing and R&D over to partners.

Currently, the company is developing 23

flexible approach. This approach must

to gain speed to market and better health

Although large pharmaceutical compa-

drug candidates in oncology, cardiology,

be one that will more efficiently and cost-

outcomes through a more integrated supply

nies’ outsourcing rates range from 10%

metabolic diseases, neuropsychiatry and

effectively address the mounting needs of

chain is shared across major companies.1

to 20%, this is steadily growing; many

rheumatology. For example, Servier has

Outsourcing rates vary from 10% to

are closing obsolescent, poor-performing

nine new molecular entities in clinical

More integrated collaboration across

20% for generic firms. These firms are

manufacturing facilities to reduce their

development for oncology respectively, in

the entire supply chain, including risk

subcontracting more complex (i.e., poorly

fixed asset base and other CapEx and

breast, lung and other solid tumors as well

sharing, has factored into the success of

soluble, sterile injectable) products that

OpEx cost-managing strategies. For those

as leukemia and lymphoma. As only one

he

pace

and

patients all over the world.
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turnover is invested in R&D.
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and integrate the global drug development
and supply chain; Servier CMO services

SERVIER

was launched in mid 2015, going live with
its website in June, before introducing the

Company Overview

Visit us at CPhI, Booth #3J40

organization to industry peers and partners
at CPhI Worldwide in Madrid that October.
Ranging from the complete strategic
management of manufacturing operations

Servier is an international pharmaceutical company governed
by a non-profit Foundation and headquartered in France. With
a strong international presence in 148 countries and a turnover
of 3.9 billion euro in 2015, Servier employs over 21,200 people
worldwide. Corporate growth is driven by Servier’s constant
search for innovation in five areas of excellence: cardiology,
oncology, metabolism, neuropsychiatry and rheumatology,
as well as by its activities in high quality generic drugs. Being
completely independent, the Group reinvests 25% of Servier’s
products turnover in Research and Development, and all its
profits in its growth.

to the supply of discrete research or processing tasks — including starting materials, clinical trial batches and on to finished
products, Servier is positioned to support
the latest patient-centered development
strategies and production tactics necessary for next generation drug development.
A QUALITY-CENTRIC APPROACH FOCUSED
Servier’s quality track record has few
peers, the result of a highly developed
global quality systems management (QSM)
infrastructure that proactively assures
excursion-free processes — operational
excellence based on six decades of quality assurance/quality control best prac-

example, Servier Canada Inc., announced

specific Bcl-2 inhibitors from Servier re-

tices and dedicated, experienced staff.

the signing of a strategic partnership with

search programs that are partnered with

Servier’s contract manufacturing services

Spectrum, which granted Servier exclu-

Vernalis. Under the terms of the expanding

provide extensive process and analytical

sive rights to develop and commercialize

collaboration, Servier and Novartis can

development experience which translates

a franchise of four Spectrum hematology-

extend the partnership to co-develop and

into effective chemical (active pharma-

oncology drugs. The strategic partnership

commercialize anti-Mcl-1 drug candidates.

ceutical ingredients) and pharmaceuticals

allows Servier to continue to focus on core

The ultimate goal is to bring these inno-

(finished dosage forms) development —

priorities including SPI-2012, Poziotinib,

vative therapies targeting apoptosis to

something supported by robust analytical

Apaziquone and Evomela™.

patients suffering from cancer.

method development. This is framed by a
cGMP, Quality by Design (QbD) approach

Servier’s strategic emphasis on collective collaboration is supported by Novartis’

OFFERING MORE SUPPORT TO

that includes synthesis, isolation technol-

recent exercise of an option to expand its

THE WORLD MARKET

ogy and advanced drying/solid treatments.

research agreement with the company, to

It is increasingly evident that to achieve

Ultimately, Servier and Servier CMO are

include anti-Mcl-1 drug candidates. Mcl-1,

the challenging health care and therapeu-

positioned to support key business devel-

one of the most frequently amplified genes

tic value goals set by society, governments

opers globally, meeting the needs of part-

in cancer cells, is involved in cancer cell sur-

and patients, more players need to get in-

ners looking to manufacture globally. Servi-

vival, but no selective and potent inhibitor

volved in developing solutions. To that end,

er has manufacturing sites in Brazil, China,

has been developed yet. In 2014, the com-

in 2014 Servier Group embarked on an

Egypt, France, Ireland, Morocco, Poland,

panies entered into a strategic global col-

initiative that would extend the company

Russia and Spain, for partners looking for

laboration to develop and commercialize

quality culture over 11 manufacturing sites,

strategic access to new international regions and to benefit from our specific expertise, cost strategies and differentiators
for your products and supply chains.

> ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Introducing Servier CDMO...
the same team of passionate
professionals

Christian Sauveur, Executive VP Industry, Servier Group
After working for seven years at the CHU in Lyon as a pharmaceutical biologist and
for residency, Christian became a member of “Les Laboratoires Servier” in 1987,
where he worked as a bioanalysis director in R&D for 8 straight years. In 1995,
he joined the industrial team and is currently an active member of the executive
committee of Servier. He is in charge of the supply chain and the entirety of the
industrial network, featuring 11 chemical and pharmaceutical manufacturing sites
both in France and on the international scene.
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> Process pe r fo rmance qualification

Process Performance
Qualification Prep: A Strategic
Approach Leads to Success
> BY Vince Ammoscato, M.Sc. and Charles Stankovic, Ph.D., ASH STEVENS

Defining the Risk

FDA must approve the RSMs used at the

Once Quality by Design (QbD) studies are

beginning of cGMP manufacturing. In

completed, the effectiveness of the QbD

some cases, the agency may not notify the

studies is evaluated by doing a reconcili-

CDMO or sponsor company until the point

ation of all the action items defined in the

of final approval. There is, consequently,

original Quality Risk Assessment (QRA)

a risk that the agency will require a differ-

that was used to define the QbD studies.

ent RSM strategy — and thus that cGMP

This reconciliation and/or a more formal

manufacturing begin at an earlier step in

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

a multi-step process. If there is any ques-

are conducted to identify and resolve any

tion regarding the approval of the RSMs,

gaps in process knowledge and to deter-

risk mitigation can be achieved by validat-

ICH Q7 GMP for APIs

mine the level of risk presented by remain-

ing additional process steps. However,

ing potential process variations. The risks

this decision must be made after carefully

ICH Q8 (R2) Pharmaceutical
Development

of significant impacts due to variation

weighing the level of risk against the time

in different process parameters (rate of

and cost associated with validation of the

charging, reaction temperature, reaction

additional step(s).

time, etc.) are considered. If a high risk is

The campaign strategy will often de-

identified, further studies are conducted

pend on the needs of the sponsor. The

to determine the level of variation that can

general question is whether to validate

be tolerated, and mitigation plans are de-

and campaign each step individually or

signed to prevent unacceptable results.

the entire process from start to finish.
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ICH Q10 Pharmaceutical Quality System
ICH Q11 Development and Manufacture
of Drug Substances
EMA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/809114/2009
Concept Paper on the Revision of the
Guideline on Process Validation

To minimize risk with a process or to pro-

during QbD activities. Successful priori-

vide material to meet clinical demands,

tization requires consideration of time

it may be preferable to run through all of

sensitivity to meet aggressive timelines

the steps once, in order to confirm that

for accelerated programs (methods for

the product meets specifications, and

the first step of a multi-step process), the

then subsequently campaign the remain-

extent of the required analysis (starting

ing batches for each step. Regardless, it is

materials require fewer analyses than APIs)

difficult to justify a successful validation/

details of the manufacturing process

and the level of available knowledge and

PPQ demonstration with less than three

(including materials, CPPs, etc.), process

information (sponsor may have completed

complete manufacturing runs.

controls, data to be evaluated, sampling

Any issues that may impact the ability

FDA Guidance for Industry Process
Validation: General Principles and
Practices, January 2011

and analytical methods, acceptance critePre-PPQ

ria for process performance, handling of

ontract manufacturers with demonstrated

to successfully complete process valida-

Preparation for the process performance

deviations, equipment and facility/equip-

experience developing robust processes

tion (i.e., those that represent high risk),

qualification stage involves close col-

ment design and qualification, operator

and successfully navigating the approval

must be addressed prior to process per-

laboration with the sponsor during all of

training and analytical method validation.

process for Fast Track, Breakthrough

formance qualification (PPQ). Data collec-

the activities outlined above. Process His-

In addition to demonstrating control

Therapy and other special designation

tion and other activities that are required

tory Tables (PHTs) are updated, and Criti-

of the process, the homogeneity of the

products are in high demand. These ser-

to resolve low-risk issues, such as gener-

cal Process Parameters (CPPs), Critical

product must also be established. The

vice providers help their pharma part-

ating reports, can be carried out concur-

Quality Attributes (CQAs) and Critical In-

guidelines are somewhat vague on this

ners meet both their aggressive dead-

rently with PPQ.

Process Controls (CIPCs) are identified

issue; however, since they only apply spe-

By this point, it is also highly preferable

or updated. The CPPs are the parameters

cifically to the drug product, for which

for the sponsor to have a clearly estab-

that most affect the process and product

all doses must be equivalent, similar ex-

lished regulatory strategy that identifies

quality as determined by evaluating the

pectations do carry over to the API. For

The Right Starting Point

the specific countries in which applica-

results of Design of Experiments (DoEs)

the latter, sampling and testing proto-

In order to receive regulatory approval for com-

tions for approval will be filed. Different

and other laboratory and pilot plant stud-

cols become important because the API

mercial sale of a new drug, the manufacturer must

countries have different filing require-

ies. Control of these parameters must

is not packaged in doses. Thus, it must

demonstrate, through the collection of appropri-

ments, such as for analytical method

be demonstrated during the PPQ. A PPQ

be demonstrated that a small sample is

ate data, that its production process is highly ro-

validation. The most efficient approach

checklist is generated and confirmed to

truly representative of the entire batch —

bust and consistently provides the desired product

is to ensure that all the necessary work to

ensure all necessary documentation is in

all samples, regardless of where they are

(both API and drug product) within all specifications

meet the most stringent requirements is

place and any concerns/issues are dis-

collected, must be the same within some

(purity, quality, potency, etc.). Successful process

completed upfront.

cussed and resolved prior to manufacture

statistically significant limit. The team

of the PPQ batches.

must decide which parameters to select

lines and regulatory requirements by implementing an
effective process qualification strategy.

validation cannot be achieved unless manufactur-
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ICH Q9 Quality Risk Management

Analytical readiness is also evaluated

some to no method development work).

Drug companies face growing pressures
to accelerate the development and
commercialization of novel medicines
that are more effective and cost less
than current treatments, while meeting
increasing expectations for quality
and safety.

Regulations and
guidance relevant to
process validation/
qualification

ers thoroughly understand their processes and the

Determining Regulatory Starting

impact of process variations on product quality.

Material(s) and Campaign Strategies

Establishing the protocol

be used to assess homogeneity. Meeting

Therefore, process validation is most effectively

Establishing regulatory starting materi-

PPQ must be performed under cGMP con-

specifications may be sufficient, but typi-

achieved when quality is designed into the product

als (RSMs) and campaign strategies is

ditions, according to an established pro-

cally the criteria and corresponding data

and process from the start.

also necessary prior to initiation of PPQ.

tocol. The written protocol must include

are statistically set and verified.

for assessment and which criteria should

niceinsight.com 65

It is also highly
preferable for the
sponsor to have a
clearly established
regulatory strategy
that identifies the
specific countries in
which applications for
approval will be filed.

are expected to produce a more homoge-

confidence in the manufacturing process

neous product, require much less exten-

(e.g., a QbD approach was used during the

sive sampling and testing.

initial development phase) and compre-

Cleaning validation also takes place

hensive pre-PPQ planning has been com-

during the PPQ, and the strategy for vali-

pleted, then this strategy may be benefi-

dation is dictated by the use of the equip-

cial for speeding up the approval process.

ment (shared vs. dedicated), and whether

For accelerated projects, however, such

the PPQ process will be campaigned at

an approach is not recommended, given

each step or run from start to finish for

that the goal for completing NDA reviews

each batch.

for these projects is just six months.

Pre-approval Inspection

The Final Report

A strategic decision must also be made re-

Completion of an accurate and compre-

garding when to file the new drug applica-

hensive PPQ report with tabulated data

tion (NDA): either when only the protocol

and analysis results, as well as assess-

has been developed or when the PPQ (i.e.,

ment of adherence to the PPQ protocol,

validation) has been completed. Both ap-

is required. Unexpected results and any

For instance, if a solid API is dried in an

proaches are allowed in the regulations.

process deviations must be described and

oven using multiple trays, it is necessary

The first approach can accelerate the

explained. Any necessary changes to the

to demonstrate that the material on tray

time to approval since the PPQ is com-

process and/or controls based on these

one is identical to the material on tray two

pleted after the NDA has been filed and

results must also be clearly outlined. A

or three. In this case, homogeneity is dem-

during its review. However, there is risk

statement indicating whether or not the

onstrated through extensive testing. Mul-

involved, and unexpected complications

data supports successful demonstration

tiple samples are taken from each tray,

in completing the PPQ may arise caus-

of process qualification is essential.

and each sample is compared to all of the

ing potential delays in the commercial

others. This approach is labor-intensive

launch. For traditional projects, accord-

Conclusion

but is effective for demonstrating homo-

ing to the 1992 Prescription Drug User Fee

Ash Stevens has been executing QbD

geneity. Alternatively, products dried in a

Act (PDUFA), FDA has a goal to complete

principles for the development of robust

filter dryer with continuous stirring, which

NDA reviews within 10 months. If there is

manufacturing processes for many years.
The early adoption of a QbD approach
has, in fact, contributed to the company’s
extensive track record for commercial-

> About the au thors

ization of APIs and continues to facilitate accelerated approvals. The use of a

Vince Ammoscato, M.Sc.
Vice President of Operations, Ash Stevens
Vince Ammoscato currently serves as Vice President of Operations for Ash
Stevens Inc. in Riverview, Michigan. With extensive experience in multi-step
regio- and stereoselective synthesis, including synthesis of nucleosides,
peptide-based compounds and heterocycles, Ammoscato has served as the
prime technical contact between Ash Stevens and external clients. Ammoscato
holds a B.Sc. chemistry, 1988, and a M.Sc. organic chemistry, 1990, from
the University of Windsor, Canada.

practical qualification strategy also enables Ash Stevens to efficiently validate
the processes it develops following QbD
principles. With 14 manufacturing approvals in support of NDAs, Ash Stevens has
repeatedly demonstrated that it has the
ability to support the approval of many
different types of APIs, with an effective
strategy that facilitates smooth process

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/vince-ammoscato-85a5a65?

validation. Appropriate preparation and

Email vammoscato@ashstevens.com

planning ensures that all central issues

Benefit from 50+ Years of CMO Experience
Ash Stevens has over five decades of experience
developing and manufacturing drug substance.
Founded in 1962, the company remains committed to its
founding principles of moving innovator small-molecule
therapeutics forward to commercialization by providing
the highest quality of drug substance development and
GMP manufacturing services through scientific and
regulatory excellence, safe operations, integrity, and
customer satisfaction.

are identified, and surprises during valiCharles J. Stankovic, Ph.D.
Principal Scientist, Regulatory Affairs, Ash Stevens
Dr. Charles Stankovic is a manager of the Regulatory Affairs at Ash Stevens
Inc., a pharmaceutical contract manufacturing organization. He works with Ash
Stevens’ clients in the application of QbD principles to advance their chemical
development and process qualification activities for regulatory approval. He has
over 20 years experience in drug discovery and development. He has a BS in
chemistry from Bucknell University (1984), an MS in organic chemistry from Yale
University (1988), and earned his Ph.D. at Harvard University (1990), where he
studied under Professor Stuart Schreiber.

dation are minimized. Experience with
the latest guidelines also means that Ash
Stevens can address the issues of importance to the various regulatory agencies.
All of this knowledge and experience is
shared with clients on a regular basis.
The most effective process performance
qualifications are concluded when Ash
Stevens and its clients form true partnerships and work closely as teams. Success-

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/charlesstankovic

ful process validation sets the stage for

Email cstankovic@ashstevens.com

the pre-approval inspection (PAI).

Call our team +1 734 282 3370
or visit www.ashstevens.com
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> Biopharma Candidates

Adding Value in Pharma:
Applying Advanced Protein
Engineering Technologies to
Biotherapeutic Development
> BY Gjalt Huisman, Ph.D., codexis

the CodeEvolver® technology over itera-

Proven technology ready to

current enzyme replacement therapies,

tive rounds of laboratory evolution leads

penetrate an increasing number

resulting in a direct synergy between our

to an engineered, novel, high-performance

of applications

experience and competence and the unmet

enzyme, which meets the original design

Codexis’ core business of developing en-

needs in the therapeutic enzyme market.

criteria. Codexis then demonstrates the

zymes for small-molecule manufacturing

Further expansion of the application of our

manufacturability and effectiveness of

has been proven at scale many times. Our

core expertise from enzymes towards all

the enzyme in the end-use application by

experience in improving the activity, man-

polypeptides is an obvious next step. We

producing the enzyme in its proprietary

ufacturability and stability of enzymes

are developing an internal pipeline of can-

expression platforms and performing rel-

aligns perfectly with the need to address

didates around high-priority targets and

evant efficacy studies.

the suboptimal efficacy and stability of

five enzymes are progressing through this

This approach is highly attractive for
addressing the shortcomings of existing
enzyme replacement therapies. Historically, native human enzymes (mostly produced as recombinant enzyme) formed the
basis for ERTs, sometimes with some minor tweaks through cell line engineering,

Code xi s :
Universal Improvements

chemical modification, and genetic engineering. Genetic engineering is generally
regarded as highly challenging, as a result
of the near-infinite number of possible

As an industry leader in enzyme optimization technology, Codexis has

changes that can be made in a protein, with

continuously advanced its CodeEvolver® protein engineering platform

related concerns around immunogenicity.

while developing and commercializing solutions to difficult technical

The CodeEvolver® technology platform

challenges in multiple markets. The technology is broadly applicable in

renders these challenges addressable and,

the biologics space and is suitable for the improvement of any protein

most important, solvable.

sequence for specific properties.

The CodeEvolver® technology platform
is broadly applicable in the biologics space
and can be used to improve any protein se-

Prop e rty

Action

Exampl e

Stability

Re-engineer naturally
occurring proteins to
enhance biophysical
properties for disease /
environment-specific
activity

An enzyme for the commercial
manufacture of sitagliptin was
developed to be highly active
at elevated temperatures and
concentrations in an organic
mixture. (Science 2010)

Novel Protein
Function

Address diseases
without tractable targets
by engineering nonnaturally occurring
proteins with unique
Mechanisms of Action,
targeting diseasespecific processes.

A completely new enzymatic
transformation platform − imine
reductases (IREDs) − has been
engineered to exhibit totally
novel intermolecular reductive
amination activity on unactivated
substrates. IREDs can provide
access to complex amine
products in a single step.

Manufacturability

Optimize biophysical
properties to improve
manufacturability of
lead candidates (e.g.,
improved stability,
half-life, solubility)

Technical and economic
problems with a natural enzyme
were overcome, enabling the
commercial-scale production
of a new food ingredient.
(unpublished)

Existing
Therapeutic
Improvement
(Biobetters)

Enhance biologic
properties to address
areas of high unmet need
(e.g., improved efficacy,
reduced immunogenicity,
tissue-specific activity).

The performance of the
commercial enzyme for
simvastatin production was
improved by more than 1,000x
over its starting properties.
(Nature Chem. Biol.)

quence for specifically defined properties.
Enzymes are a subset of the protein world
and thus the initial focus at Codexis has
been on enzyme replacement therapies,

Since passage of the Orphan Drug Act in 1983,
interest in the development of treatments for rare
diseases has risen dramatically. A number of enzyme
replacement therapies (ERTs) have been launched
or are currently in development, with ongoing investment
in these treatments anticipated. According to experts
in the field, however, therapeutic enzymes currently on
the market are not as effective as desired and typically
do not completely resolve the symptoms they are intended
to treat due to a variety of issues. Codexis is applying
its expertise in protein engineering to design more
effective ERTs and other biologic drug substances.
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y applying its CodeEvolver®

given the natural fit with the company’s

directed evolution technol-

biocatalyst experience and expertise.

ogy, Codexis has been im-

In addition, while nucleic acid-based

proving enzymes for specific

treatments — gene and mRNA therapies —

functions in challenging en-

are competitive technologies opposite pure

vironments for well over a de-

enzyme replacement therapies, the im-

cade, using high-throughput

proved protein sequence developed using

gene synthesis, biochemical

CodeEvolver® technology can be admin-

screening and advanced data analytics. Re-

istered as a polypeptide, DNA or mRNA.

cently we have demonstrated that this tech-

Consequently, protein engineering has the

nology can impact biologic drug candidate

potential to play a significant role in the

discovery and optimization. By applying the

advancement of this segment of the orphan

same core technology and optimization

drug market.

philosophies successfully demonstrated in

The overall focus for Codexis is on the

engineering biocatalysts for the synthesis

development of biotherapeutics that ad-

of small-molecule active pharmaceutical

dress unmet medical need and require our

ingredients (APIs), we are now fundamen-

capabilities for improving protein prop-

tally changing the properties of biologics to

erties, providing novel functionality, and

generate novel and potentially more effec-

potentially reducing immunogenicity. By

tive drug candidates.

doing so, we expect to be able to showcase

The first step in CodeEvolver®-driven

the effectiveness of the CodeEvolver®-

enzyme engineering involves defining the

directed evolution technology platform

desired enzyme performance character-

and demonstrate that this technology is

istics that are projected to address the

broadly applicable to the development of

specific unmet need. Then, application of

novel, effective biologic drugs.
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program. Ultimately, the intention is to out-

out to develop an orally stable enzyme for

license these assets at appropriate stages

the treatment of PKU in the gastrointesti-

in clinical development.

nal (GI) tract.

There is significant
value for protein
engineering across
other classes of
biotherapeutics,
including antibodies,
antibody-drug
conjugates and
fusion proteins.

Concomitant with our efforts aimed at

The challenge with developing an oral,

developing our own pipeline of biothera-

enzyme-based treatment is the need for

peutic candidates is the creation of novel

the enzyme to function in the upper GI

proteins for other targets requested by bi-

tract where Phe is liberated from protein

opharmaceutical companies. In this case,

in food, and where systemic Phe is recir-

we are seeking experienced partners with

culated. It is important that Phe be effec-

significant challenges in their protein

tively degraded before it finds it way (back)

development programs and who are in-

to the blood stream and the periphery of

terested in collaboratively exploring the

the body. Over 100s of millions of years

application of our CodeEvolver®-directed

the upper GI tract has evolved to become

evolution platform technology to seek a so-

highly effective at digesting protein, and

lution. For collaborative projects, Codexis

therefore it is a highly adverse environ-

expects to extend beyond enzymes to, for

ment for therapeutic enzymes and bio-

example: Fc-fusion proteins; antibody-drug

logics in general. Using its CodeEvolver®

conjugates (ADCs); monoclonal antibod-

technology, Codexis was able to engineer

immunogenicity. In three other disease

ies (mAbs); etc. These partnerships will in-

novel enzyme variants that can withstand

areas, Codexis has candidates at the hit

volve flexible technical and program man-

proteolytic attack.

identification stage where the challenges

agement approaches designed to suit the

In vitro studies demonstrated that these

presented require proteins with novel

specific market and application needs of

enzyme variants retain significant levels

functionality, tissue-specific targeting ca-

each project.

of activity after exposure to trypsin and

pabilities, and improved biodistribution.

chymotrypsin for 10 hours in vitro, while

Delivery of proof-of-concept for these

Lead program: an oral enzyme

the natural enzyme retains no activity. In

enzyme therapeutics will not only create a

therapy for treatment of PKU

vivo animal data are very promising, with

healthy pipeline of commercial partnering

Our lead asset is an enzyme for potential

demonstration of conversion of significant

opportunities, it will also further demon-

treatment of phenylketonuria (PKU), a

quantities of Phe under the study condi-

strate the general utility of the CodeEvolver®

prevalent orphan disease that results from

tions. In addition, the enzyme variants are

platform technology to develop superior

the absence of the phenylalanine hydrox-

readily manufactured via E. coli fermenta-

biotherapeutics.

ylase enzyme that converts phenylalanine

tion, and Codexis has pending patent ap-

(Phe) to tyrosine. This causes the build-up

plications in many countries, covering a

Conclusion

of Phe in the body and, in particular, the

diverse set of such enzymes, their produc-

Advanced protein engineering technolo-

brain, leading to significant neurocogni-

tion, and use.

gies developed by Codexis have significant

tive symptoms. The primary current treat-

Transform Your Thinking™

CodeEvolver®

Enzyme
Engineering

potential in discovery and development of

ment for most of the PKU population is a

Expanding pipeline

more effective biologic drugs that address

restrictive and unpalatable low-Phe diet,

In addition to the lead candidate for PKU

significant unmet medical needs. The

and — especially in adolescence and adult-

treatment, Codexis has a compound at

CodeEvolver® platform can be applied in a

hood — compliance is typically poor. No en-

the lead optimization stage for a differ-

number of ways to address significant de-

zyme therapy for PKU is yet commercially

ent indication that involves extending the

velopment challenges, ranging from lead

available, although a daily injectable prod-

half-life of the enzyme in both serum and

identification and optimization to resur-

uct is in clinical development. Codexis set

tissue and, at the same time, reducing its

recting old biologic drug candidates.
Because of the ability to modify protein
function and screen in a very targeted way
against properties specific to the end-use

> Ab o ut the author

application, enzymes and proteins devel-

Gjalt Huisman, Ph.D.
VP, Pharmaceutical Technology & Innovation, Codexis

oped using Codexis’ unique protein engineering technologies benefit not only from
improved properties, but have the potential

In his role as VP, Pharmaceutical Technology & Innovation, Gjalt Huisman is
responsible for exploring new application opportunities for Codexis’ CodeEvolver®
technology in the pharma industry. The first asset developed under this initiative
is an orally stable enzyme for potential treatment of phenylketonuria, PKU. Gjalt
has led numerous projects in which new biocatalytic processes were developed,
including for blockbuster pharmaceuticals, such as atorvastatin, simvastatin and
sitagliptin. Gjalt received his Ph.D. from the University of Groningen (NL) and was
a post-doc at Harvard Medical School.

to exhibit novel functionalities that can
overcome specific metabolic deficiencies
not addressable with typical enzyme replacement therapies. As a result, Codexis’
approach to the development of new bio-

Transform Your Therapeutic
Codexis is a leader in enzyme optimization, with 15 years dedicated to continual
evolution of our CodeEvolver® protein engineering platform. This world-class,
commercially proven technology combines high throughput biochemistry with
proprietary bioinformatics. We enable development of customized pharmaceuticals
by evolving enzymes to provide desired performance and enhanced yield, while
reducing timelines and costs. Our technology opens up new opportunities for
differentiated biotherapeutics and novel-function proteins.

logic drug substances represents an exciting advancement in the application of
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Pharma
Equipment
Industry Leaders
How are equipment manufacturers
perceived in the marketplace by their
customers?
Clearly, equipment suppliers are
increasingly important to drug owners
and developers, as are their perceptions
of companies who can help them
achieve their goals. To measure the
perception that equipment purchasing
and specifying managers have of the
industry’s leading equipment suppliers,
Nice Insight study respondents were
asked to compare and evaluate 40
respective companies based on their
perceptions of the following drivers:
Process Integrity, Customer Service, Total
Cost of Ownership, Overall Equipment
Efficiency, Post-Sales Support, and
Reliability. Those key equipment-supplier
perception drivers, once individually
rated, tabulated and averaged, create
Nice Insight’s Customer Perception (CP)
Score. Equipment and system suppliers
with the highest Nice Insight CP scores
are perceived as leaders and rank among
the industry’s most reputable companies.

Equipment & Technology

Equipment & Technology

Primary Packaging

Secondary Packaging

1

1

Bosch Packaging Technology
86.33%
Overall CP Score

Bosch Packaging Technology
86.17%
Overall CP Score

2 Bausch & Stroebel

81.17%

2 Thermo Fisher Scientific

82.83%

2 EMD Millipore

81.17%

3 Bausch & Stroebel

81.17%

3 Optima Pharma

81.00%

4 GEA

79.50%

4 Telstar Life Science

80.17%

5 Korber Solutions

79.33%

5 IMA Pharma

79.33%

Equipment & Technology

Equipment & Technology

Bioprocessing: Downstream

Bioprocessing: Upstream

1

1

Bosch Packaging Technology
86.33%
Overall CP Score

Bosch Packaging Technology
86.33%
Overall CP Score

2 GE Healthcare

85.00%

2 GE Healthcare

85.00%

3 Thermo Fisher Scientific

82.83%

3 Thermo Fisher Scientific

82.83%

4 Eppendorf

82.17%

4 Eppendorf

82.17%

5 EMD Millipore

81.17%

5 EMD Millipore

81.83%

Equipment & Technology

Equipment & Technology

Equipment & Technology

Liquid Processing

Semi-Solid Processing

Solid Processing

1

1

1

Bosch Packaging Technology
86.33%
Overall CP Score

Thermo Fisher Scientific
82.83%
Overall CP Score

Bosch Packaging Technology
86.33%
Overall CP Score

2 Optima Pharma

81.00%

2 GEA Pharma Systems

79.00%

2 Bausch & Stroebel

81.17%

3 Pall Corporation

80.67%

3 K-Tron Coperion

78.67%

3 Optima Pharma

81.00%

4 Sartorius Stedim Biotech

80.00%

4 O’Hara Technologies

78.33%

4 Korsch America

79.50%

5 Telstar Life Science

79.67%

4 Key International Inc

78.33%

4 Schenck Process Inc

79.50%

489

Survey
respondents
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40

COMPANIES In
the survey

6
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CP

A single-source supplier of manufacturing solutions for the life science
industries, GEA stands for maximum reliability and productivity.
Our comprehensive portfolio of standard and custom-designed
equipment, machinery and entire production lines includes benchtop
R&D solutions, completely integrated industrial-scale plant and both
batch-based and continuous processing technology.

Biopharma: For the production of insulin, oncology drugs, inhalables,
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), vaccines or therapeutic proteins, our
wide range of modular plant and equipment performs any task and
takes account of any specific requirements or conditions.

Solid dosage: From powder to coated tablet, no other supplier offers
such as wide range of tableting technologies, from powder handling
to granulating, drying, compression and coating, including the first
ever continuous high shear granulation, drying and tableting system,
which is set to revolutionize oral solid dosage processing.

Blood products: A specialist in this field, GEA uses its experience
and expertise to unite a range of technologies to create complete
processing plants for blood and plasma processing, including
controlled precipitation, centrifugation and filtration for solid/
liquid separation, thermal and chemical inactivation, ultrafiltration/
diafiltration, nanofiltration and chromatography.

Liquid dosage: Experts in aseptic process management, closed
product handling, compliance with GMP requirements and reliable
scale-up, we supply modules, components and complete lines for the
production of vials, ampules, infusion bags, syrups, drops and sprays.

2016 survey data

Key drivers of Outsourcing
Process Integrity, Customer Service,
Total Cost of Ownership, Overall Equipment
Efficiency, Post-Sales Support, Reliability

Pharmaceutical Processing Solutions
for Today and the Future

Customer Perception
Score Average of six individual
key driver scores

GEA provides the services that the pharmaceutical industry needs
to produce high quality liquid and solid dosage forms: test facilities,
technical know-how, process evaluation, product development,
market-leading equipment, project management and ongoing support.
Email: sales.unitedstates@gea.com

Equipment Purchasing Trend

Pharma
Equipment
SURVEY FINDINGS

upstream Bioprocessing

Downstream Bioprocessing

37% Incubators

50% Purification Equipment

37% Bioprocessing Equipment

50% Filtration Equipment

36% Mixers / Blenders / Millers

39% Disposable Equipment

32% Cell Culture Biological Shakers

38% Separation Equipment

30% Tank Equipment

36% Chromatography Systems & Equipment

29% Disposable Bioreactors

Nice Insight AnNual
Pharmaceutical
Equipment Report

Collaboration,
often leading
to strategic
partnerships
with suppliers, has
become an industry
standard practice.

74 pharma’s almanac

f the nearly 600 buyers of
equipment services responding to the 2016 Nice Insight
Pharmaceutical
Equipment
Annual Survey, 81% indicated
they report to either operational or technical departments in their
organizations. When purchasing pharmaceutical equipment, respondents
ranked “reliability” as their number one
priority. Regarding the attributes that
purchasers seek in their current and
prospective equipment suppliers, the
majority of respondents (55%) ranked
manufacturing/process integrity as the
top attribute they use to evaluate equipment suppliers.
The focus on customer service and a
supplier’s ability to provide good product
life-cycle management, followed closely
behind process integrity (both at 50%)
as key criteria when evaluating suppliers. For many companies, operational

Global pharmaceutical supply chain trends
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excellence is predicated on equipment
and process reliability, critical attributes
of compliant high-quality drug manufacture that the industry is increasingly reliant on its strategic equipment suppliers
to provide.
Pharma manufacturers are turning
to technology and systems suppliers
for technological expertise that once
was held internally. This capability was
once institutionalized and nurtured, a
product of vertical-integration-based
business models and large-capacity
processing lines that required an amazing amount of proprietary engineering
to manage correctly. That’s changed,
and the expertise is now housed in the
supplier sector.
Single-use technology, innovated by
some of the industry’s most prominent
suppliers, is increasingly being integrated into processing operations, both
upstream and downstream. An example

29% Stainless Steel Bioreactors
26% Disposable Bioprocessing Equipment
23% Fermenters

interest in purchasing
Biopharmaceutical
Equipment & Systems

of this is the agreement between PnuVax Inc., a vaccine processor, and GE
Healthcare. Under this partnership arrangement, PnuVax Inc. has the liberty
to assume the intellectual property (IP)
generated from GE Healthcare’s nonactivated yellow fever vaccine, as well
as the biomanufacturing platform for
the vaccine, GE Healthcare’s FlexFactory™. Both companies are working
together to streamline manufacturing,
as part of this symbiotic partnership.1
Collaboration, often leading to strategic partnerships with suppliers, has
become an industry standard practice.
This is especially clear in the realm of
biologics, for which manufacturing is
often based on proprietary process
developed in conjunction with the molecule. Reflecting the drive to compete
in the biologics sector, purchasing

81%

biopharmaceutical equipment is topof-mind for 81%. Those thinking about
purchasing equipment are interested
in both upstream and downstream
biopharmaceutical processing components and systems. A solid third expressed interest in technologies critical to upstream processing, including
incubators, cell culture biological shakers and tank equipment (37%, 32% and
30%, respectively). Although specifying
and purchasing upstream technology is
a significant priority, downstream bioprocessing equipment is becoming an
intensive area of focus as well, because
so much can be gained if downstream
processes are optimized. A majority of
those who work in operations leadership in the biopharma sector are currently interested in obtaining purification equipment, filtration equipment

> About the author
RJ Palermo Director of Client Services
That’s Nice LLC / Nice Insight
RJ has over 30 years’ business experience, including 21 years of event and
media experience and 17 years in leadership positions. RJ progressed from
Sales Manager to VP/General Manager on Interphex, the leading event in
North America for Development & Manufacturing. RJ has also been an active
participant in ISPE and PDA. RJ was one of the original team members and
architects for ISPE’S Facility of the Year, a former member of the ISPE Supplier
Advisory Council and currently serves as a trustee for the Health Sciences
Industry Scholarship Fund.

Pharma
manufacturers
are turning to
technology and
systems suppliers
for technological
expertise that once
was held internally.

(50% each) and, to a slightly lesser degree, disposable equipment, separation
equipment and chromatography equipment (39%, 38% and 36%, respectively).
Downstream processing requires a
strictly regulated aseptic environment,
followed by a broad range of finishing
and packaging routines that involve
highly automated, integrated drugproduct handling systems. Purchasing
interest is high for both primary packaging systems, including aseptic filling
and sealing/capping equipment and
blow-fill-seal systems for sterile, parenteral drugs (41% and 34%, respectively).
New drug delivery methods, including
transdermal patches, inhalers and injection devices, are also working their
way into drug owner or developer packaging and delivery strategies; 32% are
interested in installing product assembly lines for inhalers and patches. Similarly, there’s mounting evidence that the
role of secondary packaging is gaining
new relevance in promoting safer, more
effective drug-based therapies to fight
the scourge of substandard, dangerous
counterfeit drugs. On the purchasing
priority list for many are serialization
equipment (34%) and tamper-evident
solutions (33%). P

> references
1. “PnuVax to Acquire Inactivated Yellow Fever Vaccine

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/palermorj

Intellectual Property from GE Healthcare.” GE. 8 June 2016.

Email rj@thatsnice.com
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> Surplus Equipment Inventory

Investment
Recovery
for Pharma
Equipment
> BY Matt Hicks, Federal Equipment Company

This article is the second of a two-part article
written for Pharma’s Almanac discussing the
unique value proposition of used pharmaceutical
manufacturing equipment. All manufacturing
organizations need to responsibly manage assets,
but pharmaceutical equipment requires unique
strategies to manage and recapture its value.

nvestment Recovery for Pharma
Equipment,” the first of two-part
article, can be read in its entirety

[3] Internal uses or redeployment
[4] Removal
[5] Sale.

in the Q2 Pharma’s Almanac. This

will typically involve internal and external

Redeployment

research.

Many companies implement redeploy-

Every capital asset should have two val-

ment programs within their manufactur-

ues in the accounting records, purchase

ing networks. Often, the same makes and

is a short synopsis of Part I, which

The first three were covered in the first

price and net book value. However, neither

models of equipment are used in differ-

discussed the various affects that

article and are revisited here briefly.

value is conclusive when assessing fair

ent facilities. This is especially true of

market value. Fair market value represents

lab equipment. Redeployment, or moving

Inventory Identification

what the equipment is worth on the market,

a piece of equipment from one facility to

have on pharmaceutical companies. Often

Identifying surplus inventory, while time-

either wholesale or retail. Wholesale is

another within your network, is the most

the result is two distinct challenges — one

consuming, is the essential starting point.

what a dealer would be willing to offer. Re-

efficient use of idled or surplus assets.

is managing surplus inventory, and the sec-

Starting with a solid asset list for the area

tail is what a final end-user would pay and

The equipment history is known and ex-

ond is managing an effective capital equip-

is the best starting point for an equipment

is generally the higher number of the two.

periences are easily transferred. This all

ment investment recovery strategy that

inventory. The inventory identification is

Both prices have some art and science

addresses the surplus inventory challenge.

a critical step in determining what items

behind them and are a function of the over-

There are a number of best practices

are available for sale and addressing the

all secondary market for such items. Formal

Once the inventory has been identified,

for viable equipment investment recovery

three main considerations:

appraisals can provide guidance toward

accurately valued, and reviewed for possi-

strategies. The first half of this article in-

[1] Cleaning and decommissioning
[2] Proprietary considerations
[3] Approvals and documentation

either price. Formal appraisals, most often

ble internal redeployment, the next steps

associated with the due diligence required

are removing the equipment and, if it is

for loans or mergers and acquisitions, are

not being reallocated internally, preparing

based on what the equipment would sell for

it for sale.

both mergers and acquisitions,
and an ever-changing product mix,

troduced us to five investment recovery
practices for a pharmaceutical manufacturer to consider.

required to sell.

works in theory. In practice, the process
can be quite cumbersome.

in an orderly liquidation and is based on

76 pharma’s almanac
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The five strategies were:

Valuation

insight from used equipment dealers. The

Removal Costs

[1] Inventory identification
[2] Valuation of the inventory

Once the equipment has been inventoried,

greatest value is almost always from inter-

Whether redeploying or selling externally,

its value needs to be established. This

nal reuse or “redeployment.”

the costs and options to remove and

niceinsight.com 77

transport the equipment should always be

manage the sales return and risk while

evaluated within the context of the proj-

adhering to the project timeline. For an

ect. Sometimes, the cost to remove and

ad-hoc team that is managing a project or

transport the equipment exceeds the value

series of projects, managing sales return

of that equipment. In redeployment situa-

and risk, as well as the project timeline, is

tions, there is a question of who bears the

a function of the sales method.

cost of removal. This is usually defined in

For example, auctions and liquidations

the redeployment policy, but it may also

usually focus on a specific end-date at

be a case-by-case situation as well. Most

which point all of the assets must be re-

often, the receiving site will pay the re-

moved. Since auction buyers generally

moval costs. Removal costs and who bears

pay for removal as part of the purchase

them are a significant factor to consider

price, the seller can enjoy significant

when selling externally.

cost savings, even if the auction-sale value itself is lower than expected.

Sales Approaches

There are three potential types of of-

There are a number of different ways to

fers for an auction; a lump sum sale, a

approach the external market for surplus

guaranteed minimum return and a com-

equipment sales. The approach you choose

mission sale.

Whether
redeploying or
selling externally,
the costs and
options to
remove and
transport
the equipment
should always be
evaluated within
the context of the
project.

will depend on the following factors.

[1] The organization of the investment 		

Lump Sum Sale
A lump sum sale transfers all of the assets

recovery group

[2] The requirements of the project
[3] The assets themselves.

to the buyer and provides a target date
for removal. This puts the speculation
risk on the lump sum buyer, but allows for

To simplify this discussion, the assumption is that the surplus assets are not being

no sharing of any potential upside in the
marketplace.

sold as a going concern or as part of a comGuaranteed Minimum Return

equipment. In general, goods that are com-

The first step is to determine how many

A guaranteed minimum return ensures a

monly used among different industries are

resources are available to support the

minimum lump-sum sale price while al-

more likely to have a successful auction, as

sales effort. This is dependent upon the

lowing the dealer and seller to share in the

opposed to goods that are specialized or

organization. There are two organization

upside of a positive sale after the dealer

have a narrow use.

models being considered, a dedicated in-

recovers the guaranteed minimum. The

Additionally, not every project requires

vestment recovery department versus an ad-

dealer also recovers some amount for the

the liquidation of all of the assets of an area

hoc team approach.

expense of running and marketing the sale.

or an entire facility. Equipment in storage

plete facility sale.

[1] A dedicated investment recovery de-

or only certain pieces of equipment may

partment is staffed and resourced to sell

Commission Sale

be best on an item-by-item sale. In an item-

to the external market. All of the required

A commission sale usually puts the return

by-item sale, a reputable dealer will be in a

policies and procedures are in place.

risk on the seller, where the dealer recov-

good position to help identify the inventory,

[2]

ers expenses and then a commission from

evaluate removal alternatives and costs

the sale.

and suggest shipping and sales methods

An ad-hoc team approach involves

THINI
UPGRADE

Not every project is fit for a liquidation

that can be helpful for the person who does

Optimize your capability

Then, the sales approach adopted will

or auction. The asset class will help deter-

not have resources available to help with

Taking your processing capabilities to the next level is a strategy for

largely be determined by the need to

mine the best method for selling a group of

investment recovery activities.

success; one that often demands upgrading equipment to meet new

third-party auctioneers and dealers.

Surplus and idled pharmaceutical equipment cost pharmaceutical manufacturers
money. They consume rented space or,
even worse, highly valuable warehouse or

> Abo ut the author

GMP manufacturing areas.

Matt Hicks
Chief Operating Officer, Federal Equipment Company
Matt Hicks, Chief Operating Officer at Federal Equipment Company, is a
pharmaceutical industry veteran with more than 15 years of experience
helping companies get the most value and utility out of their manufacturing
and process equipment assets.

If they are in a manufacturing space,
they are visible clutter to inspectors.
They are also listed as assets (which

production goals and future requirements. For immediate access to
the best technologies at the right price while maximizing returns from
surplus idle equipment, Federal Equipment Company is ready to help
you optimize operations while recovering equipment value through
accurate appraisals, strategic liquidations and full logistical support.

Find us at Supplyside West Booth # X315

make no money) on the financial books. A
solid investment recovery strategy helps
pharma manufacturers manage this surplus equipment inventory and maximize
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LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/matthicks

that equipment’s value in the market-

Email matt.hicks@fedequip.com

place according to project timelines.
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When you think equipment,
think Federal Equipment
1.877.536.1538

>

www.fedequip.com

> Development by D esign

Accelerating Approval
and Reducing Costs of
Spray Dried Drugs through
Development by Design (DbD)
> BY Filipe Gaspar and Márcio Temtem, Ph.D., Hovione

Contract development and manufacturing organizations
(CDMOs) with unique technical capabilities and
expertise are able to speed up the development and
commercialization of novel medicines. Effective
application of its extensive knowledge, data base and
Development by Design (DbD) approach has enabled
Hovione to accelerate spray drying development,
simultaneously reducing cost and time to get
challenging drugs to patients in need.

80 pharma’s almanac
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melt extrusion and coprecipitation are the

and master the fundamentals of technol-

for prediction of critical quality attri-

three most commonly used techniques for

ogy. That knowledge is being applied on a

butes of spray dried materials.3 The re-

the manufacturing of ASDs.

regular basis to minimize the need for test-

sults, obtained using both statistical and

Spray drying is a continuous process

ing at commercial scale, thus reducing the

mechanistic approaches, were analyzed

that involves flash drying under mild con-

material requirements and development

and compared. In particular, the impact

ditions (often below 50ºC for less than one

costs and accelerating the CMC develop-

of thermodynamic behaviors, changing

minute) of the drug substance/polymer

ment activities. In fact, at Hovione, we be-

process conditions, drying kinetics and

mixture. It also allows for careful control of

lieve it is our responsibility, as experts and

specific process parameters on particle

particle properties (particle size, bulk den-

key providers of emerging technologies, to

attributes such as size, shape and mor-

sity, degree of crystallinity, etc.), provides

apply our accumulated knowledge for the

phology were modeled. The knowledge

for numerous formulation options and is

benefit of our customers and, ultimately,

about these microscopic properties and

readily available at all scales. In addition, it

to the patient looking for new, more effica-

behaviors were then correlated to the

is particularly suitable for thermally sensi-

cious and cost-effective treatment. This

bulk properties of numerous compounds

tive materials. Not surprisingly, spray dry-

is particularly relevant for drugs under

from an ever-growing database built over

ing is becoming the most used technology

accelerated programs, as those with break-

many years across all scales, formulation

to manufacure ASDs.

through therapy designation, where the

patterns and process conditions.

CMC development timelines often come in
Role of CDMOs

Development by Design

critical path for drug approval.

The role of contract development and

Hovione’s focus on learning the underly-

manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) has

Enhanced Process Understanding

ing principles of spray drying processes

changed considerably over the past two

Traditionally, scale-up of spray drying

resulted in the generation of large quanti-

decades.

supported

processes, as with many other drug prod-

ties of data that now reside in our exten-

mostly technology transfer and in es-

uct and drug product intermediate manu-

sive database. By combining our model-

sence provided compliant manufacturing

facturing technologies, requires consid-

ing capabilities with this extensive prior

of intermediates, active pharmaceutical

erable testing at scale, consuming tens

knowledge, it is now possible for Hovione

ingredients and final dosage forms. Today,

or even hundreds of kilograms of prod-

to closely correlate laboratory conditions

CDMOs have a much broader and deeper

uct — this is a very expensive and time-

to those that will be attained at commer-

contribution to pharma. Some have be-

consuming venture. Recognizing this, we

cial scale. The lab studies are done with

come the experts and key providers of

made a concerted effort to reduce the

minimum product expenditure, and from

unique and enabling technologies that

costs and time needed for the develop-

there we can assure the best scale-up pa-

address modern drug delivery challenges;

ment of spray drying processes.

rameters and guarantee results in terms of

Initially,

CDMOs

even the largest pharmaceutical corpora-

Being a pioneer in the Quality by De-

yields and product attributes. As a result,

tions have limited pipelines to justify the

sign (QbD) initiative was instrumental

the time and material needed to establish

investment in expertise, installation and

to Hovione because it forced us to un-

an effective commercial scale spray drying

Growing Demand for Spray Drying

operation of capital-intensive drug deliv-

derstand the fundamentals of spray

process are significantly reduced.

The application of sophisticated drug dis-

ery technologies. Spray drying is a key ex-

drying and build mathematical models

covery methods has led to much better, but

ample of those.

also more complex, chemical entities that

CDMOs, on the other hand, through their

suffer from poor water solubility/bioavail-

multiple pharmaceutical partners, have the

ability. In fact, 40% of drugs currently on

opportunity to develop extensive pipelines

the market and 90% of candidates in the

that de-risk such investment. Their broad

pipeline fall into this category.1 These com-

experience, arising from working with a

plex small-molecule drug substances re-

vast number of molecules and from being

quire enabling drug delivery technologies

exposed to all kinds of process and scale-

to achieve the desired level of efficacy.

up challenges, is of utmost importance

A number of approaches can be taken

when developing new drugs. They are best

to overcome the poor solubility of oral

positioned to anticipate challenges and to

drugs, including particle size reduction,

accelerate drug development through ef-

salt or cocrystal formation, lipid-based

fective knowledge management and by the

self-emulsification and the formation of

application of strong science and process

amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs). ASDs,

understanding that is only affordable to

which are prepared by combining drug

those that do it on a routine basis.

substances with polymeric materials, are

Hovione has been providing commercial

effective because the drug substance ex-

spray drying services to the pharmaceuti-

ists in an amorphous state and is therefore

cal industry for the last 12 years. Over this

more readily dissolved and absorbed. It is

period, we have not only amassed a signifi-

reported that over 80% of ASDs offer im-

cant amount of knowledge, we have also

proved bioavailability.2 Spray drying, hot

made a conscious effort to understand

This Hovione approach is referred to

HOVIONE :
Impact of Hovione’s Development
by Design Approach TO Spray
Drying Process Development

1 st Qb D
p roje ct
(2005-2010)

2 nd QbD
Filling
( 2 0 0 7-2013)

Today
under
Dbd

# Runs at full scale

~ 270

~ 60

~9

Material needed

~ 900 kg
(~ $9MM*)

~ 200 kg
(~ $2MM*)

~ 40 kg
(~ $0.4MM*)

Days at full scale

~ 4 months

~ 4 weeks

~ 4 days

*Assumes $10,000/kg as a reference
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At Hovione, we
believe it is our
responsibility,
as experts and key
providers of emerging
technologies, to apply
our accumulated
knowledge for
the benefit of our
customers and,
ultimately, to the
patient looking for
new, more efficacious
and cost-effective
treatment.

through a dramatic reduction in the drug

scale. Customers today can have a com-

substance quantities required and by

mercial-scale process within six months

shortening development times. Rather

and thus deliver novel medicines to the

than tens to hundreds of Kg, as little as

market more quickly.
We remain committed to continually

30g may be required for testing.
demonstrate

improving our spray drying capabilities.

that we have been able to combine our

Our ultimate goal is to be able to scale-

modeling skills and extensive process

up spray drying processes with a single

knowledge to accelerate the development

confirmation run at manufacturing scale.

and commercialization of drugs. Conse-

While this goal will not be achieved in the

quently, we are helping our customers

immediate future, we are determined to

more quickly and cost-effectively deliver

work with our sponsors and regulators to

needed drugs to patients.

make it possible. Part of the effort will in-

These

results

clearly

volve the thorough demonstration of our
Continuous Improvement for

ability to develop processes at any scale

Accelerated Development

that are robust and meet the design space

With 60% of the novel drugs approved

built from accumulated knowledge.

P

by FDA in 2015 falling into one or more
expedited approval categories (Fast Track,
Breakthrough Therapy, Accelerated Approval and Priority Review),4 there is
tremendous pressure on drug manufacturers to accelerate process development. Under these programs, work that
traditionally takes ten years often must
be compressed into two or three. Often
specialized experience and expertise is

as Development by Design (DbD). It is a

required to successfully develop robust

systematic methodology that involves the

and cost-effective processes that assure

use of predictive tools, scale-indepen-

the same levels of quality.

dent correlations and prior knowledge.

Hovione’s DbD approach has enabled

It enables Hovione to achieve a great bal-

us to reduce the time and cost to devel-

ance between costs and risks, and to re-

op robust spray drying processes at any
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There are four stages to the DbD process:

Filipe Gaspar

[1] Familiarization, during which scale-

Vice President, R&D, Hovione

independent correlations are established;

[2] Scale-up supported by laboratory data
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and simulation tools;
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[4] Commercialization, when the experi-
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Process development in DbD is therefore performed in a stagewise, timely
and cost-effective manner using minimal
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quantities and materials resources, and
with guaranteed results.
Dramatic Results
The development by design approach
is benefitting customers of Hovione
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scale-up stages by focusing resources
where and when they are really needed.
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> Serialization

TRACK & TRACE
SYSTEMS FOR
SERIALIZATION AND
AGGREGATION

Grifols’ serialization
and aggregation
systems and process
make it possible to
carry out track and
trace operations
at virtually any
moment, not only in
the supply process, but
also during
the logistic
and marketing
processes.

> BY Pere Vilanova, Grifols

The ability to track and trace pharmaceutical product in
the distribution channel has always been a regulatory
imperative, but those regulations are evolving and
becoming more sophisticated to improve drug safety
and combat the threat of counterfeits in the supply chain.
In spite of the regulatory burden, the ability to accurately
track and trace product and manage the disposition
of stock after its sale can add business value beyond
efficiently demonstrating compliance.
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What is serialization?

product unit is only defined as part of the

Grifols’ serialization and aggregation

[4] At the vial level: It is possible to track and

Essentially, serialization is the assigning of

larger batch of products to which it belongs.

systems and process make it possible to

trace operations at the level of the point of

a predetermined coding type to each prod-

[2] Take full advantage of the increased

carry out track and trace operations at vir-

use of the drug.

uct item, conferring it with a unique iden-

level of traceability, in order to detect and

tually any moment, not only in the supply

tity that allows it to be effectively tracked

prevent possible counterfeiting of our

process, but also during the logistic and

Track & Trace System Elements

at virtually any moment, and traced to its

products.

marketing processes undergone by Gri-

Track & Trace systems adhere to a five-

location at any stage of the production,

[3] Comply with the regulations that are be-

fols products, as well as those produced

level model, where each of the levels

logistics and/or marketing chain it is cur-

ing put in place in an increasing number

by Grifols Partnership for its customers.

described below is interconnected and

rently involved in, or had been involved in

of countries, aimed at improving product

In addition to Grifols’ internal processes

come together in a tree structure:

at any point during its life cycle.

traceability and detecting and preventing

that include the relationship between the

counterfeits.

levels of serialization by product continent

[1] Level 1 defines the layout of and man-

and the potential traceability throughout

ages the serialization/aggregation system

Why serialize?
A number of reasons help explain what

How to serialize

all aforementioned processes, the Grifols

hardware that is incorporated into the

makes product serialization beneficial,

In order to serialize products, Track &

system offers the following:

machinery used in the production process.

especially for high-volume, easily counter-

Trace systems tied to the company’s IT

feited parenterals. Serialization at the unit

infrastructure are used. A serialization

[1] At the pallet level: It is possible to track

ages the serialization/aggregation system

level allows Grifols and its Grifols Partner-

and aggregation system implemented by

and trace operations at a logistics center

at the production chain level (one level 2

ship customers to:

Grifols and Grifols Partnership allows par-

level (wholesaler).

manages one or more level 1s).

ent-child relationships to be established

[2] At the multipack level: It is possible to

[3] Level 3 defines the layout of and man-

[1] Take the concept of traceability one

between the different geographic locations

track and trace operations at a distribution

ages the serialization/aggregation system

step further by uniquely identifying each

of Grifols packaging facilities throughout

center level (wholesaler/retailer).

at the production plant level (one level 3

product unit, thus moving away from the

the production process — primarily during

[3] At the single pack level: It is possible to

manages one or more level 2s).

idea of tracing product units at a generic

packaging processes (in Grifols’ case, vials,

track and trace operations at a hospital

[4] Level 4 defines the layout of and man-

level, as is currently the case, where each

single packs, multipacks and pallets).

pharmacy level.

ages the serialization/aggregation system

[2] Level 2 defines the layout of and man-
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at the Company level (one level 4 manages
one or more level 3s).

Grifo ls:

[5] Level 5 defines the layout of and manages the serialization / aggregation system at

Serialization
Solutions

an external level, chiefly to allow external
access to data (drug agencies, logistics op-

PARENtERAl
CDMO

erators, hospitals, etc.). Generally speaking, a level 5 is fed information from a
single level 4.

Our experience implementing a serialization solution
for products manufactured by Grifols enables us to
offer this service in projects undertaken for customers
of Grifols Partnership. Grifols’ Contract Manufacturing
division is working hard in this regard in order to help
customers comply with the Drug Supply Chain
Security Act (DSCSA) by November 2017.

Track & Trace Systems at Grifols
Grifols currently has two Track & Trace
systems in place for the serialization and

Grifols is highly responsive to every customer
inquiry for contract manufacturing and offers
the agility and flexibility to switch your
concentrated formula to premixed solutions.

aggregation of hemoderivative products.
These systems are:

[1] A single-product, single-country Track
& Trace system that has been implemented in the [GBI] and [IG] production plants

Requirements for the serialization of products to be distributed in the

for the serialization and aggregation of al-

USA are stated in the DSCSA corresponding to Title II of the Public Law

bumin for the Chinese market, in compli-

113-54 published by the agency in November 2013 and include:

ance with the regulations imposed by the
CFDA in 2013. This system covers levels

Product Identifier and Product Tracing

1, 2 and 3, as defined in the Track & Trace

Both requirements have different timelines that are exposed hereinafter:

systems model, both at the single-pack

a. Product Identifier: A code composed by the Standard Numerical

and multipack levels of the product.

Identifier (unique ID for each product) + Batch number + Expiry.

[2] A multi-product and multi-country

The implementation could be made by means of a data matrix code or a

Track & Trace system, implemented ini-

linear barcode (depending on the product final packaging configuration).

tially in the GWWO Ireland production

Data shall be codified as well as shown in a human readable form.

plant for the serialization and aggrega-

Product identifier shall be implemented by November 2017.

tion, at present, of albumin and flebogamma for markets of various countries,

b. Product Tracing: This point refers to the fact that for all product

in compliance with the regulations estab-

transactions (understanding a transaction as the change in ownership of a

lished by each country, respectively.

product), the emitting entity shall provide the receiving entity with certain

This system currently covers levels 1, 2

information. This information includes: transaction information, transaction

and 3, as defined in the Track & Trace sys-

history, as well as a transaction statement. Product Tracing shall be

tems model, both at the single-pack and

implemented in paper format (as a minimum requirement) or electronic

multipack levels of the product. At this

format by January 2015 and in electronic format in November 2017.

time, the project is still live, and the implementation of levels 4 and 5, as defined in
the Track & Trace systems model, is in
progress both at the pallet level and, at a
future date, at the vial level of the product.
Our experience implementing serialization solutions for Grifols’ broad range of
sterile solutions, plasma and related par-

> Abo ut the author

enteral products enables us to offer this
Pere Vilanova Innovation Technology Manager, Grifols
Pere Vilanova studied computer engineering at the Universitat Oberta de
Catalunya. He possesses Master’s degrees in quality control techniques, quality
control engineering and management, SAP finance and controlling. With almost
22 years’ working in different Grifols companies (Diagnostic Grifols, Laboratorios
Grifols, Grifols IT, Grifols Worldwide Operations in Ireland) and having experience in
production, quality control, validations, engineering, Track and Trace systems and IT
areas, Vilanova is currently heading the new IT Technology Development Area. He
is mainly focused on RFID, 3D printing, industry 4.0, IoT, big data and
Manufacturing Execution System projects.

service in projects undertaken for customers of Grifols Partnership. Grifols Contract Manufacturing division is working to
help its customers in this regard in order
to help them comply with the Drug Supply
Chain Security Act (DSCSA) by November
2017. With well-integrated technologies
and systems, Grifols is ready to reap the
continued benefits of Track & Trace and
deliver similar capabilities to its contract

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/pere-vilanova-b38b5817
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manufacturing partners.

P

For more information: Grifols International, S.A.
www.partnership.grifols.com

Visit us at:
Contract Pharma, September 22-23, New Brunswick, NJ
CPhI, Booth 3J80, October 4-6, Barcelona, Spain

NICE INSIGHT REPORT
PHARMA EQUIPMENT

Novel
Equipment
Solutions
L ea d ing to M an ufact uri n g Ef f i ci ency and P ro d u cti vi ty

Pressure to be first-to-market with new
therapies that provide demonstrated
value is steadily intensifying. the
implications for drug manufacturing are
significant. Pharmaceutical companies
are increasingly turning to equipment
suppliers for forward-thinking
solutions, novel equipment and process
technologies to help them achieve
greater efficiency and productivity,
accelerate drug development and
facilitate the commercialization of
next-generation therapies.
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or test their equipment are preferred. Similarly, poor
performance with respect to product / system quality,
durability, reliability and poor customer service are
top sources of dissatisfaction.
Novel technologies for Novel Therapies
In addition to the need for greater efficiency and
cost-effectiveness, the increasing complexity of drug
substances (including small-molecule, biologics and
next-generation therapies) moving through clinical
trials are driving the development of new manufacturing technologies.
Regulators, especially the FDA, have worked hard
to create an environment where the development of
medicines to treat rare conditions for smaller patient groups is financially feasible. This is reflected
in the updated drug review process; the time needed

T

for FDA review has decreased over the last 20 years
from years to months. With this pressure on speed
to market, FDA has become known as the leading
he outlook for the pharmaceutical

Survey says: spending is on the rise

demand for existing products, improve equipment

equipment markets (production and

Strong growth rates are mirrored by the results from

effectiveness, upgrade to new equipment, install ca-

provals and speed of review.4 Gert Moelgaard, Head

packaging) is quite positive. Accord-

the 2016 Nice Insight Pharmaceutical Equipment

pacity for new drug substances / products and ex-

of Strategic Development at NNE Pharmaplan, an

ing to PharmSource, the market size

Survey of nearly 500 professionals involved in the

pand their technical capabilities.

engineering and consulting company focused on life

for

industry

evaluation and purchasing of processing and packag-

Increasing reliability is the key driver for the se-

sciences, noted in a recent trade journal that “Spe-

spending on investment for new

ing equipment.3 Over two-thirds (69%) of participants

lection of a specific piece of new equipment accord-

cialty medicines and facilities of the future are the

plant and equipment was $18.6 bil-

from around the world (41% North America, 40% Asia

ing to survey participants, but they are also looking

new challenges — the biggest pharmaceutical prod-

lion in 2013 and rose to $21.4 billion in 2014 — an in-

and 19% Europe) representing biopharma/biotech

for equipment and suppliers that can help them

ucts are now specialty medicines. Not ‘biggest’ from

crease of 13%.1 Meanwhile, the pharmaceutical pack-

(45%), branded pharma (27%), generic pharma (16%),

improve process integrity, provide better customer

a volume perspective, but from a value perspective.

aging equipment market was valued by Markets and

over-the-counter (6%) and contract manufacturing

service, reduce their total cost of ownership and

This has significant implications for manufacturing,

Markets at $5.18 billion and predicted to grow at a

organizations (CMOs, 4%) of all sizes (large: 46%,

increase overall equipment efficiency. Not surpris-

especially on flexibility needs.”5

compound annual growth rate of 6.9% to reach $7.24

medium: 38%, small/emerging: 16%) saw their equip-

ingly, therefore, equipment suppliers that offer prod-

As the industry shifts towards smaller and more spe-

billion in 2020.2 In addition to general expansion of

ment budgets increase from 2013 to 2015. Equipment

ucts with manufacturing / process integrity, good

cialized medicines, the result is a much closer link be-

the overall pharmaceutical market, the key driver for

expenditures remained steady over that period for

product life cycle management, customer service,

tween the pharma company and target patient group.

growth of these equipment sectors is the need for

25% of respondents, while just 4% indicated their

equipment troubleshooting and the ability to inspect

“This link is even more visible when we talk about

novel and flexible equipment to maintain competition.

company decreased its annual equipment budget.

bio / pharmaceutical

global regulatory agency, in terms of new drug ap-

In addition, over half (57%) of survey respondents
have an annual equipment budget of greater than
$50 million, with an additional 28% working for com-

MAR K ET S IZE FOR GLOBAL
S INGLE-US E TECHNOLOGY MAR KET

panies that spend $10 to $50 million. Importantly,
56% of the participants in the survey are part of a

T h e 2016 N i c e I ns i gh t P h ar m ac e u ti cal E qu i p m e nt A nnual Su r ve y

decision-making unit that selects pharmaceutical

1.4B
1.7B
~3B

equipment at their firms, while the other 44% belong
to teams that establish criteria for and make recommendations on equipment. Furthermore, 76% of sur-

2013

Changes in Equipment

Respondents

Buyer

Buyer

Budget 2013 to 2015

by Region

Group

Group Size

vey respondents are authorized to approve expenditures on capital equipment; of those, one quarter
have a spending limit of $250,000 and higher, 37%
claim $100,000–$250,000 and 28% hold a budget of

2014

$50,000–$100,000.
While a strong majority of respondents are interested in purchasing pharmaceutical processing
equipment (93%), there is also significant need for

2019

laboratory (87%) and biopharma processing (81%) as
well as fill / finish and packaging (77%) equipment.

Source: BCC Research: Single-Use Technologies for
Biopharmaceuticals: Global Markets. May 2015

Top drivers for the purchase of new equipment include the need to meet quality / sterility standards,

■ Increase – 69%
■ Remain the same – 25%
■ Decrease – 4%

■ North America – 41%
■ Asia – 40%
■ Europe – 19%

■
■
■
■
■

BioPharma / BioTech – 45%
Branded Pharma – 27%
Generic Pharma – 16%
OTC – 6%
CMO – 4%

■ Large – 46%
■ Medium – 38%
■ Small – 16%

address changing market needs, meet increased
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that form dry powders from concentrated or diluted
API suspensions; integration of extrusion/moulding

T h e 2 0 1 6 N ic e I n sig h t Ph a r maceu tica l Equi pme nt Annual Survey

processes for continuous tablet production; and thinfilm/electrospinning process for the conversion of so-

Annual Equipment
Purchasing Budgets

Interest in Purchasing

authorized Respondents

Spending Limits for

Equipment and Systems

for spending/purchasing

authorized Respondents

lutions/suspensions into tablets.7
Continuous manufacturing provides flexibility unparalleled by like technology. Equipment manufacturers are examining their current scales and introducing “downsized” systems to better serve the needs of
biopharma processors playing in “Pharma 3.0” markets, or seeking positions in niche or other specialty
products where scale is a relative construct.
Shown at Interphex 2016, Comecer introduced its
“Baby Phil” parenteral, aseptic small-batch, vial-filling
system for that specific reason. According to Comecer, Baby Phil has an extremely reduced-footprint,

■
■
■
■

>$100M – 21%
$50-100M – 36%
$10M-$50M – 28%
<$10M – 11%

■
■
■
■

Pharmaceutical Processing – 93% ■ Yes – 76%
Laboratory – 87%
■ No – 24%
Biopharma Processing – 81%
Fill/Finish and Packaging – 77%

small diseases or … orphan diseases,” continued

Smaller can be Better

Moelgaard. “Pharma companies tend to work closer

The advent of personalized medicine, and the pursuit

with their patients and adapt their products to serve

of specialized pharmaceuticals for smaller target

their patients in the best possible way, which often

groups, has prompted the introduction of equipment

means that the need for manufacturing flexibility

that has flexibility in scale and output, as well as per-

increases.” Ultimately, he has asserted that Pharma

formance and efficiency. Dramatic gains, for example

must expect target diseases and patient groups to

in small-molecule production, can be made in flexibil-

become more specific, implying “that the demand for

ity and scale by implementing a continuous manufac-

manufacturing flexibility is not going away any time

turing line instead of a batch process.
CONTINUUS Pharmaceuticals, developed at the

soon.” 5

all-in-one system that integrates well with isolation

18 . 6B
2 1 . 4B

2013

2014

Source: Bio/Pharmaceutical Outsourcing Report.
PharmSource. May 2015.

technologies. The plug-and-play solution features
short changeover time, and includes controls such as
weight check, stopper check and crimp inspection.

Flexibility,

scale, time and cost savings are being achieved
in biopharmaceutical manufacturing with the
adoption of single-use technologies, not only
at lab and pilot-plant scales, but also for
commercial production.

P h ar m ac e u ti cal Pac k ag i n g
E qu i p m e nt M ar k et G row t h
F or e cas t

5 . 18 B
7. 24B

2015

2020

Source: Pharmaceutical Packaging Equipment Market by
Package Type, by Product Type — Global Forecast to 2020.
Markets and Markets.

Flexibility, scale, time and cost savings are being

Novartis-MIT Center for Continuous Manufacturing

achieved in biopharmaceutical manufacturing with

and launched to apply Integrated Continuous Manu-

the adoption of single-use technologies, not only at

facturing (ICM) technology, signed an exclusive license

lab and pilot-plant scales, but also for commercial

with MIT (co-exclusive with Novartis) for a number of

production. Disposable technologies allow for de-

novel unit operations.7 CONTINUUS has adopted an

In order to achieve continuous manufacturing,

creased capital expenditures and operating costs,

interesting strategy of designing, building and run-

flow chemistry is often employed. This process al-

due to the reduction of cleaning and sterilization

ning manufacturing processes directly at client sites.

Advances bring continuous

lows manufacturers greater accuracy and efficiency,

steps and the need for validation. Single-use equip-

According to the company, its success is based on the

bioprocessing closer

which lends to an increased flexibility in scale-up.

ment systems offer increased flexibility, decreased

establishment of long-term client partnerships. Typi-

Continuous manufacturing has been adopted by

Flow chemistry also enables technicians to perform

set-up time and a lower risk of cross-contamination.

cally, a phased investment approach is used to reduce

numerous industries from the automotive sector

hazardous reactions in demanding conditions, such

the risk of switching to continuous processing.

to commodity chemicals. In pharma, the value of

that batch models do not.

Single-use systems are also ideally suited for con-
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■ >$250K – 25%
■ $100K-$250K – 37%
■ $50K-$100K – 28%

M ar k e t s i ze for
b i o / p h ar m ac e u t i ca l i n dus t ry
i nve s tm e nt on n ew p l a n ts
and e qu i p m e nt

tinuous manufacturing. The introduction of numer-

Process technologies/equipment that CONTINUUS

flow-through chemistry for the production of active

Many CMOs have the capability to perform

ous disposable solutions, specifically designed for

implements for clients include: continuous reactors

pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and continuous

continuous-flow chemistry at commercial scale us-

this purpose, is facilitating the move toward fully in-

for the handling of solids in flow; a membrane sepa-

tableting for final product manufacturing has been

ing microreactor technology. One recent example

tegrated continuous biopharmaceutical production,

rator bypass that allows automated cleaning in place

recognized for many years. While widespread adop-

is Hovione, which announced in March 2016 that it

which is strongly encouraged by FDA.6 Continuous

of liquid membrane separators; heterogeneous crys-

tion has not occurred yet, FDA has approved two con-

plans to host and operate a commercial-scale contin-

manufacturing leads to more consistent products

tallization on crystalline or polymeric excipients to

tinuous processes: Vertex received approval in July

uous manufacturing facility as part of an agreement

and processes, reduced consumption of resources

eliminate the need for granulation and other down-

2015 for the continuous production of its cystic fibro-

with Vertex Pharmaceuticals.8 In addition, branded

(raw materials, energy, water), less waste generation

stream processes; integrated nucleation/tubular crys-

sis drug Orkambi (lumacaftor/ivacaftor), and more re-

drug manufacturers, including Johnson & Johnson

and often lower operating costs. Modular facilities

tallizer to produce particles with mono-disperse size

cently (April 2016) Janssen Products received the first

(Janssen) and Eli Lilly, have already or are currently

are expected to provide the speed to production,

distributions, continuous small-scale rotary filtration

agency approval for a change from batch to continu-

investing in continuous technology.9

flexibility and reproducibility required in the future

and washing system for the purification of concen-

ous processing for Prezista (darunavir), a drug for the

for small-volume, multi-product production plants.

trated suspensions; small-scale continuous dryers

treatment of HIV-1 infection. 6
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Adoption of continuous manufacturing for biopharmaceutical processing has been slower, but as
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I n- H o us e Ca pa b ilities

in-House Manufacturing Capabilities

short residence time and lower shear exposure re-

material and for development. The system also

This performance boost, said Fette at its Interphex

duce the risk of product damage and aggregation. It

boasts a significantly decreased footprint, at 60-

2016 unveiling, “is delivered by a patent-registered

is readily integrated with other downstream biopro-

70% less, in comparison to a traditional facility. In

drive and control concept.” According to Jan-Eric

cesses to facilitate continuous operations.11 Pall is

addition, a PCMM facility takes about one year, or

Kruse, Managing Director at Fette Engineering, “For

also developing Cadence technologies for continuous

less, to set up and start running (from the time the

the very first time, we are using established servo and

viral inactivation and in-line diafiltration.12

decision is made to construct a new facility) com-

torque motors in a capsule filling machine to set each

pared to 2–3 years for standard processes, accord-

process step separately. Among other things, this

ing to a GEA spokesperson.

has enabled us to set each process step separately.

The Allegro line of single-use products (bioreactors, mixers, tubing, connectors, etc.) also supports

■ Clinical and Commercial Scale – 61%
■ Clinical Scale – 25%
■ Clinical Scale with No Manufacturing
Scale-Up Capability – 14%

Annua l Equipment Purchasing Budgets

■ Clinical and Commercial Scale – 68%
■ Clinical Scale – 32%

continuous biopharmaceutical manufacturing. In

Individual PODs in the PCCM development and

This enables the user to significantly reduce the

particular, the Allegro MVP system is designed to au-

manufacturing system contain the elements needed

overall cycle time, for example, without increasing

tomate bioprocesses such as media and buffer prepa-

for a pharmaceutical continuous manufacturing line.

product loads.” 17

ration, pH adjustment, membrane chromatography,

This includes processing equipment, control systems

Whether doing more with more, or more with less,

sterile, depth and virus filtration, bioburden reduc-

and cleanrooms; these components are manufactured

pharmaceutical manufacturers are embracing new

tion and virus inactivation, as well as final formulation

separately and then assembled at a central location.

technologies and production systems at increasing

and filling. The system comes with a large selection

Importantly, the PCCM system being developed by

rates. Similarly, as drug owners continue to outsource

of pre-designed manifolds and sensors, connectors,

this partnership is designed to be disassembled and

the many phases of drug development to contract

tubing types, filters and pre-filters, offering greater

redeployed. The PODs are self-contained, autonomous

suppliers, those companies are also seeking com-

flexibility, productivity, consistent product quality,

and include HVAC and other utilities, so they can be

petitive advantage by adopting game-changing tech-

reduced labor costs and operator errors.13

quickly integrated, yet malleable.

nologies needed to position themselves as leading

In this vein, Bayer Technology Services, in conjunc-

preferred manufacturing partners. Ultimately, phar-

tion with the F³ Factory consortium (the 25 research-

ma’s future is inexorably linked to how well compa-

focused partners from 9 EU states), are developing a

nies can accept, adapt and integrate contemporary

downstream processing unit for continuous manufac-

manufacturing technologies.

P

turing, within a modular unit.15 Transfer of the chemical synthesis to an intensified fully continuous pro-

mentioned above, the growing acceptance of disposable technologies and an increasing commitment by
equipment suppliers to provide novel solutions that
enable continuous processes is leading to greater
interest for the production of both biologic drug substances and final products.
Pall Life Sciences, for instance, announced near
the end of 2015 that the company has made a significant commitment to provide a comprehensive range
of single-use components and devices for integrated continuous processing from cell culture to fill /
finish.

The advent of
personalized
medicine, and the pursuit of

specialized pharmaceuticals for smaller target
groups, has prompted the introduction of equipment
that has flexibility in scale and output, as well as
performance and efficiency.

cess (operated for several days at bench scale) was
found to provide a significant reduction in processing steps, reaction time and solvent use, as well as a
reduced footprint and lower equipment, design and
installation costs.
Biopharmaceutical manufacturers are also lever-
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necticut. The miniature continuous manufacturing

this type of machine, according to its manufacturer.

dent and General Manager of Biopharmaceuticals.

system can be enclosed in a portable, modular facil-

Fette notes that the compact design of the FEC40

The Cadence InLine Concentrator, which is based

ity that can be shipped by truck to any location in the

allows more production capacity from the same or

15. “Modular, Flexible Continuous Production of Active Pharmaceutical

on single-pass tangential flow filtration (SPTFF)

world and quickly assembled for immediate opera-

less floor space — which means the same number of

Intermediates.” F3 Factory. Web.

technology, enables the concentration of bioprocess

tion. This system can be used for manufacturing on

personnel users can reduce the production costs per

fluids in a single pass (unlike conventional TFF); the

a commercial scale, in the production of clinical trial

1,000 capsules by up to 30%.
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> Overcoming Manufacturing Challenges

Real potential

CDMOs Crucial for
Bringing Promising
Next-Generation
Therapies to Market
> BY Richard O. Snyder, Ph.D. and Mark Bamforth, Brammer Bio

The success of next-generation gene and modified cell
therapies in early clinical trials is generating significant
excitement in the pharmaceutical industry. Patients
and investors are applying pressure on developers to
get treatments to market as quickly as possible. Doing
so requires the development of new, yet robust and
cost effective, analytical capabilities and large-scale
production processes. Innovator companies large and
small are relying on CDMOs with combined expertise
in the development of these new medicines and the
application/adaptation of existing bioprocessing
technologies to meet this challenge.
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New analytical methods are also re-

develop robust, well-controlled and cost-

Automated workstations for the manipu-

More than 500 companies are involved in

quired. Preservation of product strength,

effective larger-scale processes. Equip-

lation of cells (e.g., transduction or trans-

cell therapy technology,1 while the market

potency and other key attributes is crucial

ment suppliers are also actively develop-

fection) for modified cell therapies

for gene therapy is predicted to be val-

for the clinical and commercial success

ing solutions specifically designed for the

expansion in built-in bioreactors are also

and

ued at greater than $200 billion by 2020.2

of gene and cell therapies. As production

manufacture of cell and gene therapy prod-

available. While there is a long way to go

Globally, there are over 2300 gene therapy3

processes move toward late stage clinical

ucts, with a greater reliance on single-use

before this technology will facilitate larger-

and 372 cell therapy4 clinical trials cur-

trials and commercialization, better pro-

technologies.

scale manufacturing, it can be deployed in

rently in progress targeting numerous can-

cess characterization and ultimately vali-

Importantly, these next-generation prod-

a scaled-out fashion. Advances in the con-

cers, hemophilia, diabetes, cardiovascular,

dation is required. Rapid, cost-effective

ucts need to be manufactured in clean-

trol and process analytical technologies for

neurologic, and many other acquired and

and accurate analytical methods will be

room environments that provide contain-

disposable bioreactors are also expected,

inherited diseases.

crucial for not only process monitoring,

ment and minimize cross-contamination

that will allow for the development of more

The rate at which new positive results

but also product release and stability test-

risk. The ability to rapidly switch between

robust, large-scale processes, leveraging

are reported for these clinical studies is ac-

ing. Improvements are needed in current

processes and manufacturing campaigns

many of the advances in process monitor-

celerating. The evidence strongly suggests

analytical techniques in terms of overall

for different products is essential for cost-

ing and control that have been developed

that these next-generation therapies have

performance and automation, but also

effective production of these next-genera-

by traditional biologics’ manufacturers.

real potential to help patients with current-

specificity, accuracy, and sensitivity.

tion products. Therefore, facilities and pro-

It is also worth noting that advanced

ly untreatable diseases. Not surprisingly,

Manufacturers will also need to meet

cesses must be designed to ensure that the

analytical techniques will be important

investment in the cell and gene therapy

regulatory requirements, which are evolv-

environment, equipment and all ancillary

in late-stage cell and gene therapy manu-

sectors has risen dramatically. Also to be

ing as our understanding of these next-

items can be quickly cleared or decontami-

facture. For instance, traditionally, viral

expected, pressures are mounting to move

generation treatments increases. Current

nated/cleaned in situ.

transfer vectors are analyzed for purity

these promising treatments from the clinic

regulatory guidance is fairly clear on how

As a result, single-use technologies,

using sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacryl-

to the market.

to manufacture cell and gene therapy

which are increasingly being adopted

amide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) and

products, but as the industry matures and

for the commercial-scale manufacture

staining, but there is progress toward the

Lack of commercial experience

progresses to large-scale operations, it is

of recombinant proteins, antibodies and

use of high-performance liquid chroma-

creates challenges

likely that additional regulations will be

other conventional biologics, are essen-

tography (HPLC) as an alternative platform

While a limited number of non-modified

established. However, while traditional

tial for cell and gene therapy production.

for the determination of impurities and

cell therapies have been on the market for

biological manufacturers work tirelessly to

Not only reactors (stirred tank, wave,

product profiles. New technologies, such

several years, until recently, there has not

prevent viral contamination of processes,

etc.), but newer, reliable chromatography

as analytical centrifugation and dynamic

yet been a gene or modified cell therapy

the production of viral vectors requires

skids with disposable flow paths will be

light scattering (DLS) for the evaluation

commercialized. As a result, the major-

the use of viruses, which necessitates rig-

key enablers of larger-scale cell and gene

of product attributes and aggregates, are

ity of activities in the field are at the dis-

orous changeover and decontamination

therapy manufacturing. It is also desir-

also finding applicability. These develop-

covery phase including in human clinical

processes at a level that is not common for

able to perform as many unit operations

ments reflect a trend toward the enhance-

trials, and there is very little direct expe-

traditional manufacturers. This requires

as possible in closed systems to provide

ment of analytics to meet the unique

rience with large-scale and commercial

changes to facility designs including con-

additional protection to operators, the

needs for robust and cost-effective cell

manufacture of these novel drug products.

struction material choices, room classifi-

environment and the product.

and viral vector production.

Robust, routine-manufacturing operations

cations, and material and personnel flows

that can support the launch and ongoing

to ensure product and personnel safety.

supply are therefore a significant hurdle
to be overcome.

Importance of product and process
understanding

Regardless, there are requirements that

Successful scale-up of manufacturing

must be met if any changes to processes

Scalability is one of the biggest chal-

developed for the production of clinical

lenges. Often, the processes developed

trial materials are made to facilitate large-

for the production of gene and modified

scale manufacture. At a minimum, equiva-

cell therapies for testing in animals or

lency tests to demonstrate that product

early clinical studies have been designed

attributes are maintained must be con-

without considering the requirements

ducted. In some cases, that may consist

for late-stage routine commercial supply.

of analytical testing in the laboratory. In

As a result, certain manipulations that

others, additional comparability studies in

are not scalable must be re-engineered

animals are needed. For a radical process

in order to achieve scalability while pre-

change, the addition of another arm to a

serving product quality (purity, potency,

clinical trial in humans may be necessary.

etc.) and yield. In addition, because

While a limited
number of nonmodified cell
therapies have been
on the market for
several years, there
has not yet been
a gene or modified
cell therapy
commercialized.

processes for next-generation therapies
requires a deep understanding of the science and biology of these classes of products. Without understanding the products,
it is challenging to develop cost-effective,
high-yielding, robust processes that include essential and effective sanitization
and decontamination regimes.
Upfront investment in careful facility,
equipment and process design with the
goal of preserving the potency of these
living products, while also achieving high
yields and purity levels, is also important.

these products are living organisms —

Creative application of existing

whether viruses for gene transfer or cells

technology key

— certain processes, such as freezing for

Although gene and cell therapies consist

cryopreservation and later thawing for

of living organisms, manufacturers with

critical product attributes and knowledge

patient administration, require manipu-

extensive

of the process parameters that must be

lations and formulations that are able to

knowledge of the capabilities of currently

maintain product potency.

available manufacturing technologies can

process

understanding

and

Such an approach cannot be achieved,
however, without an understanding of the

controlled to preserve them.
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Globally, there
are over 2300 gene
therapy and 372 cell
therapy clinical
trials currently in
progress targeting
numerous cancers,
hemophilia, diabetes,
cardiovascular,
neurologic, and many
other acquired and
inherited diseases.

lytics will be required to reach phase III

for gene and cell therapies using a vari-

and ultimately the market. This shift can

ety of platform technologies has provided

largely be attributed to the growing de-

Brammer Bio with a tremendous depth of

mands of investors for companies to have

knowledge regarding process develop-

a perspective/plan in place that provides a

ment, analytical development, and the

clear path to commercialization.

identification of optimal manufacturing

While there are quite a number of
academic/incubator-based

solutions.

organizations

With this high level of experience in viral

with technical experience in cell and gene

vector processes, modified cell therapies,

therapy that can provide initial supplies,

and analytical development together with

there are only a limited number of truly in-

clinical supply and a leadership team that

tegrated contract development and manu-

has managed the commercial manufactur-

facturing organizations (CDMOs) that can

ing of over 20 traditional biologic drugs,

support client projects all the way through

Brammer Bio has the capability of design-

phase III, licensure and supply of commer-

ing and scaling processes that are robust

cial quantities and quality.

and cost-effective because the needs for

CDMOs like Brammer Bio that have

large-scale production are taken into con-

these capabilities and expertise will play

sideration from the start. As a result, the

a major role in bringing many of the prom-

company is a dependable source, at the

ising new cell and gene therapy products

forefront of helping the cell and gene ther-

from early clinical trials to the market.

apy sector mature all the way through to

Brammer Bio, for instance, has helped take

sustainable commercial supply.

P

over 100 projects from the lab, to animal
Why CDMOs are also essential

testing, to the clinic, with the provision of

Because gene and modified cell therapies

over 200 batches of clinical trial materi-

are emerging technologies, and these will

als, many of which have supported first in

not be introduced into existing biologics

human trials. It also has a team of people

facilities due to cross-contamination con-

with extensive experience applying QbD

cerns, few pharma and biotech companies

principles to traditional bioprocess devel-

are positioned to invest in the manufac-

opment that can leverage that experience

turing capabilities needed to move their

to qualify processes for licensure.

promising candidates to phase II trials

The collective learning gained during

and on to commercialization. In particular,

the completion of over 100 client projects
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startup companies and more established
C&GT platform firms that are focused
on discovery and early phase work typically do not have internal manufacturing
capabilities and are unlikely to make the
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Best-in-Class ContraCt ManufaCturing
Brammer Bio is a CDMO focused on providing process development, clinical, and
commercial supply of viral vector and cell and gene therapy products, enabling the
delivery of novel medicines and improving patient health. We have a highly skilled
team of scientists with the development, manufacturing and analytical expertise
from 100 client projects that is required to tackle the challenges posed by these
novel technologies and help accelerate their transition from the clinic to patients
in need while focusing on meeting cGMP standards. Brammer Bio has the
expertise to support your gene and cell therapy projects to Phase III and beyond.

www.brammerbio.com
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n i c e c o n s u lt i n g r e p o r t
C D MO G r o w t h S t r at e g i e s

Sustainable
Strategies
For Contract Development and
Manufacturing Service Growth

Members of the
“Who’s Who”
of CMO/CDMO
leadership are pursuing
robust growth strategies to
keep the CDMO segment
energized and interesting.

engaging contract service partners at all levels of drug
development and commercialization.
This is creating tremendous opportunity for the
contract services industry — but answering this demand has not come without changes to the sector. According to PharmSource, approximately 30 CDMOs
capture over half of the industry’s revenues. To further elucidate the shrinking of the space, more than
18 CDMO acquisitions have taken place in the last
three years.2
Current market trends show contract services
providers are continuing to play an increasingly strategic role, contributing to the global supply of pharmaceuticals. These top-tier CDMOs have become increasingly visible as industry leaders.
For example, VisionGain predicts a strong revenue
growth for CDMO market leaders between 2013 and
2025.3 Analysts say DPx Holdings and other leaders, including Lonza and Catalent, will experience
the greatest increase in revenue between 2014 and
2024. Catalent and Lonza, in particular, were cited as

Acquisition has become a favorite tactic by contract
pharma’s most prominent players, but there’s more
than one path to sustained growth, especially for those
seeking the scale, global presence and technical acumen the bio/pharmaceutical industry is demanding.
Until recently, contract service organizations solely functioned to provide manufacturing or development support to drug sponsors. Owners were simply
service suppliers, hired to handle relatively discrete
elements of a drug’s development, clinical trial or
commercialization

phases.

Intellectual

property

and risk were well compartmentalized. For the most
part, these primarily tactical relationships generally
served the industry well, framed by branded pharma’s
established, monolithic blockbuster business model.
But these practices, dubbed “Pharma 1.0” in an industry report by Ernst & Young,1 became weighed down
by diminishing returns, aging, inflexible processing
capacity and a complex, contradictory regulatory

> BY Haig Armaghanian, Nice Consulting

response (along with continued consolidation) includes

environment, which ultimately became unsustainable. There is mounting statistical, financial and an-

having invested heavily in high-potency API and antibody drug conjugate facilities, a couple of high-value,
high-potential competencies that executive leaders are betting will drive revenue streams and fuel
potential growth.

Growth Pathways

Indeed, the CDMO industry is certainly poised to
grow substantially in the year to come. The global
contract pharmaceutical manufacturing market is
speculated to grow by 7.5% annually, reaching a value
of almost $80 billion in just three years.3 However,
the number of major CDMO players will likely shrink
as businesses mature and consolidation occurs. The
geographic distribution of CDMOs can also be expected to change. The top question for CDMOs operating in this landscape is centered on growth; namely,
how is it possible to grow in this environment? Companies with serious growth ambitions need to map out
their long-term trajectory — however the path is not
always clear.

ecdotal evidence showing that gains in momentum,
fueled by regulatory reform, successful new business
models and biopharma’s dynamic influence, have energized the entire sector.

Contract Pharma’s Role

The industry’s reformation is far from over, but in the
last two decades bio/pharma has worked to realign
itself operationally, responding to a broad range of
familiar competitive and market drivers. Part of this

“Choose your path
carefully” is a
mantra to live by.
niceinsight.com 101

Strategic planning

Prudent strategists looking to assess a sound growth
plan begin by performing an internal capability assessment in addition to conducting market or competitive
research. Best practice informs business development leadership to seek depth and diversity in their
research, collecting as much good information as possible, from both interviews and data from respected
sources. The information and analysis that results will
form the foundation of solid viable growth strategy —
leveraging one’s strengths, capitalizing on opportunities, and identifying achievement gaps.
A good comprehensive assessment should involve
the following:

Prudent strategists looking
to assess a sound growth
plan begin by performing an internal
capability assessment and conduct
market or competitive research.

Human Capital

Get to know the strength and unique capabilities of
your key executives and staff. Understand your companies culture — is it a highly innovative environment,
a culture that values operational excellence / efficien-

Competitive Landscape

Understand the strengths and weakness of your com-

cy, quality, customer service and discovery? Is it a di-

petitors. Identify areas for competition. Clearly esti-

verse multicultural organization? Is it a sales/profit

mate and articulate your chosen growth trajectories.

driven company?

Leverage surveys and research databases, such as
the Nice Insight Surveys, to understand how you size

Technology

up against your peers.

Evaluate your intellectual property (IP) portfolio.
Challenge true market (customer proven) value of
your IP. Focus on determining which technologies

Market Analysis

Know your target market as well as adjacent markets

are truly unique and address unmet customer needs.

and geographies.

Facilities/Assets

Deep Customer Understanding

geographic capacity to local market demand. Try to

business drivers of your major customers. This will

unlock opportunities to better serve local demand.

help to uncover growth opportunities. Find better

Highlight unique and highly efficient manufacturing

ways to serve the needs of your customers as they

capabilities (innovative equipment, novel processes).

grow and expand.

Map your footprint to market needs and match your

Completely understand the strategic objectives and

Major Acquisitions in 2015
May 2015

July 2015

2015

$21B

$40B

$200B

Abbvie acquisition of Pharmacyclics

Teva acquisition of Allergan’s Activis

Total acquistion deals

Acquisitions

Integrated Upstream Platform From Cell Line to Manufacturing

In the last three years

18 companies 30
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CDMOs SHARE 50% of
the industry revenue
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Sartorius Stedim Biotech has come up with the first fully integrated upstream platform:
It connects a top-performing expression system with outstanding equipment and
process control for the rapid development and scale-up of robust, high-titer commercial
manufacturing processes. www.connect-upstream.com

Speed to Clinic

Increased Titers

Quality by Design
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Robust Production

Strategic Pathways

A Global Conversation

strong emphasis on one of following:

cally, the vast majority of CDMOs resided in North

A sustainable strategic path will likely involve a

[1] Organic growth;
[2] Product Portfolio Expansion;
[3] Market Expansion; or
[4] Geographic Expansion.

lion Korean won (equivalent to $740 million). In 2013,

The classic geographic rules no longer apply. Histori-

DOSE CMO MARKET SHARES

America and the EU, where the bulk of drug spending and consumption occurred. Asia was the place to

11%

price sensitive drugs. However, this is no longer the
case; North America is becoming more cost com-

Based on a given organization’s assessment and re-

petitive, with newer, more effective technologies and

search, where the best near-term opportunities exist

manufacturing practices, likewise Canada is seen as

and what the company needs to do to capture them

an attractive manufacturing region. Manufacturing

becomes more evident. A company with a strong

in Europe has become more challenging, with heavy

operational excellence culture, heavy investment in

regulatory and public pressure burdens. On the other

efficient manufacturing technology and excess ca-

hand, Asia is part of a serious consumption market

pacity would likely focus on capturing organic growth

with ever-improving manufacturing assets. The ma-

through aggressive marketing and sales.

jor Asian CDMO players are part of large complex of

Strategic planners are often faced with a critical
choice; building capabilities in-house may provide

36%

14%

19%

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. and Roche Holding Ltd.4

Product Expansion

8%

find more economic production of generics or other

Samsung won contracts to make biologic drugs for

12%

■
■
■
■
■
■

>$500M
250-500M
100-250M
50-100M
25-50M
<25M

Selling more can translate into expanding entire new
product lines and adding them to operations. One
manufacturer, superb at aseptic filling and finishing
of vaccines, might invest in another biologics-based
product line to add dimension to a portfolio based on
core processing capability. For example, Baxter made
a $1 billion bet in this direction and expanded in a
big way by constructing a dedicated plant in Georgia
to process and sell albumen, the groundbreaking im-

Source: PharmSource, Contract Dose Manufacturing
by The Numbers, 2015 Edition

business conglomerates operating in a multitude of

mune system therapy.5

Market Expansion

Codexis is a good example of a company with a fo-

business sectors.

cused adjacent market strategy. Codexis has been

the most control, but that is often a longer-term al-

Any conversation concerning growth in the phar-

ternative — it takes more time. Acquiring assets or

maceutical contract services industry is increasing-

companies is a popular route to faster growth, but a

ly a global one. According to the 2016 Nice Insight

No surprise that most of the survey respondents

nology to serve adjacent market sectors “Codexis

strategy predicated on acquisition can have integra-

CDMO Outsourcing Survey, respondents clearly indi-

(30%) source projects in North America (U.S. & Cana-

is off to a very solid start for 2016 delivering $8 mil-

tion risks. In Nice Consulting’s view, the best acquisi-

cated the global nature of the business. Nice Insight

da) followed by Western EU (14%); with the remainder

lion in revenues for the first quarter, an increase of

tions are ones that fill a predetermined need, not just

analysis of the data indicates that study participants

dispersed relatively evenly among economies and re-

18% versus the same period last year,” said Codexis

a financially lucrative deal or opportunistic buy.

leverage CDMO services on an international scale.

gions beginning to develop their own pharmaceutical

President and CEO John Nicols. “We also completed

industry — India, China, SE Asia Japan / Korea, Argen-

two projects in the quarter, one that helped us to pri-

tina / Brazil, Eastern Europe / Turkey and the Middle

oritize our next therapeutic drug candidates and a

East. Regardless, while growth is necessarily a global

second that sharpened our entry strategy into a new

proposition, it should not be considered an end-goal.

adjacent market. We view both of these as prudent

Growth executed well should be aimed at achieving

investments in high-value opportunities to leverage

reach, scale and capability in quantities sufficient to

our CodeEvolver platform technology and accelerate

sustain long-term profitability and stakeholder value.

our future growth.”6

Sell More / Make More

Acquisition

fashioned way, or by selling more. Certainly a simple

nies have been pursuing a deliberate strategy of ac-

proposition and a popular building block of growth,

quisition to achieve the technical ability, capacity,

but the “how” to sell more is where complexity comes

scale, flexibility and market penetration required to

squarely into play.

compete for the industry’s biggest and most sophisti-

able to leverage its unique enzyme engineering tech-

% of Outsourced Projects Assigned to Each Region

7%

6%

Of course, one could always achieve growth the old-

7%

30%

Big Pharma/Biotech

7%

29%

16%

15% 7%

7%

7% 6% 7% 6%

8%
14%

9%

Mid Size Pharma/Biotech

12%

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

U.S. & Canada
Western Europe
India
China
Singapore & South East Asia
Japan & Korea
Argentina & Brazil
Eastern Europe & Turkey
Middle East
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32%

14%

11%

9%

7%

7% 7%

7% 6%

For example, branded pharma is increasingly pur-

cated contracts. CDMOs and CROs have been acquir-

suing life-cycle management tactics to extend the

ing capability to achieve the end-to-end integrated

market lives of formulas or molecules under their

services that the world’s drug owners are demanding.

control. Another feature of this path to growth is the

According to veteran industry journalist Agnes

fact that if successful with regulators, reformulation

Shanley, CDMOs are making strategic acquisitions,

can extend the data exclusivity of the product.

as either partners with complementary strengths, or

Expansion for growth can be pursued by adding
capacity and infrastructure to support sales of an

Small Pharma/Biotech
27%

12%

11%

11%

8%

8%

8%

7%

8%

Emerging Pharma/Biotech
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11%

9%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

9%

Contract development and manufacturing compa-

those occupying specific niches, thus augmenting
services currently offered or increasing services.7

existing line or being ready to meet current or pro-

In a recent interview with Shanley, Tee Noland, Chair-

jected demand for extra capacity for a CDMO’s cus-

man and CEO of Pharma Tech Industries, remarked

tomer’s hot-selling therapy. In a recent Wall Street

that his company’s base was expanding because of

Journal report, Samsung is constructing a facility

major trends in branded pharma including M&A activ-

in South Korea that will double their capacity, mak-

ity, increased competition, generics and the move from

ing it the largest contract drug maker in the world.

traditional business models.7 He also noted another

The plant is scheduled for completion in 2018.4

driver, a concept he called “customer customization,”

According to WSJ Samsung BioLogics Co., which is

in which smaller firms entering the market leads to

97% owned by Samsung Electronics Co., the company

niche opportunities for business. This reflects on con-

would construct another facility next to its existing

sumers, who — more specifically as targets as well as

plants in Songdo, South Korea, investing 850 bil-

brand owners — are becoming increasingly focused on
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Success in large part will

restrain the use of inversion and, “while not as prominent, a growing number of deals have terminated as
a result of anti-trust and related concerns raised by

be based on sound strategic

the government, which has resulted in as many withdrawn multi-billion dollar deals in the first 4 months

planning – picking the right path for your

of 2016 as in any year over the past decade.”

Conclusions

organization based on your strengths,

Ultimately, there is no single pathway to growth and

weaknesses and market opportunities.

the right path for your organization based on your

not all companies will succeed. Success in large part
will be based on sound strategic planning – picking
strengths, weaknesses and market opportunities.
Choose your path carefully, is a mantra to live by. Decisions and strategies must be based on careful anal-

marketing, leaving greater share of production available for CDMOs to compete for. Noland commented on
the need for contract manufacturers to be as efficient
as possible when working with customers in this highpressure environment. “CMOs are now competing with
each other,” he said, “not merely on how well they produce product but on the overall value of their relation-

ysis and sound data. Armed with the right tools and

Fear of the
unknown?
250 industry leaders told the Economist Intelligence Unit the
biggest barriers to their growth. Want to know what they were?
Get your exclusive report today.
Visit us in Barcelona at CPhI booth 2G11 in Hall 2.

best information, strategists can now create personalized niche businesses built around core strengths,
technical acumen, integrated services and geographic placement. If pursued thoughtfully, the rewards
are great and will be shared by a few well-defined
CMO/CDMO leaders of the future.

P

ship, which encompasses the secondary and tertiary
factors involved in holistically managing the entire supply chain from initial technology transfer to finished,
packaged, market-ready product.” 7
M&A activity has been robust in the sector for the

> About the author

past several years but there is evidence that momen-

GO BEYOND BARRIERS
GOBEYONDBIOPHARMA.COM

tum may be slowing. Nevertheless, in 2014, considered
a peak year by many, some $200 billion in deals came
to light. Deal activity in 2015 kept pace, even with
the thwarted $160 billion deal to acquire Allergan, a
company built on acquisition itself. Abbvie’s deal with
Pharmacyclics was notable that year for its $21 billion
price,8 but the largest for 2015 was Teva’s $40 billion
acquisition of Allergan’s Activis operations.9
Dimitri Drone, Partner, Global Pharmaceutical and
Life Sciences Deals at PWC, said in his May 2016
M&A activity report, that headline worthy pharmaceutical and life science deals will continue past
2016 as fertile ground for negotiation. “However, the
first quarter of 2016 experienced a steep drop in both
the volume and value of deals from the prior quarter,”
said Drone.10 The question is, will this be a temporary
lull or will it continue, and if it does for how long?

Haig Armaghanian President & CEO, Haig Barrett
Management Consultants and Managing Consultant,
Nice Consulting.
With over 25 years of experience, Haig has accumulated a wealth
of knowledge and experience in global business leadership and
strategic facilitation and planning. Over the last 15 years, Haig has built
Haig Barrett into a leading consulting firm with clients ranging from
chemicals, automotive, energy, pharmaceutical and biotech sectors.
Prior to founding Haig Barrett, Haig has led divisions for leading global
Fortune 50 corporations including Rio Tinto. Haig graduated with a B.Sc.
Honors in chemical engineering from Surrey University, England.

According to Drone, PWC notes greater government presence in deals taking place across sec-

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/haigbarrett

tors. As recently as April, the U.S. Treasury acted to

Email haig@thatsnice.com
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In conversation

Innovating
Equipment:

Inline
Buffer Dilution
Technology
> BY Guy Tiene, Nice insight

Nice Insight is in conversation
with Kimo Sanderson, at Asahi
Kasei Bioprocess America,
to discuss the company’s
“technology of the decade.”

costs such as tank cleaning and valida-

the near future, Sanderson predicts that

tion accumulate while manufacturing fa-

“continuous, automated buffer produc-

the potential of

cilities lose valuable floor space.”

tion will be a key component of tomor-

continuous processing

“inspired the development of a standard,

Through continued technological inno-

to unlock manufacturing

automated IBD system featuring patented

vation, the biopharmaceutical industry has

buffer-blending technology that delivers

a renewed opportunity to solve capacity

efficiencies is

buffers on-demand to the downstream pro-

and quality issues through the adoption of

cess.” Sanderson notes that the IBD’s “pro-

advanced methods, including automated

gaining favor.

cess analytical technology (PAT) controls

inline dilution.5 In particular, Asahi Kasei’s

pH and conductivity simultaneously, re-

IBD system integrates QbD principles into

sulting in precise buffers that are released

fluid processing, and validates buffer pro-

directly to the downstream process.”

cessing in real time through its PAT-based

“These concerns,” continues Sanderson,

One remedy for buffer-volume-related

analytics platform. Such capabilities inject

problems has been “inline conditioning”

accuracy, yield improvement and proactive

In 2012, the company’s IBD System was

(ILC). In such systems, buffers are cre-

compliance into the operations surround-

named Downstream Processing “Technol-

ated by an algorithm-controlled machine

ing this critical-path process — something

ogy of the Decade” by BioProcess™ In-

that accurately produces most, if not all,

few biopharmaceutical processors can for-

ternational. Asahi Kasei’s singular multi-

buffers applicable to a process from their

go to remain competitive.

stage blending methodology was also

individual chemical ingredients rather

awarded a patent in acknowledgment of

than from conventional concentrates. ILC

its technical innovation.3 Kimo Sanderson

simplifies buffer making and makes the

commented on this tactical issue, saying,

process more robust. Both labor effort and

“Downstream unit operations remain chal-

storage space can be saved — by up to 70%

lenged by the increasingly higher titers

— as the buffer goes straight to the chro-

from upstream processes creating a bot-

matography skid, for example.1

tleneck that is further amplified by man-

This significantly reduces the foot-

ufacturing suites with fixed installation

print of the buffer prep area. As a result,

capacity.” He notes, “that the potential of

at-strength buffers are blended in a more

continuous processing to unlock manufac-

precise manner, from up to 20X salt so-

turing efficiencies is gaining favor.” In or-

lution concentrates, after which they are

der to achieve this, there will need to be an

sent to other, existing equipment, for ex-

alternative to the current methods. “New

ample, bioprocess chromatography sys-

technologies will be required to support

tems.3 More importantly, “the quality and

these initiatives,” predicts Sanderson.

reproducibility of the PAT-driven buffers
can also improve yields in purification

Automation and Sensing
make the difference

steps,” adds Sanderson. As pharma execu-

One area ripe for technological improve-

costs of biotherapeutic manufacturing,

ment is the use of automation to drive

yield improvement will become the next

the production of buffers for downstream

driver for the industry uptake of IBD.

tives face growing pressures to drive down

nline buffer dilution (IBD) has been

appetite for biologic therapeutic agents

Better buffer process and control

unit operations. “Historically, buffers

Because the buffer blend is not based

recognized as a game changer and

continues to grow, there has been tremen-

Inline buffer dilution — the mixing of

have been produced by relatively man-

on mass or volume estimates, but rather

a highly optimized solution to this

dous pressure to optimize capacity and

buffers from concentrates — cuts down

ual batch compounding. This approach

critical process parameters, the accuracy

critical

address any manufacturing “bottlenecks.”

on both prep time and storage, leaving

is labor-intensive and requires time-

of the dilute buffer output is uncoupled

scarce manufacturing space for add-

consuming post-run quality control analy-

from the formulated concentrate buf-

processing

step.

Kimo

Sanderson, Vice President of Mar-

row’s continuous processes.”

P
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keting and Client Services at Asahi Kasei

Process-related bottlenecks

ing capacity. The pros of inline dilution

sis to ensure accuracy.” He notes that

fers.4 “The quality and reproducibility

Bioprocess America, lends his leading in-

Any unit operation that slows down the

include increasing the existing tank

this is also an issue: “Since the resulting

of the buffers can also improve yields in

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/kimo-sanderson-15a129a

dustry insights with Pharma’s Almanac to

overall process can be considered a

space but also reducing the validation

buffers reside in large tanks, operational

purification steps,” says Sanderson. In

Email kimo.sanderson@ak-bio.com

better describe the methods behind this

bottleneck. Angelo DePalma, Ph.D., in-

and cleaning of related, larger tanks.2

crucial function.

dustry analyst and journalist, finds that

Thousands of liters can be required for

large-

in practical terms, the definition may be

protein capture, polishing, concentra-

molecule biologic compounds well has be-

expanded to difficult, risky or expensive

tion and virus removal steps, with each

come both a core skill and a strategic path to

functions. Although bottlenecks can oc-

step needing specific buffer composi-

success for many of today’s most prominent

cur due to facility-related barriers, in-

tions.2 Asahi Kasei Bioprocess America,

1. DePalma, Angelo. “Easing Bioprocess Bottlenecks.”

3. “IBD™ Wins Prestigious ‘Technology of the Decade’

5. Patterson, Brandon J. “Automated In-Line Dilution –

biopharmaceutical companies. Bioprocess-

cluding utility-related obstacles, most of

in particular, has successfully worked to

Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology News. GEN.

Award.” Asahi KASEI. 14 Dec. 2012. Web.

A QbD Manufacturing Method.” Journal of GXP Compliance

ing on a commercial scale has been a tech-

the attention has been focused on down-

remove the bottleneck from the buffer

1 June 2015. Web.

4. DePalma, Angelo. “Leveling Downstream Process

12.5 (2008): 21-33. Web

2. Malone, Thomas, and Michael Li. “PAT-Based In-Line

Bottlenecks.” Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology News.

nological reality for years, but as the world’s

stream process-related bottlenecks.1

process.
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GEN. 1 May 2010. Web.
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> Packaging Solutions

pricing

are

becoming

key

concepts

of contract packagers.2

in the pharmaceutical industry. New drugs

In fact, contract packaging organiza-

must provide measurable value not only

tions (CPOs) with demonstrated experi-

to patients, but to other stakeholders, in-

ence and expertise in pharmaceutical

cluding governments and insurers. Value

packaging, and particularly those that have

can be determined multiple ways, such

a history of developing innovative solu-

as treatment success, impact on patient

tions, are seen as important partners in the

health and quality of life, comparative per-

development and lifecycle management of

formance, ease of use, convenience for the

drug products.

1

patient and/or caregiver, cost-effective-

Of the 600 buyers of outsourcing ser-

ness and patient adherence. Many of these

vices surveyed for the 2016 Nice Insight

factors are often determined by the choice

CDMO Outsourcing Survey,4 nearly 60%

of packaging and/or delivery method.

indicated that they outsource clinical and

Indeed, pharmaceutical packaging today

commercial scale primary packaging ser-

goes well beyond providing product integri-

vices, while 43% and 35% of respondents

ty.1 Industry trends are also driving the use

outsource clinical and commercial scale

of innovative packaging solutions. Block-

secondary packaging activities, respec-

busters are being replaced with small-

tively. Specific services most often out-

volume therapies designed to treat smaller

sourced include labeling, controlled room

patient populations.2 New classes of drugs,

temperature (CRT) packaging, packaging

such as antibody-drug conjugates, allow

design and development, anti-counterfeit-

targeted delivery of very small quantities

ing solutions, bottling and compliance, and

of highly potent drug substances, providing

adherence solutions.

greater efficacy and reduced side effects.

Function and Form:
Advanced Pharma
Packaging Design
and Processing
> BY Jason Lasicki, CWS Packaging Services
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As pressure mounts to
get highly efficacious drug
products that facilitate
patient adherence through
unique functionality and
ease of use to market faster,
pharmaceutical manufacturers
are increasingly recognizing
the importance of effective
secondary packaging.

Inexpensive DNA analysis has led to per-

Focus on secondary packaging

sonalized treatment. In addition, data-

The packaging services market can be di-

bases with comparative treatment results

vided into primary and secondary packag-

are providing physicians with information

ing. Primary packaging involves the initial

about which medicines should work best

filling of product into bottles, vials, etc.

for any given patient.1 Rather than try to

Secondary packaging involves more com-

develop these capabilities in-house, many

plex activities, such as blister carding

pharmaceutical manufacturers are part-

and thermoforming, kitting and assembly,

nering with innovative contract service

wrapping, bundling, tipping, clip stripping

providers that have the ability to create

and other custom processes. While some

unique packaging solutions both rapidly

of these activities can be performed us-

and cost effectively.2

ing automated equipment, many of them
require manual manipulations or exclu-

Creative contract service providers’

sively employ semi-automated systems.

key to success

Secondary packaging is, in fact, very

Outsourcing of contract packaging activi-

challenging due to the large variability in

ties is often an economical solution for

materials, desired presentations and the

established drugs that have lost patent

intense need to reduce time to market de-

protection, as well as generic drugs whose

spite the complexity of projects.

CWS pac k ag in g se r v ic e s:
Case Studies

Prestige Brands
Prestige Brands needed a partner that
could provide turnkey manufacturing and
packaging support for a Class 1 medical
device with high regulatory control. The
technology was transferred to CWS over
an 18-month period. CWS installed a
new manufacturing line and completely
overhauled a second line, and the product
was successfully launched on schedule.
Stiefel Labs division
of GlaxoSmithKline
The Stiefel Labs division of GlaxoSmithKline
required a complex physician sample with
significant performance requirements, and
provided just one tube of product and one
product information leaflet for use during
development. CWS designed a solution that
not only met all of the display parameters;
it was optimized for production, refillable
for ongoing cost savings and had high
recyclability.
StemSave Inc.
StemSave Inc. needed kitting and distribution
services to support the collection and storage
of teeth for eventual harvesting of stem
cells. CWS designed and produced the kits
and provides extensive distribution, recordkeeping and verification services that ensure
that the kits are traceable from collection
to cryogenic storage.

The advantages of manual systems

manufacturers often don’t have packag-

The most effective secondary contract

Secondary packaging is the last step

ing capabilities.3 In many cases, the pack-

packaging organizations, therefore, have

in the drug manufacturing process. For

Contract packaging firms that offer low cost,

aging of newly launched products is also

built-in flexibility combined with excel-

many secondary packaging tasks that in-

timeliness, flexibility and creativity, com-

outsourced because contract packagers

lent quality systems and highly skilled

volve aggregation or consolidation of mul-

bined with assured high quality, can add real

have greater flexibility to meet variable

and creative designers, engineers and

tiple components, manual operations are

value by providing unique and differentiating

approval times, as well as the working

operators. They offer not only packaging

not only necessary but provide a means

solutions while allowing brand owners to fo-

experience that enables reduced launch

services, but also comprehensive packag-

for higher quality assurance. With ap-

cus on their core capabilities.

times. Unusual, or customized, packaging

ing solutions that encompass both pack-

propriate training and process design, it

is also often outsourced because it makes

aging and process design. Collaborating

is possible for manual operations to be

Growing importance of packaging

little sense for branded manufacturers

closely with their pharmaceutical cus-

more efficient and more accurate than

Efficacy and safety are no longer sufficient for

to invest in the equipment or skilled per-

tomers and working diligently to under-

automated methods.

new medications reaching the market today.

sonnel in-house. Emerging pharma com-

stand their specific needs, these contract

In addition, manual process involves

Evidence-based medicine (EBM), comparative

panies are also reliant on contract pack-

packagers have the capability to provide

more than the use of hands to manipulate

effectiveness research (CER), patient-centered

agers. Many drug manufacturers seek to

non-traditional packaging solutions cost-

materials. Operators are visually observ-

outcomes research (PCOR) and value-based

expand their global reach through the use

effectively and in a timely manner.

ing the components and final products on

niceinsight.com 111

a continual basis. There are many types of

packing, kitting and assembly expertise

defects that are readily caught by human

since 1964 and offers complete solutions

observation that are typically missed by

covering most secondary packaging pro-

automated visual inspection systems. This

cesses (full kitting and final assembly,

advantage provides added value, above

cartoning,

and beyond the cost-effectiveness of well-

dence applications, PIL affixing, blister

designed processes.

carding, etc.), including package design,

overwrapping,

tamper

evi-

Very successful
secondary packaging
organizations have
built flexibility into
their operations.

Successful secondary packaging orga-

engineering and even in-house tool and

nizations have built flexibility into their

die creation and machining. In addition to

operations. Cross training allows for the

these services, CWS has provided notable

shifting of skilled workers from project

success for its customers in managing re-

to project where they are needed most.

work and repackaging events; events such

Thoughtful facility and process design

as FDA-mandated text changes affecting

also affords flexibility in meeting chang-

already completed finished goods. Recent

ing schedules and the ability to provide

investments include turnkey medical de-

creative packaging solutions that are a

vice manufacturing/packaging capabili-

challenge for traditional secondary pack-

ties and a 250,000 cu. ft. controlled tem-

donate the equipment realize not only

agers. Furthermore, an excellent balance

perature warehouse for greater storage

reduced operating costs and operational

of manual and semi-automated opera-

and distribution flexibility.

optimization through the improved use of

tions ensures that customer expectations

As a socially conscious not-for-profit

production floor space, but tax benefits

for quality, delivery and productivity are

501(c)(3) organization, CWS offers further

as well. Thus, unlike the traditional busi-

consistently met.

advantages not seen with other second-

ness structure, the not-for-profit business

ary contract packagers. Over 90 of the

model brings an extra dimension to the

CWS and the human side

nearly 175 employees at CWS are uniquely

financial relationships that don’t exist

of strategic packaging

enabled production resources with vary-

with traditional, secondary packagers.

CWS Packaging Services has been serving

ing levels of physical or developmental

Even though CWS performs manually in-

the pharmaceutical industry since the ear-

disabilities.

and

tensive processes, the company is a cost

ly 1990s with just this type of approach.

training programs, coupled with internally

competitive option based on having de-

With the assistance of integrated partner

developed ergonomic fixtures and produc-

veloped refined production processes

Proctor & Gamble, CWS developed and

tion line enhancements, ensure that each

and scalable, validated production lines

implemented an advanced quality system,

employee (traditional or uniquely-abled) is

to accommodate a wide variety of project

achieved FDA registration, established

placed in a position that matches his/her

scopes. The manually intensive approach

cGMP capabilities and eventually devel-

skill set and abilities, leading to consis-

to production also provides the additional

Offering flexible packaging solutions and

oped ISO standardization. Today, CWS has

tent, extremely high-quality performance,

benefit of visual inspection on the entire

the capabilities required to support the

which ultimately benefits the brand own-

package at several stages, ensuring any

specialized labor intensive capabilities to

secondary packaging needs of pharma-

ers and the end-consumer experience.

Extensive

evaluation

CWS –Your Contract
Packaging Partner.

defects, print deviations or otherwise, are

the pharmaceutical and biomedical

ceutical manufacturers large and small,

Customers of CWS with social and cor-

gauged on every single unit processed.

capabilities that are complementary to

porate responsibility initiatives benefit

This added element of quality and value

industries, CWS Contract Packaging Services

those of primary packagers — particularly

from working with such a not-for-profit

has assisted in preserving the brand’s in-

for challenging, multicomponent projects

enterprise. There are also potential tax

tended consumer experience and has sig-

that require manual manipulations.

advantages. For instance, customers who

nificantly constrained or eliminated any

transfer legacy product lines to CWS and

consumer complaints from the field.

The company has been building its

P

is the guaranteed most cost effective
provider of high quality secondary packaging
www.cwspackaging.com

and kitting services in the marketplace. With
over 50 years’ experience, CWS provides
comprehensive solutions to the most
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frustrating packaging challenges. CWS offers
a unique and comprehensive partnership
with fully integrated and compliant
operations tailored to your company,
product, brand and cost constraint needs.

Call us today to find out more
607 334 5366

Email jason.lasicki@cwspackaging.com

Design. Kitting. Assembly. Secondary Packaging.
Rework. Warehousing. Turn-Key Service.
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> Biopharmaceutical Expertise

plete autonomy since 2008. With extensive experience in sterile drug products,
needle-free injection systems, galenical

Harnessing CDMO
Expertise for
Fill-Finish and
Inspection of Sterile
Pharmaceuticals

drug forms and cytotoxic (including antibody drug conjugates, or ADCs), and the
addition of two renowned manufacturing
sites with excellent regulatory records,
Cenexi has rapidly built a strong reputation for drug manufacturing as well as fillfinish expertise, lyophilization capabilities, innovation and high quality standards.
In recognition of growing fill-finish
needs — outsourced by 28% of respondents
— and the complexities of product handling
in regards to more complex and/or higher
potency compounds, Cenexi operates a
sterile product development center to support its production of pre-filled syringes,
lyophilized medications and one of the
highest ampoule production volumes in
Europe.1 In other words, by pairing experience with state-of-the-art facilities designed
to aseptically manage production demands,
Cenexi is positioned to maintain sterility at
every stage in the production process.
Parenteral Packaging,
Lyophilization, Cytotoxic Processing

> BY Philippe Mougin, Ph.D., Cenexi

Most new drugs tend to be heat sensitive
and susceptible to contamination at ev-

Sterile pharmaceutical drug development
presents unique production challenges. As
biopharmaceuticals continue to grow in popularity
and biosimilars become more commonplace,
research and development in the area of sterile
drug production will only continue to evolve.
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he 2016 Nice Insight CDMO

antee safe production from initial formu-

Patient Safety Relies Heavily

ery stage of development and production,

Outsourcing Survey found that

lation through the final, critical step: fill-

on Fill-Finish

including packaging. These risks require

66% and 50% of respondents’

finish. Though bottling is likely to remain

A sterile product is only as good as the fill-

that sterile conditions are maintained

businesses were engaged in

as the primary-packaging market’s largest

finish line through which it must travel. To

until the drugs are ready for shipment

the development of new bio-

category at 22% of the market, biopharma-

help guarantee that biopharmaceuticals

and, with these additional precautions in

logic entities and biosimilars,

ceuticals are propelling the use of paren-

and parenterals remain as pure and safe

mind, it is easy to understand why many

respectively.1 Further, global

terals, which are expected to make up ap-

as possible, an aseptic fill-finish process

companies

spending on medicine in gen-

proximately 17% of the packaging market

is critical. With the requirements of the

vices related to biopharmaceuticals and

in the coming years.3

outsource

packaging

ser-

Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)

other drugs requiring parenteral admin-

— up approximately 30% from 2013 — and

As the overall pharmaceuticals packag-

and the larger Drug Quality and Security

istration. The 2016 Nice Insight CDMO

the demand for biopharmaceuticals is in-

ing market is expected to exceed $100

Act (DQSA), from the US FDA, set to come

Outsourcing Survey found that 44% of

creasing in response to growth in emerg-

billion by 2019 and aseptic fill-finish lines

into effect in the next few years, it is now

respondents outsourced parenteral man-

ing markets and the surge in oncological

require an investment in time, financial

an opportune time to implement fill-finish

ufacturing / packaging.1

innovation.2

resources and expertise to guarantee con-

improvements globally. Though DSCSA re-

Due to their complex makeup, biophar-

tinued product quality/purity, it is likely

quirements focus on product traceability

cations

maceutical drugs require aseptic condi-

that companies will continue to work with

and secondary packaging more than pri-

dependent therapies continue to surge,

tions at nearly every stage of production

experienced CDMOs who can help their

mary packaging sterility, compliance may

with oncology alone expected to contribute

and, with most drugs designed for par-

products reach the market quickly and

require additional fill-finish processes

$100 billion to global spending in 2018, it

enteral delivery, this challenge is further

safely.3 For CDMOs looking to stand out

and engaging a skilled CDMO is often the

is likely these outsourcing trends will con-

amplified. As investing in and maintaining

and develop lasting partnerships in the in-

most cost-effective way to ensure sterility

tinue.2 Though the majority of medications

aseptic systems presents a challenge for

dustry, this in turn means that advanced,

while meeting upcoming regulations.4

(51%) have traditionally been taken orally,

pharmaceutical companies, many are en-

sterile fill-finish capabilities and thorough

gaging contract development and manu-

inspection systems will need to be main-

tered

France,

including new immunotherapies such as

facturing organizations (CDMOs) who have

tained to keep up with growing trends in

Cenexi has been serving the global phar-

PD-1 and CDK inhibitors, will contribute

the expertise and agility required to guar-

the biopharmaceuticals market.

maceuticals market since 2004, with com-

to the more widespread use of parenteral

eral is expected to hit $1.3 trillion by 2014

One such CDMO is Cenexi. Headquarin

Fontenay-sous-Bois,

As advancements in research and medifor

several

biopharmaceutical-

the push in oncological R&D in particular,
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Having already
implemented Six
Sigma and QbD,
Cenexi produced
more than 280
million aseptic
ampoules in 2015

advantage of existing cGMP facilities and

Sigma and Quality by Design (QbD), which

established expertise.5,7 Further, when

work to build quality into the finished

producing complex ADCs that combine

product by developing an in-depth under-

the targeting power of monoclonal anti-

standing of all processes, compounds and

bodies and the cancer-fighting strength of

suppliers.9 Having already implemented

cytotoxins, the partnership of a company

Six Sigma and QbD, Cenexi produced

like Cenexi becomes even more valuable.8

more than 280 million aseptic ampoules

Of course, even the best fill-finish pro-

in 2015. Implementing these systems, how-

cess supported by aseptic manufacturing

ever, can be challenging and, even when in

needs a strong product quality system and

place, contamination can occur. To further

rigorous inspection procedures.

combat contaminants and irregularities,
Cenexi complements its aseptic produc-

Robust Inspection to Reduce

tion with the use of both pinhole detection

Particulate Risks

technology and visual inspection.

and/or intravenous medications (29% of

While traditional, small-molecule pharma-

There is no perfect solution, but with

medications).2

ceuticals can normally undergo terminal

parenteral drugs bypassing most immune

Injectable dosage forms are extremely

sterilization procedures, including heat

system functions and particulates capable

challenging to produce primarily due to

or irradiation, this is not an option for

of causing both short and long-term com-

heat, humidity, and/or oxygen sensitiv-

biopharmaceuticals; as these procedures

plications, processing precautions are

ity. With that, high-potency compounds,

adversely affect purity or damage the drug,

critical at every stage.9 Aseptic conditions

including certain cytotoxins, add addition-

biopharmaceuticals must be produced

must be maintained to eliminate micro-

al complications that limit the number of

under aseptic conditions and all contain-

bial contamination and robust inspection

CDMOs capable of handing certain opera-

ers and closure mechanisms must be ster-

— manual and/or automated — should be

tions. To combat these challenges, some

ilized in advance of filling.7 Maintaining an

anything but an afterthought. Fortunately,

CDMOs offer lyophilization processes

aseptic process requires the training and

partnering with a CDMO like Cenexi al-

that can improve output and quality with-

monitoring of personnel, environmental

lows pharmaceutical companies to take

out affecting stability.6,7 At the lab level, ly-

monitoring, proper facility design (includ-

advantage of manufacturing expertise and

ophilization is relatively manageable, but

ing HVAC) and process simulation, but

state of the art facilities where sterility

full-scale implementation can be costly

thorough inspection procedures are also

and quality are inherent parts of every vial,

and outsourcing to a CDMO with lyophili-

critical.7 In 2013, it was estimated that 190

ampoule and syringe.

zation services — reported by 36% of re-

million liters of fluid were administered

spondents in The 2016 Nice Insight CDMO

intravenously to patients annually and,

Outsourcing Survey — can often ease the

given the increase in parenterals (primar-

financial burden.1

ily due to biopharmaceuticals) it is likely

With its acquisition of the Thissen pro-

that number has increased.

9

duction site at Braine l’Alleud in Belgium,

Many of these drugs are contained in

Cenexi has over 20 years of experience

ampoules, and understanding the cause

with lyophilization and 90 square meters

of particulate contamination — including

of freeze drier space in Europe to support

environmental factors, packaging mate-

demand. As many sterile drug products

rials and interactions between the drug

are unstable in liquid form and lyophiliza-

and the packaging — and implementing

tion offers a greater shelf life — up to three

thorough inspection processes can mini-

years, rather than a few days for the same

mize contamination of finished products.9

drug in liquid form — demand is likely to

One approach to eliminating contamina-

increase partnering with a CDMO to take

tion is the use of programs such as Six

> Ab out the author
Philippe Mougin, Ph.D. Chairman, Cenexi group
Mr Mougin is the founder and Chairman of Cenexi Group, an international
CDMO specialized in injectable forms. After a successful career management in
several big pharmaceutical industries, Philippe founded Cenexi in 2004, building
a CDMO group of $140 million in ten years. His strategy, based on industrial
vision and customer partnership, will raise the group to $260 million in 2020.
Mr Mougin holds a Ph.D. in pharmacy from Nancy University and a Master’s in
Pharmaceutical Marketing from ESCP.
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> Design logic Process and Reasoning Behind Brand Identity

brand positioning

Latest Technologies. Scalable Capacity.

That’s Nice encourages companies to engage in a
research-driven process, which enables positioning to
marry audience-identified needs with the company’s
strengths.
In a market of fine lines, we look to develop brands
that are recognizable, memorable and relevant to the
company strengths and personality, and messaging that
resonates with the defined audience.
Research showed that Cenexi is recognized for
technical expertise, an innovative approach and a

25

level of scientific collaboration that supports strategic
partnerships. This influenced the top line proposition,
‘Creating Innovative Partnerships’.

years of
experience

VISUAL brand

>

reviewed

N e w b ra n d
POSITIONING
f o r CENEXI

Cenexi –
A Brand
Evolution

Cenexi offers services across a broad range of dosage
forms, but has a strong position in liquid sterile and
lyophilized fill-finish, including oncology products.
Key art was developed integrating photography of
various dosage forms with technical line drawings that
allude to the precision in the manufacturing process.
DISTINCTIVE color palette
A broad color palette of vibrant colors serves as the
backdrop and further contributes to a distinctive

A research-driven positioning project for Cenexi

brand aesthetic aimed at focusing recognition on

focused on growing equity with a more memorable

Cenexi’s services and differentiated capabilities.

> www.CENEXI.com

aesthetic and messaging aligned to market needs.

CDMOs face strong competition in a
heavily regulated market where hundreds
of companies provide similar services.

Booth design
& Product icons

Not all CDMOs will be direct competitors, but there
will inevitably be dozens making correlating claims.
The challenge for any CDMO is how to optimize its
chances firstly of being on the radar of companies
seeking services, and consequently being in with a
chance of being shortlisted and evaluated.
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> Niche Capability

having a long-term relationship with a single service provider (or a few) rather than
transactional relationships with many. As

Joint Venture
Contract Services –
A CDMO’s Approach to
Being a True Partner

seen in the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing Survey, less than one third of the
respondents (31%) are seeking a tactical
service provider when selecting a CDMO/
CMO. The rest of the respondents are
seeking a relationship beyond transactional, with 43% seeking a preferred provider
and 26% seeking a strategic partner.2
Building on 45 years of experience,
BioVectra has developed full-service capabilities for cGMP custom API manufacturing in both synthetic chemistry and
microbial/fungal fermentation. A suite of
ancillary capabilities complementary to
GMP manufacturing are also in place,
including raw material in-process and
final product testing; process research,
development and optimization; analytical
method transfer and development; stability testing; process and analytical
method

> BY Stephen Ball, M.Sc., MBA, BioVectra

validation;

preparation;

batch

assurance

of

record/SOP
regulatory

compliance; and custom packaging and
labeling, as well as state-of-the-art inventory management. With these capabilities,
BioVectra is poised to serve pharmaceutical/biotech companies as a long-term part-

The active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) is the key
functional component of a pharmaceutical formulation,
rendering efficacy to the final drug product. Driven by
the aging population, public and government demands
for affordable drugs, reimbursement pressure and
expansion of the emerging market, the pharmaceutical
market is expanding rapidly. With this, the global market
for APIs will rise steadily, meeting the increased need
for medicines across the board. The market is expected
to reach $198.8 billion by 2022, growing from $121.4
billion in 2014 at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 6.4%.1
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PIs are manufactured in-house

had contracted or planned to contract with

CDMOs must take a customer-centered

ner to take their complex molecules, small

or outsourced to contract dev-

CDMOs/CMOs for research & develop-

approach to understand their changing

or large, from lab (grams) to pilot (multi-

elopment and manufacturing

ment and/or manufacturing services for

needs and long-term goals, and be willing

kilogram) to commercial scale (metric ton).

organizations (CDMOs/CMOs).

advanced intermediates. Big pharmaceuti-

to invest and adapt new capabilities to

Largely due to its low profit

cal/biotech companies showed the highest

meet specific demands. To stand out in the

Strengthening Core Competency and

margin,

level of interest (67%), followed by emerg-

competitive outsourcing market, BioVectra

Expanding Manufacturing Capacity

ing (65%), midsized (59%) and small (57%)

has been implementing several strategies

In response to pharmaceutical/biotech

pharmaceutical/biotech companies.2

to maintain competitive advantage includ-

companies’ increasing outsourcing de-

tech

pharmaceutical/bio-

companies

are

often

inclined to rely on contract
manufacturing to achieve production ef-

The pharmaceutical industry’s growing

ing expanding competencies and capa-

mands, the outsourcing market has wit-

ficiency and economies of scale, espe-

preference for contract manufacturing

cities, developing niche capabilities and

nessed a wave of infrastructure renova-

cially for small-molecule APIs. This trend

is good news for CDMOs as API manufac-

becoming, more than ever, a true strategic

tion, capacity expansion and mergers and

is evident in 2016 Nice Insight CDMO

turing accounts for the largest business

partner.

acquisitions lately.

Outsourcing Survey results. With respect

segment for CDMOs.3 However, as phar-

to small-molecule API contract manu-

maceutical/biotech companies are racing

Being an Integrated Service Provider

in infrastructure upgrades and is constant-

facturing, 56% of the buyer respondents

for novel therapeutics, the APIs are becom-

For drug developers, the benefit of a CDMO

ly enhancing core competencies. The com-

indicated that their companies had con-

ing more complex, posing serious chal-

with fully integrated service capabilities

pany is adding an additional 30,000 liters

tracted or planned to contract with CD-

lenges to a CDMO’s technical expertise

is manifold. First, it simplifies the drug

of fermentation capacity and installing im-

MOs/CMOs for manufacturing services

and competency. Additionally, the drug

development value chain. Better commu-

proved downstream purification equipment

at clinical scale and 33% at commercial

developers have become more cautious

nication, enhanced project management

in its newly acquired API manufacturing

scale. Midsized pharmaceutical/biotech

in selecting contract manufacturers. A

and seamless scale-up occur as products

facility in Nova Scotia, Canada. This expan-

companies are slightly more inclined to

CDMO/CMO’s ability to produce quality

advance through each stage. Additionally,

sion makes BioVectra the CDMO with one

outsource their manufacturing needs both

APIs at scale, ensuring supply chain se-

time and cost savings are achieved through

of the most extensive ranges of fermenta-

at the clinical scale (60%) and commercial

curity and final product quality, is critical

technology transfer between different ser-

tion and downstream purification capa-

scale (38%). In addition, 63% of the re-

in winning a contract. To keep pace with

vice providers. Indeed, many pharmaceu-

bilities in North America.3 This improved

spondents reported that their companies

the

tical/biotech companies are interested in

purification capacity is also designed to

evolving

pharmaceutical

industry,

BioVectra has also been actively investing
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The partnership
business model
allows BioVectra
to expand service
competencies and
deliver on client
expectations.

capabilities and 40% acquired or planned

primary criteria for selecting a CDMO/

to acquire service for cytotoxic com-

CMO rather than cost. In Nice Insight’s

pounds capabilities.2

2016 CDMO Outsourcing Survey, the first

However, due to their high potency

reason for respondents’ companies to en-

and, most likely, cytotoxicity, manufac-

gage contract service providers is to im-

turing HPAPIs require specialized facility

prove quality, followed by improving time-

design, equipment, operation, process

to-market and reducing costs. Quality

control and safety to achieve the desired

is also a decision driver when selecting

level of containment. To meet these chal-

a contract service provider, while af-

lenges, BioVectra has placed significant

fordability is the least important among

investment in equipment and technologies

the six surveyed decision drivers.2 The

designed for process containment, potent

concern about regulatory compliance and

handling training and extensive industrial

date integrity in offshore manufacturing

hygiene and environment monitoring sys-

facilities is now driving some offshore

tems. Both BioVectra’s fermentation and

API manufacturing back to the U.S. and

chemical processing suites are equipped

Europe, particularly for specialty APIs.6

to handle potent substances. Over the past

This trend means more opportunities for

support isolation and purification of potent

decade, BioVectra has manufactured more

CDMOs/CMOs that focus on the U.S. and

intermediates and APIs. Additional invest-

than 10 HPAPIs and established the capa-

European markets.

ment plans include several new pre-clinical

bility to handle products with an occupa-

fermentation and potent chemistry suites.4

tional exposure limit below 20 ng/m3.

BioVectra understands these concerns
and is committed to the highest quality

This series of self-financed expansion is

Other niche capabilities BioVectra offers

standards. At BioVectra, each project,

driven by the demand for more microbial/

are custom functionalization of methoxy-

regardless of size, is evaluated holistically

fungal fermentation capacity.

polyethylene glycol (MPEG). PEGylation is

with respect to the client’s long-term de-

a broadly used technology to improve the

velopment goal. Each solution is custom-

Developing Niche Capabilities

pharmacokinetic profile of therapeutic

ized to meet clients’ present needs, and

As APIs are becoming more diversified

agents and extend their half-life, and is

also designed for smooth advancement to

and complex, specialized capabilities are

especially useful in developing biological

the next stage. The company is focused on

often required to produce them. One such

therapeutics. With a secured, unique sup-

forging strong partnerships elevated from

niche is the capability to produce high-po-

ply chain of the starting material, BioVectra

custom-vendor level. For example, all of its

tency APIs (HPAPIs). HPAPIs can be a small

is able to produce cGMP MPEG derivatives

drug development activities are conducted

molecule, biologic or a hybrid of the two

tailored to clients’ specifications using pro-

under partnership agreements in which

such as an antibody drug conjugate, a fast-

prietary, scalable technology. Combined

BioVectra shares the cost and risk of

growing class of targeted therapy applied

with its expertise in bio-conjugation, Bio-

development with clients.

primarily in cancer treatments. Accord-

Vectra is able to achieve PEGylation effi-

ing to Roots Analysis, over 25% of total

ciency required by clients. Its capability to

drugs worldwide are classified as highly

handle, process and quantify APIs under

potent.5 Additionally, a significant fraction

cGMP differentiates BioVectra from other

of pipeline drug candidates contain HPA-

players in this market.

PIs, resulting in growing demand for their
production. In Nice Insight’s 2016 survey,

Being a True Strategic Partner

51% of the respondents reported their

Under today’s stringent regulatory en-

companies acquired or planned to ac-

vironment, quality is the top concern in

quire service for high-potency compounds

every drug maker’s mind and thus the

> Abo ut the authors

Stephen Ball, M.Sc., MBA
Director of Sales and Marketing, Biovectra
Stephen received his master’s in biochemistry from Memorial University
of Newfoundland in 2003 and graduated with his master’s in business
administration from Saint Mary’s University in 2004. Stephen joined BioVectra
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Pioneering
Answers
Quality services and products
Specialized capabilities for your manufacturing, bioprocess reagents
and drug development needs. Our collaborative and flexible approach
combined with our customer focus, makes BioVectra your ideal partner.

For more information, call 866.883.2872 or visit www.biovectra.com
See us at CPhI, booth #4H61

COMPANY
PROFILE
AAIPharma Services Corp. and

Albany Molecular Research Inc.

With over a decade serving the global

CMC Biologics, a global full-service

Codexis, Inc., a leading protein engineer-

Nice Insight and the Pharma’s
Almanac editorial team would like to
thank all the companies participating
in this quarter’s edition.

Cambridge Major Laboratories, Inc.

(AMRI) has provided fully integrated

pharmaceutical market and rapid

CDMO for biopharmaceuticals, is well-

ing company, applies its technology to

have joined to form Alcami, a world-

drug discovery, development and

expansion to include three renowned

versed and experienced in biopharma-

develop biocatalysts for the commercial

class supplier of comprehensive

manufacturing services to the

manufacturing sites with excellent

ceutical process development and man-

manufacture of pharmaceuticals and

pharmaceutical development and

pharmaceutical and biotechnology

regulatory records, Cenexi is a contract

ufacturing. During 14 years of operation,

fine chemicals. Codexis’ product and

The following are the profiles of
the industry-leading companies that
have appeared in this issue. These
companies make it their business
to energize pharma’s increasingly
complex supply chain and pursue
excellence every day in support
of the industry’s overall quality,
health and safety goals.

manufacturing services. With seven

industries for more than 20 years.

development and manufacturing

CMC Biologics has successfully devel-

services portfolio has been tailored to

sites across the globe, our combined

The company’s services include drug

organization (CDMO) that has rapidly

oped more than 120 mammalian, bac-

match the needs of diverse customers.

capabilities include API development

discovery, such as medicinal chemistry,

built a strong reputation for its fill-finish

terial and yeast-based products for pre-

Offering optionality in scale, scope and

and manufacturing, solid state

discovery biology and in-vitro ADME;

expertise, innovation and high quality

clinical studies through to commercial

complexity, Codexis provides a path to

chemistry, formulation development,

development, such as pre-formulation,

products. Cenexi is sharply focused

production. CMC Biologics has extensive

successful enzyme commercialization by

analytical development and testing

formulation and validation; and

on surpassing customer expectations

experience in developing and validating

working collaboratively with customers

services, clinical and commercial

manufacturing, such as cGMP API

with its wide range of dosage forms,

analytical methods for a wide range

and delivering solutions to fit the

finished dosage form manufacturing

manufacturing and aseptic fill and finish.

extensive capacity, deep technical and

of proteins. In 2015, CMC invested in

challenges presented. Codexis’ proven

(oral solid dose and parenteral),

With locations in the U.S., Europe and

regulatory expertise, and commitment to

state-of-the-art clinical and commercial

technology enables implementation of

packaging and stability services.

Asia, AMRI is a global service provider.

exceptional customer service.

manufacturing facilities to support the

biocatalytic solutions to meet customer

development and commercialization of

needs for rapid, cost-effective and

its customers’ products.

sustainable manufacturing.

www.alcaminow.com

www.amriglobal.com

www.cenexi.com

www.cmcbio.com

www.codexis.com

+1 910 254 7000

+1 518 512 2000

+33 1 43 94 88 00

+1 425 485 1900

+1 650 421 8100
200 Penobscot Drive
Redwood City, CA 94063

2320 Scientific Park Drive

26 Corporate Circle

52 Rue Marcel et Jacques Gaucher,

22021 20th Avenue SE

Wilmington, NC 28405

Albany, NY 12203

94120 Fontenay-sous-Bois, France

Bothell, WA 98021

Ash Stevens Inc. is a fully integrated

BioVectra has been providing a unique

Brammer Biopharmaceuticals LLC is a

CWS Contract Packaging has been

For more than 50 years, Federal

Grifols is a global healthcare company

CDMO, offering comprehensive drug

combination of synthetic organic chem-

contract development and manufacturing

building its packing, kitting and assembly

Equipment Company has been a trusted

with a legacy of improving people’s

substance development and API manufac-

istry, fermentation of chemical and bio-

organization dedicated to cell and

expertise since 1964. CWS is a one-stop

equipment supplier to the pharmaceu-

health and wellbeing through the

turing services to clients developing

logic molecules, including highly potent

gene therapy. The company specializes

shop for packaging and distribution

tical, chemical and plastics industries.

development of lifesaving plasma

innovative small-molecule drugs. To date,

compounds, downstream processing,

in in-depth biologics manufacturing,

solutions, including package design

With thousands of pieces of inventory

medicines, hospital pharmacy products

the company has received thirteen U.S.

and MPEG production and conjugation

which enables large pharma and biotech

and engineering, in-house tool and die

in stock, Federal Equipment is dedicated

and diagnostic technology for clinical

FDA approvals, including four with FDA

chemistry services. BioVectra’s more than

clients to accelerate the delivery of

creation and machining, full kitting,

to providing customers with immediate

use. The company is present in more

Fast Track designations. Ash Stevens

four decades of experience and flexibility

novel medicines. Founded by Mark

assembly and production services,

access to quality used equipment at

than 100 countries worldwide, with

supports all aspects of drug development

enable the company to work with small

Bamforth (CEO) and Steven Kasok

quality assurance, validation, inventory

competitive prices. Additionally, Federal

headquarters in Barcelona, Spain. Grifols

and cGMP manufacturing from de novo

to large pharmaceutical, biotechnology,

(CFO), previously cofounders of Gallus

control and expanded distribution

Equipment offers a complete array of

Partnership is a business-to-business

process development to commercial

generic and early stage companies.

Biopharmaceuticals, the company is

capabilities. CWS incorporates TQM

investment recovery and asset disposi-

contract development and manufacturing

API production. The company’s state-of-

Committed to transparency and quality,

positioned to accelerate the development

principles throughout its operation, and

tion services, including appraisals,

platform for sterile solutions and lipid

the-art manufacturing facility, located in

BioVectra’s specialized capabilities,

of these emerging technologies.

uses Lean Manufacturing techniques

auctions and liquidations, and equipment

emulsions with over 75 years’ experience

Riverview, Michigan, is FDA-registered

quality history, long-term customer

Brammer Biologics is building a facility

and Value Stream analysis.

purchase and removal, as well as

in producing intravenous solutions for

and has the capacity to develop and

relationships and culture of versatility

in Lexington, Massachusetts.

consignment sales to dispose of idle

the pharmaceutical industry.

manufacture APIs from grams to batch

all contribute to achieving customers’

sizes of up to 250 kilograms.

unique and diverse requirements.

and surplus equipment.

www.grifols.com
+1 34 93 5712200

www.ashstevens.com

www.biovectra.com

www.brammerbio.com

www.cwspackaging.com

www.fedequip.com

Avinguda de la Generalitat, 152

+1 734 282 3370

+1 902 566 9116

+1 386 418 8199

+1 607 334 5366

+1 800 652 2466

Parc empresarial Can Sant Joan

18655 Krause Street

11 Aviation Avenue

45 Hartwell Avenue

17 Midland Drive

8200 Bessemer Avenue

08174 Sant Cugat del Vallès,

Riverview, MI 48193

Charlottetown PE C1E 0A1, Canada

Lexington, MA 02421

Norwich, NY 13815

Cleveland, OH 44127

Barcelona, Spain
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GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) Biopharmaceuti-

Hovione is an international company

Servier CMO provides fully integrated

cals offers advantages to manufacturers

with over 50 years’ experience in the

manufacturing and supply chain services,

looking for a strong, stable CDMO partner

development and compliant manufacture

for small molecules & drug product,

with extensive experience in biologics

of active pharmaceutical ingredients and

from development and clinical supply

development and commercialization. In

drug product intermediates. With four

up to commercial launch. Servier CMO

Headed by industry veteran Tim Tyson,

2014, GSK Biopharmaceuticals opened a

FDA-inspected sites in the U.S., China,

includes a worldwide footprint with

previously CEO and Chairman of

state-of-the-art process development lab-

Ireland, and Portugal and development

eleven state-of-the-art facilities, a proven

Aptuit and President of GSK’s Global

oratory in Rockville, Maryland. The lab’s

laboratories in Lisbon and New Jersey,

track record in chemical synthesis,

Manufacturing and Supply division,

capabilities include process development,

the company focuses on the most

pharmaceutical formulation, development

Avara Pharmaceutical Services was

characterization, process scale-up and

demanding customers in the most

and manufacturing and a complete

created in 2015 by American Industrial

small-scale process validation. Overall,

regulated markets. The company also

range of services offering full flexibility.

Acquisition Corporation (AIAC) to

GlaxoSmithKline Biopharmaceuticals

offers branded pharmaceutical customers

Services include process and analytical

meet current and future demand in

serves as a manufacturing knowledge

services for the development and

development; pilot production and

the pharmaceutical industry for high-

center, enabling the launch, supply, and

compliant manufacture of innovative

industrial scale production and regulatory

caliber contract development and

management of GSK biopharmaceutical

new drugs and is able to support highly

dossier, in collaboration with the

manufacturing services.

products around the world.

potent compounds.

Servier network.

AVARA PHARMACEUTICAL
SERVICES: A NEW COMPANY WITH
VETERAN LEADERSHIP

Avara is addressing current market

MEET AVARA PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES
www.gsk.com/biopharm

www.hovione.com

www.servier-cmo.com

+1 888 825 5249

+1 609 918 2600

+33 1 55 72 60 00

2400 Research Boulevard

40 Lake Drive

50 Rue Carnot

Rockville, MD 20850

East Windsor, NJ 08520

92284 Suresnes, France

Avara Pharmaceutical Services is a private, wholly owned subsidiary of American
Industrial Acquisition Corporation (AIAC). AIAC, which was founded in 1995, consists
of 61 manufacturing sites and more than 8,500 employees in 15 countries, generating
$1.5 billion in revenues providing contract manufacturing and technical services to

A state-of-the-art contract development and manufacturing organization, Avara provides
API and bulk drug formulation and manufacturing, as well as primary and secondary
packaging services for solid dose drugs, including highly potent compounds. Our

Unither Pharmaceuticals is a leading
manufacturer of single unit-dose pharmaceuticals using sterile blow-fill-seal,

Alconox Inc.
Asahi Kasei Bioprocess America Inc.
Bosch

stick-pack and effervescent-tablet

Bosch Packaging Technology

technologies. Offering support from early

Comecer Group

development to commercial manufacture,

Commissioning Agents Inc.

over 100 products on the market use
technology developed by Unither.
Unither’s mission is to provide innovative,

Fermion
GEA

competitive and sustainable solutions

Glatt Air Techniques Inc.

to their customers. The company does

ICON

this by combining extensive expertise in

Jubliant HollisterStier

drug delivery technologies and fill-finish

MilliporeSigma

operations with a growing understanding
of patient needs and experience in
product and process development.

ModWave
Patheon
Porton Fine Chemicals Ltd.
Sartorius

www.unither-pharma.com

SCHOTT Pharmaceutical Packaging

+1 585 475 9000

Siegfried USA

755 Jefferson Road

Therapure Biopharma Inc.

Rochester, NY 14623

UPM Pharmaceuticals
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Pharma’s Almanc
is going online.

and on-time delivery by leveraging
manufacturing excellence and a
definitive customer focus grounded
in the mutual mission of saving and
enhancing human life.
Having served as both a global head

the pharmaceutical industry.

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

demands beyond superior quality

manufacturing technologies include granulation, coating, blending, encapsulation,
compression and drying of tablets and capsules.

of manufacturing and supply for big
pharma and the Chairman and CEO
of a leading CMO, Tim Tyson brings
a unique perspective to Avara. In his
30-plus year career, he has negotiated
complex multi-billion dollar mergers

Led by a team of industry experts with extensive experience managing manufacturing

and acquisitions, led major turnarounds

infrastructures’ worldwide, Avara is focused on quality, compliance and customer service,

that have fueled growth and value and,

as well as delivering on-time and in-full. With our deep understanding of the industry,

most significantly, been instrumental

world-class contract manufacturing and technical services and broad knowledge and

in bringing more than 50 lifesaving and

With the growing awareness
and continued dialogue all
around the content being produced

expertise in supply chain management, commercialization, product launch and technical

life-improving medicines to the market.

in Pharma’s Almanac in print, now
after more than a year in distribution
and four print editions with
contributions from our more than
25 scientific and research writers —
and dozens of industry contributors
— we’re going online just before
CPhI Worldwide this year!

• Avara facilities have produced a

October 1, 2016

transfer, Avara sustains exemplary levels of product quality and regulatory compliance
and regularly exceeds customer expectations.

www.PharmasAlmanac.com

the strong foundation of its employee
knowledge base and capabilities by

number of blockbuster brands and
transitioned several products to
generic status.
• Proven track record in process
development, scale-up, validation
and commercialization of NCEs
and generic APIs
• Large-volume processing (direct
compression, high-shear compression,

• Exceptional Regulatory Compliance
Track record
• Lean Organization and Structure

leveraging their deep understanding of
the pharmaceutical industry combined
with the implementation of outsourcing

with three layers from management

and manufacturing best practices and

to operators

through acquisitions of complementary

• Fast-to-Transfer & Rapid Change

businesses.

Over for proven technology transfer
and product launches
• Fair and Competitive Pricing
• Successful application of Lean Six

capsule filling) of 1,000-2,000 million

Sigma tools to improve cost while

units per year

sustaining compliance and supply

• World Class Customer Service, with a

Watch for more about the launch of

Under his direction, Avara will build on

• Leadership team with extensive

CONTACT US
www.avara.com
+1 203 655 1333

customer service satisfaction level

experience in international supply

101 Merritt 7

>99% for more than 5 years

chain management

Norwalk, CT 06851
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Q:

WITH RESPECT TO SUPPLIER–
PARTNER RELATIONSHIPS,
WHAT IS YOUR PREFERRED
COLLABORATION MODEL?

Patheon works closely with clients to develop custom solutions that are
designed to meet individual needs. This requires a strategic approach and
deep understanding of each client’s challenges. Some examples of this are
the unique solutions and business models that provide flexible manufacturing
options to address clients’ complex needs in a changing landscape.
Flexible manufacturing services complement the traditional outsourcing
service model through adaptable and scalable capacity, and allow clients
to increase and decrease capacity as needed. In the
face of uncertain forecasts, contract development and
manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) like Patheon
can offer the facilities, equipment and process
technology expertise needed for operations
and risk management.
Michael Lehmann
President, Global Sales and Marketing, Patheon

A
Christian Treitel
Pharma Business
Development Head,
Bosch Packaging
Technology
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Patients put their full trust in
the industry that their drugs will
contribute to their recovery and
meet high quality standards.

As a manufacturer of processing and packaging machines,
our goal is to offer customers complete line concepts from
a single source. We provide our customers with one point
of contact for their entire project. This not only includes
the development and installation of both standard and
customized solutions. Beyond machine technology, we
support pharmaceutical developers and producers with
market-specific expertise, as well as detailed project and
integration competence. With additional services and
comprehensive consulting before, during and after start-up,
we make sure that all our machines and lines are optimally
tailored to specific space requirements and pharmaceutical
needs. This also includes qualification and validation of
the lines, as well as intensive operator training and
after-sales services.
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As a trusted supplier of high quality detergents to a vast array of industries including
pharma and biotech, we at Alconox, Inc. prefer
the model of a solution provider. This includes
customer visits, site surveys, conference calls,
ensuring open lines of supply to our dealer
network, and other requirements based on
the customers’ needs. When best practiced,
this evolves into a partnership.
Critical cleaning (the level of cleaning directly
impacts the value of the final product) is an
increasingly scrutinized process. Analytical
techniques and detection levels are continuously
improving, allowing for even higher precision
in cleanliness evaluation. It is here where the
quality, application and product expertise at
Alconox, Inc. meets the needs of scientists and
engineers by not just providing solutions, but
also the groundwork for strategic partnerships.
Whenever increasing regulatory and cleaning
demands need to be met with decreasing
resources in the biopharmaceutical and
cosmeceutical industries, we work as a solution
provider and partner. If an existing product does
not provide the solution, synergistic detergent
blends and/or new product
formulations can be, and
have been, created. It is
at these points that we
evolve from suppliers to
solution providers and
trusted partners.

This responsibility is borne first by the pharmaceutical
company or the drug manufacturer. Nevertheless,
the packaging suppliers are also under an obligation,
since their primary packaging comes into direct contact
with a drug. They have to deliver faultless goods to
the pharmaceutical companies at the beginning of the
process chain. Product mix-ups, impurities and container
closure failures are among the worst possible errors
in the production of pharmaceutical packaging.
Dr. Stefan Bauer
Director Global Quality,
SCHOTT Pharmaceutical
Packaging

SCHOTT manufactures approximately 10 billion
syringes, vials, ampoules and cartridges each year
and is, of course, audited regularly by pharmaceutical

PORTON TAKES THE LONG VIEW
ON BUILDING TRULY SUSTAINABLE
AND MUTUAL VALUE-ENHANCING
PARTNERSHIPS WITH OUR
CUSTOMERS.

While Porton uses several models
on a best fit-to-purpose basis, we
have successfully met several challenges across the life cycle for our
global customers using a Service

We take a strategic alliance approach

Center model wherein we take a

to API and drug intermediate supply

portfolio management approach

relationships by understanding our

and dynamically allocate scientific

customers’ pipeline development and

resources and production assets

lifecycle challenges, and applying

backed by dedicated, multi-functional

innovative models for impactful

service teams. Working closely with

solutions. As an example, we recently

customers’ program teams, our

launched a Technology Center in

key success factors are Flexibility,

Cranbury, NJ (Porton USA) based on

Metrics (Clear definition of value-

our interaction with key customers

creation parameters, near and

and determined a need for a US-

long-term goals and most feasible

based facility that allows on site

pathways for best outcomes) and

collaboration, and is capable

Ownership/Delivery.

of conducting complex chemistry,
along with low volume supply of

manufacturers. The challenge, however, is to anchor
a “GMP Mindset” in the corporate philosophy that
is then lived every day.
To achieve this, we launched the “100% responsibility”
campaign to sensitize our employees to all aspects of
quality in daily manufacturing. With a mix of information
and measures that create attention, we motivate our
staff to implement the guidelines of GMP on a daily
basis. In addition to regular trainings, there are also
posters, banners and stand-up displays at the plants
using emotional imagery to appeal to employees’
sense of responsibility, and signs remind them of the
most important GMP rules.
We have already rolled out the campaign with a
launch event at almost all of our 16 plants. Our
employees, customers and experts who have
visited us since the launch of this campaign have
given us positive feedback.

SIEGFRIED’S FOCUS IS
to support the common objectives and challenges
of our customers and to provide value-added
service offerings in order to put our customers
as much as possible in advance of their competition. Therefore, we do not have one preferred
model, as we recognize the important difference
between strategic, tactical, and opportunistic
collaborations. Strategic partnerships involve
intensive exchange of information creating winwin scenarios built on the basis of transparent
communication. The other two models are as
equally important, but differ in that they need
both intensive communication with clear understanding of expectations and project requirements, so each party understands one another’s
expectation. All three partnerships require
thorough evaluation and technical verification;
however, the type of transparent information
exchanged is different for each.

high potency compounds. Together
with our existing R&D facilities in

Marianne Spaene

Shanghai and Chongqing and a soon

Executive Vice President
Global Business

to be opened Technology Center in
Michael Moussourakis

Shuitu, China, we are able to leverage

John Dillon

Development,

Senior Manager, Technical Marketing and

the capabilities of both sites for

Senior Vice President,

Marketing & Sales,

Commercial Development, Alconox, Inc.

overall project cost and efficiency.

Porton Fine Chemicals

Siegfried USA
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Q: With respect to supplier‒customer
relationships, what is your preferred
collaboration model?

M

Market analysts have predicted that as many as 30%
of existing custom manufacturing organizations will
be forced to exit the market in the coming years due
to a variety of market and competitive pressures. Drug
owners and developers are doing their part to shrink
the pool, consolidating their supply chains and
mitigating risk by engaging fewer, more strategically

COLLABORATION IS THE DRIVING
FORCE that allows drug manufacturers to solve technical

oriented suppliers. To survive, contract service
providers are responding in similar fashion, acquiring

challenges, meet aggressive development timelines and bring
complex products to market in record time. The best model
is built on strategic partnerships that encourage collaboration
externally with client personnel and internally, within the
CDMO, across functions such as process development, manufacturing and quality assurance. When it comes to commercial
biopharmaceutical drug development, process development is
the primary mission of CDMOs active in the space, including
GlaxoSmithKline Biopharmaceuticals. Process development
begins with the expression system, continues through to API
release, and covers both upstream and downstream operations
across quality, analytical, scale-up and validation lines. The ability
to customize platforms to suit customer needs and build costeffective, robust manufacturing operations is based on two-way
communication among strategically aligned collaborators.
The combined expertise, knowledge and capabilities between
the CDMO and client inevitably form an outcome that as a whole
is greater than the sum of its parts. We’ve found clients in our
space prefer closer, longer-term relationships
with partners that have the culture and
processes already in place to encourage
a higher-order of collaboration across
all functional and operational levels.

and investing in the necessary assets and capabilities
to deliver the flexible end-to-end development services,
and manufacturing capacity contract service buyers
are demanding to sustain their business models.

When You Need to Meet
a Higher Standard.

UPM itself has made $12 million in capital expenditures in this direction over the past 24 months.
For both UPM and its strategic partners, we’ve found
the most effective partnerships involve much higher
levels of collaboration and integration, built on a foundation of transparent communications and trust engendered over time. Of course, reliability, quality and
comprehensive value-added technical expertise are
key structural components of any strategic, long-term
relationship, and both organizations must contribute
to operational transparency. Ultimately, the cost and
time pressures faced by pharmaceutical companies
to successfully bring their products to market are
increasingly being met by flexible, strategically
responsive partners equipped to meet pharma’s
increasingly complex
development and
manufacturing needs.

KaShauna G. Rohlehr, PMP
Program Manager, CMO Alliance & Program Management

James E. Gregory

Global Manufacturing and Supply (GMS) – Rockville,

President & COO,

GlaxoSmithKline Biopharmaceuticals

UPM Pharmaceuticals

Nicholas Green
President & CEO,
Therapure Biopharma Inc.
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Our preferred model would typically be a partnership vs. transactional business relationship.
However, this very much depends on perceived
value in the eyes of both parties. For example,
if the client is using a CMO purely as a means of
accessing additional capacity, understands their
process well and has internal manufacturing
experience and/or capacity, relationships tend to be
more transactional. In our business, as a contract,
development and manufacturing organization
(CDMO), we provide a complete suite of services
from early process development to commercial
manufacturing. As such, we are well suited for

GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN TRENDS
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small to mid-size organizations with clients that
rarely have internal capability and rely on
Therapure’s development and manufacturing
expertise. There is an increasing number of companies that are explicitly pursuing this strategy
where each party can see significant value in the
relationship, both long- and short-term. The scale
of our operation, as well as the breadth of our
offering, also means that clients typically view
Therapure as a resource throughout the development of the product; and they ultimately expect
Therapure to be their commercial supplier,
if and when they ultimately gain FDA approval.
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Close collaboration with
only benefits is a dream
that never comes true.
By nature corporations are selfish entities and
the closeness of corporations every now and
then leads to collision courses. That is why we
need well-defined processes and rules. Typically
the pitfalls of close collaborations in NCE
chemistry development are related to inadequate
specification regarding the agreed scope of work.
Close relationships lower the threshold for the
customer to start asking for various changes and
improvement of trials and tests, and the supplier,
for the sake of the good partnership, wants to

It is much easier to talk partnership than actually
demonstrate the behaviors one might and should
expect in a partnership. This is equally appropriate
to both the CMO and the client. A partnership
requires a more intimate way of working; we often use
the phrase win-win. What people often don’t seem to
understand is that the wins for each partner don’t
always occur at the same time and are often variable
in magnitude. Just because one person doesn’t appear
to be winning as much as the other doesn’t mean the
partnership isn’t working.

listen the customer. However, change management
is one of the most essential parts of GMP work
and requires an extremely disciplined process,
otherwise changes may destroy the value
generation in the project. The time spent for the
definition of the scope of the work must be
sufficient, along with the process description for
the change management.
Another typical pitfall of close collaboration is in
quality management. The more tasks between the
parties that are shared, the more difficult it becomes
to define the roles in signing the completions of
the project milestones. An example could be the
content of a development report, which may be
satisfactory from the CMO point of view while the
customer is still requesting additional information.

Marko Salo
Vice President, Marketing
and Sales, Fermion
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Q:

WHEN WORKING IN CLOSE SUPPLIERPARTNER RELATIONSHIPS, WHAT
PITFALLS DO YOU TRY TO AVOID?
HOW CLOSE IS TOO CLOSE?
Both partners must understand each other’s
expectations and requirements so that there is no

We view our relationships as an
important ‘give and take’ that requires
some investment from both parties.
The best relationships leverage strengths
of each partner to advance the
project or portfolio.

misunderstanding. Project assumptions should
be clearly communicated so that the right
collaboration model can be applied. It is important
not only to understand the technical requirement,
but also the expected outcome. Each relationship
should follow the basic guidelines of respect,
integrity and loyalty in order to have a basis

A partnership doesn’t always mean win-win, at times
it might also mean losing (hopefully this doesn’t last
long), but these are the times when one can really
strain a partnership. If a process is not working as we
expected, for example, or a timeline is drifting, one can
often see behaviors change and parties drift apart as
they try to blame someone else or the other party.
Communication, agreed-upon metrics, standards, realistic
and agreed upon expectations and a commitment from
all levels of both parties is essential to overcome these
issues and ensure that each party is striving towards
mutually-accepted and achievable goals.
Unfortunately, it isn’t atypical for a client to experience
problems for the first time, if their CMO is a partner or
simply a service provider; at times like this, both parties
need to come closer and not distance themselves (this
can often feel like you are losing). A partner stands up
and puts in the effort required to resolve the issues
and avoids the temptation to focus on the short-term.
Understanding is also an essential element. Often when
communicating, we hear what we want to hear and not
what the other party is actually saying. Repeating back
what you heard, face-to-face meeting, regular meetings
and meeting minutes are some of the tools we use
to avoid poor communication. The business models
associated with a biotech and a CMO are markedly
different, as are the risk-reward profiles. As such, sharing
of the clinical risk is typically something that, as a CMO,
I believe is an area I might consider to be too close.
We need to act as one business, but it is also
important to understand that we are
not the same business.

for a long-term partnership.

Marianne Spaene
Executive Vice President

There are pitfalls in any commercial relationship, whether close
or not. At Alconox, Inc. we supply both directly to our customers,
and through dealers/distributors. In either case, we strive to be
solution providers and trusted partners to our end users. Technical
support, application and product knowledge, and quality are
hallmarks here at Alconox, Inc. Thus, we have achieved close
relationships with many of our customers and supply channels.
To ensure avoidance of pitfalls, like mismatched supplier —
customer/vendor expectations, we communicate and listen closely.
While we at Alconox, Inc. draw upon a huge array of industry,
processing and cleaning experience with our customer supporting
staff, every cleaning application is different. The regulations and
requirements of manufacturers will vary based on region, location
in the process and nature of final product. By closely listening to
the needs and communicating this understanding, the right
product can be brought to bear at the right time.
I don’t see any reasonable level of supplierpartner relationship as too close. If your goal
is to optimize throughput, sharing details
and ideas is vital.
Michael Moussourakis
Senior Manager, Technical Marketing and
Commercial Development, Alconox Inc.

DEVELOPING A DEEP UNDERSTANDING
of alliance goals and lucidly defining value-creating efforts are crucial
to a successful and sustainable key partnership. As in any portfolio
management program, losing sight of these factors in the storm of
project/product-centered activities can result in significant opportunity
costs for both partners. Working transparently with our key customers,
Porton’s program management and alliance teams take a passionate,
yet clear-eyed, view of key objectives and metrics – whether in
process development or manufacturing. Porton’s success is based on
transparency, integrity and delivery, which require high interactivity
with portfolio partner-customers. We don’t see any issues
with relationship proximity and work hard to
ensure that no single long-term relationship
jeopardizes IP/confidentiality obligations
or our ability to effectively serve a select
pool of other customer-partners.

Michael Lehmann

Global Business Development,

Nicholas Green

President, Global Sales and Marketing

Marketing & Sales

President & CEO,

Raj Iyer

Patheon

Siegfried USA

Therapure Biopharma Inc.

Chief Business Officer, Porton Fine Chemicals Ltd.
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Q:

WHAT HAVE YOU FOUND TO
BE THE GREATEST BENEFIT
FROM CLOSE COLLABORATION
PARTNERSHIP MODELS?

As a leading China-based API CDMO serving the global pharmaceutical
industry, Porton is honored to have long-standing partnerships and key
relationships with several leading companies. Our collaboration models,
notably the “Service Center,” have delivered practically innovative and
impactful manufacturing solutions for customer-partners across multiple
blockbuster franchises and therapeutic areas including antivirals,
metabolic disease, anti-infectives and oncology.
Porton has derived tremendous benefits from our strategic alliance
approach in the form of knowledge transfer, pipeline understanding,
customer embedment and sustainable growth. Reciprocally,
our customer-partners have seen substantial benefits in
the form of faster development outcomes, efficient
manufacturing solutions and reliable, high quality
supply chains.

The benefits can fall into a wide variety of
categories. The more we act as a single business
or partnership, the more waste or duplication
of effort we can eliminate, and in so doing there
is more value for both parties to share. As the
teams develop together, we see ever increasing
sharing of information and ideas, which in turn
enhances project execution as problems are identified
and overcome. Stress levels for both parties typically
reduce and the probability of positive outcomes
increases. Clients generally get asked about their
successes and are usually willing to talk about them.
Client referrals and repeat business are generally
our richest source of new business. When a client
commits to commercial manufacture
(ahead of approval) it is a huge
motivator to both parties to
deliver a successful outcome.

We bring the knowledge
and expertise required
by today’s patient-centric
environment, to respond
to rising evidentiary
demands and move
beyond the traditional
commercialisation model.

Your new
prescription
for commercial
success

Nicholas Green
Raj Iyer

President & CEO,

Chief Business Officer, Porton Fine Chemicals Ltd.

Therapure Biopharma Inc.

CLOSE COLLABORATION models
are exactly what we need at Fermion in order to
leverage all the benefits we have available to our
customers. Fermion is a company with roots in
innovative drug development, but customers
can also exploit Fermion’s cost-efficiency approach
in the process optimization and the mind-set of
continuous improvement, both of which have
developed in a tough generic API business since
the 1970’s, when the company was founded. Our
aim is to offer a unique experience, characterized
by open and transparent communication, innovative
spirit and agility. Transparency is needed in sharing

both good news and bad news. We don’t want to
drive our customer to a position where the news
comes as a surprise, leading the customer to a
potentially unforeseen situation with their project.
Close collaboration also means really knowing
the people on both sides: the customer must be
comfortable with the people who are taking care
of the project and chemistry. Closeness can also
help in creating the spirit to enhance problem
solving, sharing ideas between parties and
building communication culture. Consequently,
thinking like the customer can help Fermion to
act as an extension to our customer’s R&D.

Connect insights
to deliver
patient-focused
outcomes
Marko Salo
Vice President, Marketing
and Sales, Fermion

ICONplc.com/commercialisation
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